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Abstract

Deep neural networks have established a new standard for data-dependent feature

extraction pipelines in the Computer Vision literature. Despite their remarkable per-

formance in the standard supervised learning scenario, i.e. when models are trained

with labeled data and tested on samples that follow a similar distribution, neural net-

works have been shown to struggle with more advanced generalization abilities, such

as transferring knowledge across visually different domains, or generalizing to new

unseen combinations of known concepts.

In this thesis we argue that, in contrast to the usual black-box behavior of neural

networks, leveraging more structured internal representations is a promising direction

for tackling such problems. In particular, we focus on two forms of structure. First,

we tackle modularity : We show that (i) compositional architectures are a natural tool

for modeling reasoning tasks, in that they efficiently capture their combinatorial nature,

which is key for generalizing beyond the compositions seen during training. We inves-

tigate how to to learn such models, both formally and experimentally, for the task of

abstract visual reasoning. Then, we show that (ii) in some settings, modularity allows

us to efficiently break down complex tasks into smaller, easier, modules, thereby im-

proving computational efficiency; We study this behavior in the context of generative

models for colorization, as well as for small objects detection. Secondly, we investigate

the inherently layered structure of representations learned by neural networks, and an-

alyze its role in the context of transfer learning and domain adaptation across visually

dissimilar domains.
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1
Introduction

Computer vision is a vast research field, that is driven by the ambition of achieving

automatic image understanding. This ranges from recognizing and processing low-

level image statistics (e.g. edge detection, texture analysis), to extracting higher-level

semantics of objects (e.g. image classification, object detection, semantic segmenta-

tion), and eventually building models able to provide a rich and meaningful description

of an image (e.g. image captioning, scene graph generation). Computer vision models

have been successfully applied to numerous real-life tasks. They are now part of our

daily lives, for instance in item recommendation systems [Zalando Research, 2018] or

image filters on social networks [Facebook Research, 2016], and are leading the way

to exciting future applications, such as medical diagnostic assistance [Razzak et al.,

2018], rescue drones [Giusti et al., 2016] and self-driving cars [Sun et al., 2019a].

A key problematic of computer vision revolves around mapping images to ade-

quate feature representations. In fact, digital images are usually represented as ar-

rays of discrete pixel intensities expressed in the RGB color space; Besides being

extremely high dimensional (each pixel has 2553 possible values), these representa-

tions are hard to reason with and lack natural properties of images: For instance,

a minor translation of an image, although unnoticeable to the human eye, signifi-

cantly alters its representation in pixel space. Instead, early computer vision sys-

tems capitalized on hand-crafted feature extraction pipelines for mapping an image

to a lower dimensional vector representation, while preserving its most meaningful

features and ideally displaying interesting properties such as translation or rotation in-

variance: This includes specific image analysis techniques, such as the Hough trans-

form [Duda and Hart, 1972], used to detect lines or circular patterns, to local feature

descriptors of keypoints of interest such as SIFT [Lowe, 1999; Bay et al., 2006], which

have then been extended to more compact structured alternatives, for instance us-

ing bag-of-words models [Csurka et al., 2004] or Fisher vectors [Jégou et al., 2012].

On one hand, these representations have been used with great success in computer

vision pipelines for image retrieval or keypoint matching [Sivic and Zisserman, 2003;
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Zheng et al., 2018]. On the other hand, for tasks that require a higher-level semantic

understanding of a scene, for instance, to identify and reason about objects rather than

local keypoints, neural networks have established a new standard for automatic image

feature extraction over recent years. Following their historical achievement on the Ima-

geNet classification challenge in 2012 [Deng et al., 2012; Krizhevsky et al., 2012], they

are now widely used in contemporary computer vision systems.

The main strength of neural networks lies in that they are end-to-end models that

learn rich feature representations of images directly from their pixel specification, pro-

vided that enough data samples are available, rather than relying on hand-crafted tech-

niques. Furthermore, even though such pipelines are always learned from a specific

set of training images, they exhibit remarkable transferability properties across different

datasets in practice [Yosinski et al., 2014]. Unfortunately, their strength is a double-

edged sword, as neural networks are essentially black boxes: Because their “train of

thought” is concealed, it is nearly impossible to characterize what the learned represen-

tations capture [Olah et al., 2017; Zeiler and Fergus, 2014]. This is obviously an issue

when it comes to interpreting such systems, and, more importantly, this lack of trans-

parency may lead to inexplicable and serious failure cases for real-life applications.

From a broader perspective, understanding if and how neural networks adapt to new

unseen inputs is a very active research question, both from a theoretical [Kawaguchi

et al., 2020; Ben-David et al., 2010] and practical [Frankle and Carbin, 2019; Morcos

et al., 2018; Szegedy et al., 2014] perspective.

In contrast, humans are equipped with numerous explainable priors for solving vi-

sion tasks. For instance, when looking for a specific item in a scene, rather than at-

tending to every single object, we will first take a short glance to locate its most likely

position, and then refine our location estimate if need be. This prior enables fast detec-

tion, and is for instance used in cascade models for object detection [Viola and Jones,

2004]. Or, we might use some mental layout to guide our estimate, e.g. we know that

books are more likely to be located on a bookshelf; This illustrates our ability to extract

abstract patterns and to efficiently reuse them in new scenes. Similarly, incorporating

structure priors in machine learning systems, and in particular neural networks, has

been shown to be beneficial for a variety of computer vision tasks; A key challenge

being to do so without limiting their ability to freely learn from data nor falling back to
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hand-crafted heuristics. Successful examples include both the use of implicit priors,

e.g. using pre-trained word embeddings for one-shot learning systems [Frome et al.,

2013], and explicit priors, the most common example being the use of graphical mod-

els to capture the relationship between e.g. neighboring pixels [Zheng et al., 2015] or

parts of an object [Felzenszwalb et al., 2008].

In this thesis, we investigate scenarios in which the structure of some computer

vision tasks can be leveraged for building efficient neural networks, with a focus on (i)

improving the trade-off between inference speed and prediction accuracy, and (ii) im-

proving a model’s generalization and transfer abilities. In this section, we introduce the

background and relevant literature necessary to appreciate the material in subsequent

chapters. We then conclude this section with a general outline of the thesis.

1.1 Machine Learning Fundamentals

Machine learning refers to the problem of automatically learning general trends from

finite data. Formally, the goal is to estimate a target ground-truth function f ∗ : X → Y,

from input space X to output space Y, given observed realizations of this function,

which we denote as samples (x, y) drawn from a training distribution D over X × Y.

In general, a machine learning model is mainly characterized by three components:

Firstly, an hypothesis space, F , which defines the set of candidates that the model

will search through to approximate the target function. Secondly, a loss function (also

known as objective function), L : Y × Y → R, is used to estimate the quality of a

candidate by comparing its outputs to the observed realizations of f ∗. Formally, we

define the risk of a candidate hypothesis f ∈ F as:

R(f) ≜ E(x,y)∼D L(f(x), y) (1.1)

Based on this quantity, the learning task amounts to finding the hypothesis with the

lowest risk, by solving the minimization problem in Equation 1.2. Therefore, the opti-

mization procedure chosen to that end is the third decisive component of the model.

argmin
f∈F

E(x,y)∼D L(f(x), y) (1.2)
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However, in the real world, the distribution D is unknown, thus we cannot directly

compute the expected risk in (1.2). Instead, we are only given a finite set of observa-

tions, the training set, and must rely on empirical estimates of the risk. In the rest of

the section, we introduce the standard framework for training machine learning models

in practice, with a detailed example for the image classification task.

1.1.1 Training machine learning models with supervision

A machine learning model is usually trained under the supervision of a training set D,

consisting in a finite set of n observations, D = {(x1, y1), . . . (xn, yn)}, drawn from the

training distribution D. We say the model is supervised because each input sample x ∈

X is annotated with a label y ∈ Y, which provides a ground-truth target to the model.

Based on the observed samples in D, we can derive an estimate for the expectation in

(1.1), which leads to the definition of the empirical risk, R̂:

∀f ∈ F , R(f) ≃ R̂(f) ≜ 1

n

n∑︂
i=1

L(f(xi), yi) (1.3)

Moreover, the hypothesis space is often defined as a family of functions that follow

a given parametric form, F = {fθ, ∀θ ∈ Rd}, where d is the dimension of the parameter

space; For instance, the space of linear functions for X = Rd, F = {x ↦→ θTx, ∀θ ∈ Rd}.

To summarize, the search for a function hypothesis in F that best matches the train-

ing dataset D is captured by the following Empirical Risk Minimization (ERM) problem:

Empirical Risk Minimization (ERM)

θ̂ = argmin
θ∈Rd

1

n

n∑︂
i=1

L(fθ(xi), yi) (1.4)

Gradient descent (GD). The mathematical optimization literature provides us with

a framework to tackle the minimization problem in (1.4). The most commonly used

optimization algorithm in machine learning is gradient descent (GD), which relies on

the fact that, given a function L observed at a point x, the steepest decrease direction

is the one opposite of the gradient at x, i.e.- ▽L(x). When applied to the ERM problem,

the gradient descent consists in updating the parameters θ of the model by taking

iterative small steps in the direction opposite of the gradient of the expected risk, as
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a function of the parameters θ, until a stopping criterion is reached (e.g. convergence

criterion, time limit . . . ). Formally, the gradient update rule at each step is:

∀t, θt+1 = θt − α
1

n

n∑︂
i=1

▽θL(fθ(xi), yi) (1.5)

where α, the learning rate, determines the magnitude of the update. The resulting

gradient descent algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1. In particular, it requires an

initial estimate for the model parameters, θ0, and a stopping criterion to determine the

final step T at which the optimization algorithm outputs its prediction θ̂ = θT . We will

discuss how these components are selected in practice in Section 1.1.2.

Algorithm 1: Gradient Descent (GD)
Input : D – Training dataset

L – Loss function L : Y × Y → R
α – Learning rate
θ0 – Initial model parameters

θ ← θ0;
while stopping criterion is not met do

θ ← θ − α 1
n

∑︁n
i=1▽θL(fθ(xi), yi)

return θ

Unfortunately, there are two main limitations inherent to gradient descent. First, in

order to define a gradient at all, we need fθ to be differentiable with respect to the

parameters θ, which limits the choice of F . Similarly, the loss function L needs to be

differentiable with respect to its first input: For instance, the Euclidean distance is a

simple differentiable function that is commonly used to measure a distance between

ground-truth values and predicted outputs. However, standard metrics, in particular

for discrete output spaces, are not always differentiable. A classical example is the

so-called “0-1 loss” for binary classification, which is defined as L(ŷ, y) taking value

1 when y = ŷ and otherwise 0. It is non-differentiable (and even non-discontinuous).

While there exists methods to handle non-differentiable optimization problems, these

are often more complex and constraining than gradient descent. Thus, when encoun-

tering a non-differentiable objective function, it is common to approximate it with a

differentiable function that can be optimized with standard gradient descent. We will

consider an example of such an approximation in the course of this section, for the task

of image classification, in Section 1.1.3.
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A second downside of gradient descent is that it is only guaranteed to converge to

a global minimum when the function to optimize is convex, for a proper choice of the

learning rate α [Boyd and Vandenberghe, 2004]. If the function is non-convex, which is

the case for instance for neural networks, GD may only converge to a local minimum.

Mini-batch stochastic gradient descent (SGD). One practical drawback of the gra-

dient descent update rule stated in (1.5) is that it requires computing the average of

gradients over the whole dataset D for a single update of the parameters, which is

both computationally and memory demanding when dealing with large datasets. In-

stead, most machine learning models are trained via mini-batch stochastic gradient

descent (SGD), which consists in approximating the gradient sum from (1.5) in an on-

line manner, by repeatedly estimating gradients on a small random sample of the data

rather than the whole dataset. The stochasticity arises from the fact that this sample of

data, also called batch or mini-batch, is chosen randomly at each iteration. SGD thus

introduces a new training parameter, bs, which determines the size of the batches. In

particular when bs = |D|, we recover the gradient descent algorithm. The pseudo-code

for SGD algorithm is described in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: Mini-batch Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD)
Input : D – Training dataset

L – Loss function L : Y × Y → R
α – Learning rate
bs – Batch size
θ0 – Initial model parameters

θ ← θ0;
while stopping criterion is not met do

shuffle dataset D;
for batch = 1 . . . ⌊|D| // bs⌋ do

k ← batch ∗ bs;
θ ← θ − α 1

n

∑︁k+bs
i=k ▽θL(fθ(xi), yi)

return θ

In theory, SGD enjoys the same convergence guarantees as GD, albeit with slower

convergence rates, as well as the same drawbacks (e.g. potential convergence to a

local minimum). Nevertheless, in practice, mini-batch stochastic gradient descent is

the de facto optimization algorithm for neural networks, due to its simplicity, scalability

to large datasets, and quality of the found solutions [Bottou et al., 2018].
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1.1.2 Model selection and generalization

So far, we have only described how to learn a model from a training dataset D. How-

ever, ultimately, we also need to assess how well the learned function fθ̂, actually fits

the ground-truth function f ∗ that underlies the dataset D.

Influence of the hypothesis space. Because the model’s search is limited to the

hypothesis space F by definition, the capacity of F directly impacts how closely one

can approximate the true underlying data distribution.

On the one hand, it may happen that functions in F are simply not complex enough

to capture f ∗; This is for instance the case when F is the space of polynomials of

degree 2 and f ∗ : x ↦→ x3. This phenomenon is called underfitting. On the other hand,

if the capacity of F is too high, the learned function may end up capturing noise specific

to the training samples, hence becoming a very good approximation of f ∗ on D but a

poor one for new inputs drawn from the true distribution D. This is a common problem

when working with real-life data, due to e.g. sensor noise, annotation mistake, data

deterioration etc. We say that the model overfits to the statistical noise present in the

data and fails to generalize. Both phenomena are illustrated in Figure 1.1.

In summary, there is an inherent trade-off when choosing how complex the hypoth-

esis space should be. Intuitively, the capacity of F represents how many of degrees

of freedom it has, e.g. the degree of polynomial functions. More generally, there exists

other formally defined measures of the capacity of an hypothesis class, for instance

the Vapnik-Chervonenkis (VC) dimension [Shalev-Shwartz and Ben-David, 2014].

Model evaluation. Once trained, a natural way to evaluate the model would be via its

empirical risk as, by definition, it measures how far fθ̂ is from f ∗ on the datasetD, under

the loss function L. However this is an insufficient benchmark as it does not speak for

how well the model generalizes outside of the training set: For instance, a model that

overfits to the training data would have a very low empirical risk. Instead, it is common

to assess the generalization of a machine learning model by evaluating its performance

on a separate test dataset, Dtest. In general, it is assumed that the test dataset is

sampled from the same distribution D as the training data, but independently from the

latter, such that the training process is independent from the data it is evaluated on.
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(a) [Ground-truth] f∗ : x ↦→ e−xsin(x).
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in the training data and fails at general-
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of the underfitting and overfitting phenomena. Given noisy ob-
servations of the ground-truth damped sinus function (a), a predictor is learned from
the family of polynomial functions of degree d, for different values of d. Under– (c) or
overparametrizing (d) the hypothesis space results in under– and overfitting scenarios.

Model selection As we have seen with GD and SGD, optimization algorithms are of-

ten dependent on a set of hyperparameters, h, which are parameters of the optimiza-

tion procedure itself. For instance, choosing a higher learning rate means browsing

the search space faster, but also increases the risk of overshooting a minimal solution.
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Similarly, a large batch size yields a more accurate estimate of the empirical risk, but

significantly slows down each parameter update. These hyperparameters often incur

a trade-off between training speed and quality of the output function fθ̂ as a solution of

the empirical risk minimization problem.

A natural way to choose optimal values for the hyperparameters is by a simple

exhaustive search: Model selection consists in training the model with different con-

figurations of hyperparameters, evaluating each of the resulting learned hypothesis,

and finally selecting the best model (hence, set of hyperparameters) as the one that

yields the best candidate, under the evaluation metric. Furthermore, as we noted ear-

lier, evaluating a trained model requires an external testing set to assess its ability to

generalize, rather than just how well it fits the training data. However, if we directly

used the test set Dtest for selecting optimal hyperparameters, this would introduce an

undesirable bias between the training procedure and the test samples, hence lead to

unfair evaluation. Instead, we introduce a validation dataset, Dval, once again sampled

from the same distribution D as the training data, but independently from both D and

Dtest. Intuitively, Dval can be seen as a small subset of the training dataset which is

left out of the optimization procedure, and is only used for selecting the best set of

hyperparameters for training the model.

Stopping criterion. As we have mentioned before, gradient descent-based optimiza-

tion on non-convex functions, such as neural networks, do not provide strong conver-

gence guarantees. Furthermore, achieving a low empirical risk on the training set can

be a symptom of overfitting. Thus, waiting until the optimization procedure converges

to a low empirical risk is often not an optimal stopping criterion. Instead, Dval is often

used to define the stopping criterion of the optimization algorithm: This early stop-

ping procedure consists in regularly evaluating the model on Dval during training, for

instance by evaluating the empirical risk on the validation dataset. At first, the risk

should decrease, as the model captures information about the true distribution D .

Once it starts to increase, however, it is usually a sign that the model is overfitting to D

instead of learning a general trend, hence training should be stopped.

The usual workflow of training a machine learning model, from optimization to eval-

uation and including model selection, is summarized in Figure 1.2.
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θĥ
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Figure 1.2: A machine learning model is defined by a set of parametric hypotheses,
F , a loss function L to evaluate how far a prediction is from the ground-truth, and an
optimization algorithm (e.g., Mini-batch Stochastic Gradient Descent). Given a training
dataset D, one trains the hypothesis’s parameters by minimizing the empirical risk
R̂, i.e. the average loss value on the training dataset (or on the current training mini-
batch). To avoid overfitting, it is common to use an early stopping criterion based on
an external, independent, validation set, Dval. The model’s hyperparameters, i.e. any
variable outside of θ that influences the training outcome, are also selected based on
performance on the validation set. The final trained model is then evaluated on an
independent test set Dtest to assess how well it generalizes to new inputs drawn from
the same distribution as the training samples.
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1.1.3 Example: Binary classification

To conclude this section, we briefly review the previous notions in the context of binary

classification. The training datasetD consists of a collection of images, each annotated

as one of two classes, either positive (+1) or negative (−1). For instance, the task could

be to predict whether the picture of a dish looks appetizing or not, based on previous

user ratings. For simplicity, we consider pre-extracted feature embeddings of images

as inputs. Thus, let X = Rd denote the input space, where d is the dimension of the

embeddings, and let Y = {−1;+1} denote the two classes we are interested in.

We restrict ourselves to gradient descent-based optimization algorithms, as these

are by far the most commonly used in practice. Given a vector embedding of images,

linear functions, F = {fθ : x ↦→ sign
(︁
θTx

)︁
, θ ∈ Rd}, are a popular choice of hypotheses

as they have a simple parametric form, and provide an intuitive geometric interpreta-

tion: The vector θ induces an hyperplane that splits Rd into two pieces, such that points

are classified as either negative or positive depending on which side of the hyperplane

they lie on. Finally, a natural loss function for binary classification is the 0-1 loss, which

takes value 0 if and only if fθ(x) is equal to the ground-truth label y of x. In summary,

the model is specified as:

Binary Classification

f ∗ : x ∈ X ↦→ y ∈ Y = {0, 1}

fθ : x ↦→ JθTx > 0K

L(fθ(x), y) = Jfθ(x) ̸= yK

Where J·K is the indicator function, which takes value 1 if its Boolean argument evalu-

ates to true, and 0 otherwise.

Unfortunately, the resulting empirical risk is non-differentiable with respect to the

model parameters θ, because of the indicator functions both in the loss function and in

fθ’s definition, thus we cannot directly apply SGD for minimizing the empirical risk.

A differentiable relaxation. A common relaxation of the problem is for the model

to not directly output a discrete label fθ(x) ∈ Y, but rather a continuous probabilistic

estimate of p(+1|x), by mapping its output through the (differentiable) sigmoid function

σ : z ↦→ 1
1+e−z ∈ [0, 1] instead of the indicator function. In other words, we have that
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fθ(x) = pθ(+1|x) = σ(θTx), and consequently pθ(−1|x) = 1− fθ(x).

With probabilistic outputs, a natural training objective is to maximize the likelihood

of the training data in D under the distribution output by the model, i.e.
∏︁

(x,y)∈D pθ(y|x).

Equivalently, we can minimize the negative log-likelihood, which yields the following:

− log (pθ(y|x)) = −

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩log
(︁
σ(θTx)

)︁
, if y = +1

log
(︁
1− σ(θTx)

)︁
, otherwise

∝ (1 + y) log
(︂
1 + e−θ

T x
)︂
+ (1− y) log

(︂
eθ

T x + 1
)︂

(1.6)

where (1.6), commonly referred to as the log-loss or binary cross-entropy loss, is in-

deed differentiable with respect to the parameters θ. The following model can thus now

be optimized with a gradient descent-based algorithm, for instance SGD.

Binary Classification (relaxed)

f ∗ : x ∈ X ↦→ y ∈ {0, 1}

fθ : x ↦→ σ(θTx)

L(fθ(x), y) = −(1 + y) log (fθ(x))− (1− y) log (1− fθ(x))

Model evaluation. Usually, the loss function used to train the model is also a good

fit as an evaluation metric, since they both aim to compare the model’s outputs to

expected ground-truth values. For instance, the 0-1 loss naturally extends to the clas-

sification accuracy metric that amounts to counting the number of correct predictions:

acc(fθ̂, Dtest) =
1

|Dtest|
∑︂

(x,y)∈Dtest

Jfθ̂(x) = yK

Similarly, in the relaxed model, evaluating the log-likelihood of the model would be a

possible metric. However, this quantity is harder to interpret numerically as it expresses

how much confidence the model puts in the correct label. Instead, we simply extend

the definition of accuracy for the relaxed scenario as:

accrelaxed(fθ̂, Dtest) =
1

|Dtest|
∑︂

(x,y)∈Dtest

s
y log

(︃
fθ̂(x)

1− fθ̂(x)

)︃
> 0

{
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Note that the model behaves differently at training time, where outputs lie in [0, 1],

and at inference time where the outputs are passed through a decision function, here

z ↦→ log z
1−z , that maps to the original output space Y = {−1, 1}. This often happens in

machine learning models relying on differentiable relaxations, taking advantage from

the fact that evaluation metrics need not be differentiable.

1.2 Neural Networks

Deep Learning refers to machine learning models in which the hypothesis space is

defined as a family of neural networks. In this section, we will first briefly review the

definition of neural networks, in particular in the context of computer vision.

1.2.1 Formal definition

Definition. A fully-connected neural network is essentially a concatenation of simple

linear functions alternated with non-linearities. Formally, let L ∈ N∗ and d be a vector

of L + 1 positive integers; We define FL
d the family of L-layered fully-connected neural

networks in the following recursive manner, as illustrated in Figure 1.3:

Fully-connected neural networks (def)

F0
d ≜ {id : x ∈ Rd0 ↦→ x}

∀ℓ, F ℓ
d ≜ {fθ : x ∈ Rd0 ↦→ σ

(︁
θℓ fθℓ−1(x)

)︁
∈ Rdℓ ,

∀θℓ ∈ Rdℓ×dℓ−1 ,∀fθℓ−1 ∈ F ℓ−1
d0...ℓ−1

,∀σ : Rdℓ → Rdℓ}

We say that L is the number of layers, or the depth, of the network, where the ℓ-th layer

of the network designates the function z ↦→ σ
(︁
θℓz
)︁
, or, by abuse of notation, its output.

dℓ is the dimension or number of channels of the ℓ-th layer; with the two special cases

of d0 and dL being the input and output dimension respectively.

The individual components in each layer are called neurons: Each neuron fθℓ(x)i in

layer ℓ is connected to all the neurons in the previous layer, with weights defined by θℓ,

hence the name of fully-connected neural network. Finally, σ is an activation function,

whose role is to introduce non-linearities in the network. Typical examples include the

sigmoid function, or the Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) function, ReLU : x ↦→ max(0, x).
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Figure 1.3: A fully-connected neural network with inputs x ∈ Rd0=2 and outputs y ∈
RdL=1. Each layer of the network is a function fθℓ that consists of a matrix multiplication
by θℓ, mapping inputs in Rdℓ−1 to Rdℓ, followed by a non-linear activation function, σ. In
total, L Layers are concatenated together, forming a deep neural network.

Expressivity of neural networks. The main strength of neural networks lies in that

they combine a simple, easy to implement, parametric form with a high expressive

power: A first key factor to this is the activation function, σ. Without it, a neural network

would reduce to a simple linear transformation θℓθℓ−1 . . . θ1x. A second factor is the

size of the neural network, characterized by its depth, L, and its width, i.e. the vector d

containing the number of channels in each layer. For instance, the Perceptron [Rosen-

blatt, 1958], which is equivalent to a one-layer neural network, cannot capture the

simple XOR function, irregardless of its width. In contrast, a network with at least two

layers (also called a Multilayer Perceptron) easily can. More generally, the universal

approximation theorem [Cybenko, 1989; Hornik et al., 1989] states that any continuous

function can be closely approximated by a 2-layers neural network with appropriately

chosen width. Similar results also exist for the orthogonal scenario, i.e. for neural net-

works with bounded width and unbounded depth [Lu et al., 2017].

Nevertheless, the interplay of the width and depth of a neural network, and how it

impacts both the training process and the final learned model’s performance, is not a

well understood phenomenon [He et al., 2016; Zagoruyko and Komodakis, 2016]. In

the current state-of-the-art, neural networks usually consist of several concatenated

layers, each with finite width, hence the name of deep learning. Furthermore, in prac-

tice, choosing an adequate depth and width is not only a matter of expressivity, but
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also of computational speed, as both of these parameters increase the number of op-

erations in the model.

1.2.2 Convolutional neural networks

So far, we have only discussed neural networks taking vector inputs. However, these

are ill-suited for images which are inherently two-dimensional, and exhibit locality con-

straints: For instance, neighboring pixels are more likely to belong to the same ob-

ject than distant ones. To capture this spatial information, convolutional neural net-

works [Fukushima et al., 1988; LeCun et al., 1999] extend the fully-connected networks

formalism by replacing the usual linear operation with a two-dimensional convolution

operation to form convolutional layers.

Convolutional layer. Formally, let x ∈ Rw×h be a two-dimensional input, let θ ∈

Rkw×kh be the parameters, or weights of the convolution, and sw and sh be integers

in the intervals {1, . . . , w} and {1, . . . , h} respectively. We define the 2D convolution

operator ⊙ with kernel θ and stride s = (sw, sh) as:

x⊙s θ ∈R(⌊(w−kw)/sw⌋+1)×(⌊(h−kh)/sh⌋+1) (1.7)

∀i ∈ {1, . . . , ⌊(w − kw)/sw⌋+ 1},∀j ∈ {1, . . . , ⌊(h− kh)/sh⌋+ 1},

(x⊙s θ)i,j ≜
kw∑︂
p=1

kh∑︂
q=1

xi×sw+p,j×sh+q ∗ θkw−p+1,kh−q+1 (1.8)

In other words, the operator performs element-wise multiplications between the kernel

θ and submatrices of x, in a sliding window manner, where the stride s defines the

distance between each window. An illustration of this definition is given in Figure 1.4(a).

In practice, however, images are usually 3D arrays that contain two spatial dimen-

sions and one channel dimension. For instance, an input RGB image has three chan-

nels, representing the red, green and blue color information. Extending (1.8) to multi-

channel inputs and outputs is done by considering a different convolution kernel matrix

for each input and output channel, and applying the 2D convolution operator with each

one of them independently. The contributions of the different input channels are then

summed, such that the output once again has only two spatial dimensions and one

channel dimension. See also Figure 1.4(b) for an example.
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(b) Multi-channel convolution
for cin input channels and cout
output channels.

Figure 1.4: Illustration of the 2D convolution operation (left) and its extension to multi-
channel inputs and outputs (right).

Based on these definitions, we can now introduce the family of 2D convolutional

neural networks (CNN) FL
d,k. Once again, L denotes the number of layers and d is the

number of channels in every layer. Finally, k denotes the kernel size of the convolution

operator in each layer respectively. Formally,

Convolutional neural networks (def)

F0
d,k ≜ {id : x ∈ Rw×h×d0 ↦→ x}

∀ℓ, F ℓ
d,k ≜ {fθ : x ↦→ σ

(︄
dℓ−1∑︂
cin=1

fθℓ−1(x)⊙ θℓcout,cin

)︄
cout∈{1,...,dℓ}

∀θℓ ∈ Rdℓ×dℓ−1×kℓw×kℓh ,∀fθℓ−1 ∈ F ℓ−1
(d,k)0...ℓ−1

,∀σ activation function}

As previously, the function z ↦→ σ(z ⊙ θℓ) is called the ℓ-th (convolutional) layer of the

network. It consists in a 2D convolution operation with weight matrix θ, followed by an

element-wise activation function. In particular, if using only scalar kernels (kw = kh =

1), then a convolutional layer is equivalent to applying the same fully-connected linear

layer at every spatial position of the input.
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Spatial dimensions and field of view. By definition, the output of every convolu-

tional layer is a 3D feature map which preserves spatial information, in the sense that

a neuron at spatial position (i, j) can be directly linked to the input spatial positions

involved in its computation. The receptive field of a neural network is the number of

input pixels which are involved in the computations of any neuron in the last layer. This

is an important parameter as it essentially represents “the field of view” of the network

and the range of interactions across pixels it can capture. The receptive field can be

increased by using larger kernel matrices or a deeper architecture. The latter option is

usually preferred as, (i) in practice, depth is beneficial to the model’s performance and

(ii) working with smaller kernel matrices is more computationally efficient.

Nevertheless, while capturing spatial coherence is important for image understand-

ing, it is not always necessary to explicitly represent every single pixel in the input

image. For instance, the task of classification only requires to output information at

the global image-level. Taking this fact into account, CNNs usually incorporate ad-

ditional pooling layers, which aim to downscale the spatial resolution of the feature

maps, essentially getting rid of redundant spatial information, and allowing us to obtain

a more compact representation. Furthermore, this reduces the number of convolution

operations to apply in subsequent layer, hence improves computational efficiency. In

practice, pooling is implemented either as a convolution operation with a stride greater

than 1 (as shown in Figure 1.4(a)), or with specific lightweight pooling layers such as

max-pooling or average-pooling, which consist in taking small groups of neighboring

pixels and replacing them with a unique value, e.g. their maximum or average.

CNNs as feature extractors. As summarized in Figure 1.5, a convolutional network

is usually built as a long sequence of convolutional layers, with decreasing spatial

dimensions via pooling operations. These layers form the feature extraction part of

the network. Typically, if the output does not require spatial information (for instance,

an image-level classification task), then the extracted features are flattened to form a

compact one-dimensional vector embedding of the image. Otherwise, if the network

preserves spatial dimensions, the architecture is said to be fully-convolutional. The

resulting embedding is then fed to a shallow decoding stage which maps the learned

features to the output space, and consists in either convolutional or fully-connected

layers, depending on whether the embedding is two- or one-dimensional.
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y ∈ Y
x ∈ X

Convolutional layers Fully-connected layers

Flatten

.....

Convolution,
Activation,

Pooling

Figure 1.5: Typical example of a convolutional neural network (CNN) mapping an RGB
image to a one-dimensional output (e.g., in the context of a classification task). The
network consists in a sequence of convolutional layers, forming a feature extraction
pipeline in which the field of view (here, represented in teal) increases with the depth. If
the task output does not require spatial information, as it is the case here, the resulting
feature map is then flattened and fed to a short sequence of fully-connected layers,
which forms a shallow decoding stage mapping to the output space Y.

1.2.3 Optimization of neural networks

Granted that we choose a differentiable activation function, which is generally the case

in practice, a neural network fθ ∈ FL
d,k is also differentiable with respect to its parame-

ters θ =
(︂
θi ∈ Rdi×di−1×kiw×kih

)︂
i=1...L

, which makes this hypothesis class well suited for

gradient descent-based optimization, such as SGD.

Gradient computation. Given a differentiable loss function L, the gradient of the

loss for sample (x, y), ▽θL(fθ(x), y), can be computed efficiently using the backprop-

agation algorithm [Rumelhart et al., 1986], which is directly derived from the chain

rule of derivation. In summary, each training iteration requires a forward pass, to

compute the empirical risk on the given inputs, and a backward pass, which con-

sists in re-traversing the network from the last to first layer, to derive the gradient at

the current point. Furthermore, most deep learning frameworks [Abadi et al., 2015;

Paszke et al., 2019] only require the forward pass to be implemented, from which they

directly deduce an implementation for the backward pass via automatic differentiation.

Nevertheless, this means that every parameter update in the optimization algorithm

requires two traversals of the whole network for each training sample in the current

mini-batch, which can be very costly for deep and/or wide networks. To improve com-

putational efficiency, modern software usually make use of (i) designated hardware,
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such as GPUs, that can efficiently perform matrix multiplications, one of the core oper-

ations in neural networks, and (ii) vectorization and parallelization, capitalizing on the

fact that training iterations for different input samples can be executed in parallel, and

then gathered together to compute the empirical risk on the current mini-batch.

Optimization landscape. Despite the lack of theoretical convergence guarantees of

SGD for non-convex functions, optimizing the empirical risk of neural networks usually

yields excellent solutions in practice. Even though neural networks are often over-

parametrized, they also rarely overfit, and trained networks often reach low risk on the

training set, while also generalizing well to new unseen test inputs. While this phe-

nomenon is not well understood, it is actively studied: For instance [Zou et al., 2019;

Ma et al., 2018] analyse the fast convergence rate of SGD for overparametrized neural

networks, and [Kawaguchi, 2016; Choromanska et al., 2015] inspect the quality of local

minima found by gradient decent-based optimization of neural networks.

Hyperparameters. One drawback of neural networks compared to other function

families is that they depend on numerous hyperparameters, with very little theoretical

insights on how to tune them. For instance, choosing the architecture of the network

requires selecting an appropriate value for its depth, width, activation functions, addi-

tional normalization operations, etc. Clearly, performing an exhaustive search for all

possible combinations would be extremely cumbersome.

Instead, it is common to use a combination of “folk knowledge”, by relying on exist-

ing architectures whose performance have been demonstrated, and of model section

on an external validation dataset, focusing on a few hyperparameters, typically the one

whose changes the model is least robust to. In particular, appropriately setting the

learning rate has a significant influence on whether a deep learning model converges

at all, which solution it converges to, and how fast. While the original SGD algorithm

uses a fixed learning rate throughout training, various learning rate decay routines

have shown great success when training deep learning models. A well-known exam-

ple is the ADAM optimizer [Kingma and Ba, 2015], which only requires setting an initial

learning rate, and automatically adapts the decay parameters based on the magnitude

of the latest gradient steps.
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1.3 A Lack of Structured Representations

One of the key strengths of deep neural networks is their surprising ability to generalize

well to new unseen data, as long as it follows the same distribution D as the one seen

during training. However, outside of this scenario, they exhibit several pitfalls. Perhaps

one of the most well-known examples is the case of adversarial samples [Szegedy

et al., 2014], which are very small, imperceptible to the human eye, local changes

of an image, that significantly alter the response of a neural network. This example

suggests that, despite their success at solving some tasks as well (or better) than

humans [Geirhos et al., 2018], neural networks are inherently black boxes. This is

coupled with a lack of theoretical understanding which makes it hard to provide any

strong convergence or generalization guarantee for deep neural networks.

Thus, understanding and designing neural networks that have better generalization

properties is a key challenge of deep learning. In this thesis, we argue in favor of

constraining neural networks to learn more structured, organized, representations, with

the aim to better adapt or generalize to unseen scenarios. In particular, we will focus on

(i) how compositional task structure can be reflected in feature representations for more

efficient models, and (ii) how the layered structure of neural networks impact learned

representations across different domains. In this section, we review related literature

and introduce important notions for understanding the remainder of this manuscript.

1.3.1 Compositionality

Compositionality of representations. Compositionality is a key property of human

reasoning. For instance if one understands the concept of “green” and that of “mouse”,

one can easily imagine a “green mouse”, even without having seen it before. In particu-

lar, representing the world in a compositional manner has several benefits including in-

terpretablity, as complex concepts can be expressed as compositions of simpler ones,

and generalization, since it allows us to fantasize unseen concepts by combination. In

the machine learning literature, compositional learning encompasses scenarios where

the output space is described as the composition of two smaller spaces, Y = Y1 × Y2,

often, but not necessarily, independent from one another. Typical examples include

learning interactions between semantic attributes (e.g. color, shape, parts) and object
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categories [Misra et al., 2017; Nagarajan and Grauman, 2018; Lampert et al., 2014;

Reed et al., 2015]: Semantic attributes can be seen as operators that change the vi-

sual appearance of object categories. Similarly, affordance discovery [Kato et al., 2018;

Chao et al., 2018; Peyre et al., 2019] can be seen as the task of modeling how human

actions impact the visual appearance of the world.

A key difficulty of learning adequate compositional representations lies in the rea-

soning aspect of the task: Without adequate constraints on their representations, neu-

ral networks tend to easily be overconfident on the training distribution and simply

ignore unseen compositions. A second difficulty is the model’s ability to automatically

learn independent concepts, due to existing biases in the input visual domain [Sadeghi

and Farhadi, 2011]; For instance, melted cheese occurs in different contexts – and is

visually different – than melted chocolate, which makes learning a unique concept for

the operator “melted” particularly difficult. Even more so, because no supervision is

available for the different independent concepts, but only for their compositions, which

amounts to learning disentangled representations in a semi-supervised setting [Hig-

gins et al., 2017; Locatello et al., 2019; Bouchacourt et al., 2018].

Trade-off with model efficiency. While compositionality has direct links with gener-

alization, it also has important implications for building more efficient models, in terms

of computational, memory and data efficiency. In fact, compositionality can also be

seen as the problem of decomposing a task into smaller, often easier, sub-goals. In

practice, building modular architectures has potential benefits for the computational

and memory efficiency of the model, as it involves combining and reusing smaller

lightweight networks rather than building a one-block complex model. Furthermore,

once the modules are trained, they can be freely combined, and thus they can poten-

tially be applied to even more complex problems as the ones seen at training time.

A particular example of modularity are recurrent architectures, which consist in it-

eratively applying a small module to solve a more complex tasks. While these are

often used in domains that have an inherent recurrent structure, e.g. for text data or

reinforcement learning, they are also used in some computer vision tasks. For in-

stance, cascade ensembles for object detection [Viola and Jones, 2001; Viola and

Jones, 2004] iteratively refine the predicted object detections through a sequence of
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classifiers, each iteration being trained to accept the current input if it contains an ob-

ject of interest, otherwise rejecting it. Therefore if an image region is empty, it is likely

to be rejected very early in the pipeline, thereby saving up on further computations.

A second benefit of modularity is data-efficiency. A compositional model should be

able to learn a composition operator and independent representations of the different

concepts from limited data, as it sees only a few possible compositions. And in fact,

compositional learning models are usually evaluated on how well they generalize to

new unseen compositions of known concepts, from which they have seen no sam-

ples. This setting is a particular instance of few- or zero-shot learning which consists in

generalizing to unseen concepts given only a few, or zero, samples. In fact, modular ar-

chitectures have been recently applied to the zero-shot learning framework [Nagarajan

and Grauman, 2018; Purushwalkam et al., 2019; Alfassy et al., 2019].

1.3.2 Transferring deep learned representations

As we mentioned in Section 1.2.2, the representations learned by a CNN are organized

in a layered architecture, such that the receptive field increases with the depth, while

spatial dimensions decrease. Since the first successes of deep learning, several works

have aimed to understand the nature of the captured representations, and in particular

how they transfer across different input and output spaces. Below, we describe the

fine-tuning and domain adaptation tasks, two instances of transfer learning that are

well-studied in the machine learning literature, and in particular for computer vision.

Fine-tuning. A well-known practical result [Yosinski et al., 2014] is that early layers of

a trained neural network often transfer well for feature extraction on different datasets.

This is the core assumption of fine-tuning, which is a common technique consisting in

training a neural network on a training set S, sampled from some source distribution DS

over the input-output domain X × Y, then freezing the early layers of the architecture,

and re-training (tuning) only the shallow decoding stage for another target distribu-

tion, DT . We illustrate this procedure in Figure 1.6. This strategy yields surprisingly

good results, and allows the user to (i) leverage pre-extracted knowledge from the po-

tentially much larger dataset S and transfer it to the target task, and (ii) to only train

a few layers, which is much faster than training the whole architecture from scratch.
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Motivated by these results, several public frameworks [TensorNets; TensorFlow Hub;

Model Zoo] now provide implementations and weights of CNNs which have been pre-

trained on very large image datasets, such as ImageNet [Russakovsky et al., 2015].

This also contributed to making fine-tuning an extremely popular and inexpensive trans-

fer learning strategy in practice.

In parallel, another line of work focuses on understanding why these features trans-

fer so well. Several studies [Zeiler and Fergus, 2014; Mahendran and Vedaldi, 2015;

Olah et al., 2017; Cadena et al., 2018] propose to analyze the information captured

by the different layers via various reverse engineering and neural feature visualization

techniques. A common observation, which holds for different architectures and com-

puter vision tasks, is that early convolutional layers tend to capture local pixel-level

information, such as edges, specific texture or basic patterns, which are likely to be im-

portant feature for any image datasets. As depth grows, later layers instead respond to

more complex patterns, such as parts, or specific objects, which are often more task-

specific. While this is of course a very informal characterization, it does suggest that

the layered architecture of standard neural networks induces a natural organization of

their representations, which can be similar across different architectures and tasks.
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Layers trained on the
source training set
sampled from DS

Layers trained on the
target task, with data
sampled from DT

Unused layers from
the source network

Figure 1.6: Fine-tuning consists in using a feature extraction pipeline, pre-trained on a
source domain Xs × Ys, and transfer them to a new task on a target domain Xt × YT .
When training for the target task, the pre-trained layers are either kept frozen or fine-
tuned jointly with the new layers, depending on available resources. Similarly, the new
layers are either initialized from scratch, at random, or from the pre-trained source
network’s weights, if their architectures match.
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Domain Adaptation. Fine-tuning is extremely successful when transferring across

semantically related tasks on similar visual inputs, i.e. pDS
(x) ≃ pDT

(x). This is the

case for instance when transferring knowledge from a pre-trained image classifier to

the task of object detection [Redmon et al., 2016] or semantic segmentation [Long

et al., 2015] on natural images. However, the outcome of transferring representations is

much less clear when there is a more important domain shift, i.e. when the source and

target distribution differ more significantly. For instance, [Crowley and Zisserman, 2014]

show that features learned from natural images transfer well to art painting datasets,

while in the case of sketches, it is more beneficial to train from scratch [Yu et al.,

2015]. Similarly, [Raghu et al., 2019] observe that transferring natural image features

to medical images offers little benefits compared to random initialization.

These scenarios are typical examples of domain adaptation problems, and are

symptomatic of real-life applications where there is a lack of data, either in terms of

number of samples or annotations. In contrast, annotated natural images are abun-

dant in the real world. Thus being able to transfer knowledge learned from these large,

fully annotated, datasets to data-scarce applications is a highly desirable goal.

More specifically, unsupervised domain adaptation is the task of learning a model

that performs well on both the source and target distribution, given labeled samples

from DS and unlabeled ones from DT . Most domain adaptation techniques aim to

learn a joint aligned embedding of the source and target input domains, from which the

subsequent task can be solved, thus heavily relying on the notion of shared features.

In fact, most domain adaptation methods assume a unique, shared, neural network

to embed both the source and target domain, thus making the implicit assumption

that the model should focus on extracting features which are common to both do-

mains. Nevertheless, several recent work [Tzeng et al., 2017; Rozantsev et al., 2018;

Rozantsev et al., 2019; Bousmalis et al., 2016] investigate more flexible parameter

sharing frameworks, and suggest that it is instead more beneficial to explicitly model

both information shared across the two domains as well as “private” information spe-

cific to each domain. In fact, how layered representations transfer across domains is

not well understood, and is particularly hard to analyze due to (i) the black-box nature

of deep neural networks and (ii) the difficulty to meaningfully quantify the domain shift

between the two underlying unknown distributions DS and DT .
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1.4 Thesis Outline

In this thesis, we focus on improving deep convolutional neural networks’ abilities to

adapt to unseen inputs, in particular in scenarios where the task’s structure itself can

be exploited:

• In Chapter 2, we tackle the problem of abstract visual reasoning, as a specific

instance of compositional learning [Royer and Lampert, 2020c]. The ability to

infer abstract rules from visual information and to apply them to new situations

is one of the cornerstones of human intelligence. Despite recent advances in

visual reasoning, computer vision systems still fail at this goal. In this chapter, we

study the foundations of this problem, which we show does not lie in specialized

architectures, but rather in under-constrained latent representations. We pro-

pose three formal criteria that, in combination, constrain the model to construct

and operate on intermediate representations which reflect the abstract nature of

the task in order to improve generalization. We then perform experiments on

two novel benchmarks and propose quantitative metrics to assess to what extent

these criteria are met in practice with current representation learning techniques.

• In Chapter 3, we investigate two instances where modular architectures leads to

improved model efficiency. First, we tackle the problem of image colorization by

leveraging recent progresses on autoregressive image generative models [Royer

et al., 2017]. We show that this modular approach enables tractable computation

of the likelihood. The resulting model, trained on the true data likelihood, better

captures the distribution of chrominance in color images, compared to standard

feed-forward architectures. Secondly, we study the task of object detection for

low computational and memory resource scenarios [Royer and Lampert, 2020b],

such as for instance when working with drones. We show that a modular archi-

tectures based on the notion of groups of objects, allows us to obtain a better

trade-off between model accuracy and computational efficiency, when dealing

with sparsely distributed objects, such as for instance in aerial imagery.

• Finally, in Chapter 4, we study how the layered organization of neural networks’

representations impacts feature sharing. First, we consider the problem of trans-
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fer learning. We propose a flexible weights tuning scheme, which aims to effi-

ciently estimate the individual impact of the different layers with respect to the

source-target domain shift, in order to select the best layer to tune [Royer and

Lampert, 2020a]. Furthermore, we study the performance of the proposed selec-

tion criteria over several different visual shifts, of increasing difficulty, as well as

different data scarcity scenarios. Secondly, we tackle the task of unsupervised

image-to-image translation [Royer et al., 2018]. We show that explicitly modeling

both shared information and private information specific to each domain is key to

the model’s performance, in particular when the visual shift between the source

and target input domains is significant.
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2
Exploiting Compositional Structure
for Generalization

In this chapter, we focus on the compositional learning task. We will show that, without

proper constraints on their representations, neural networks struggle to generalize well

in these scenarios and instead tend to overfit to held-out compositions. In particular,

we will focus on the task of abstract visual reasoning (AVR), that, in contrast to other

compositional learning tasks, suffers little from visual biases, which allows for a clearer

interpretation of experimental results. Furthermore, the ability to map visual signals

to abstract concepts without explicit supervision is a major component of natural intel-

ligence for visual reasoning. Such representations allow humans to perform abstract

reasoning, e.g. to apply logical rules or test numerical properties, across a wide and

diverse range of objects and visual properties, even previously unseen ones. Conse-

quently, it is of key interest for artificial intelligence research to build systems with the

ability to represent and reason on visual inputs at an abstract level.

Unfortunately, current artificial intelligence systems are unable to autonomously dis-

cover and reason about abstract concepts from general visual inputs without strong

supervision. This includes in particular deep neural networks: Despite their well-

established proficiency in various computer vision tasks, several works have ques-

tioned whether this reflects an ability to learn high-level “intelligent” concepts [Chol-

let, 2019; Hudson and Manning, 2019]. For instance, while neural networks set a

new standard for visual question answering (VQA), a more careful analysis showed

that little high-level reasoning took place, and that instead the network often exploited

data biases, such as strong correlations between questions and answers [Jabri et al.,

2016; Chattopadhyay et al., 2017; Johnson et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2018a]. Besides

VQA, standard convolutional networks have also been shown to struggle at seemingly

simple high-level reasoning tasks, such as distinguishing between “same-different”

shapes [J.K Kim and Serre, 2018] or predicting 2D coordinate transforms of simple

shapes [Liu et al., 2018].
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Figure 2.1: We tackle the task of Abstract Visual Reasoning (AVR), which requires
inferring an abstract rule (on the example: the answer for the left figure is increase, and
for the right right, set intersection), and the visual property it applies on (respectively,
on the left: size, number, shape and hue, and right: object positions and line type);
while the remaining properties are either kept constant (left example) or are distractors
that vary randomly (right eaxample). As shown on the figure, there is usually little to
no local visual similarity between triplets following the same rule. Instead, the task
requires high-level reasoning to (i) identify the different visual properties of interest and
(ii) model how rules operate in the abstract space.

Recent work [Hoshen and Werman, 2017; Santoro et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2019a;

van Steenkiste et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2019b] has tackled the task of figural ma-

trices completion as a benchmark to quantify the abstract visual reasoning (AVR)

abilities of deep neural networks. Inspired from classical IQ tests for natural intelli-

gence [Carpenter et al., 1990; Raven, 2003] such as Raven matrices, as illustrated in

Figure 2.1 (right), these problems pose a challenge even to humans as they require

extracting visual properties of interest in the presence of distractors, and recogniz-

ing common relations across diverse visual modalities. Despite recent improvements,

current baselines often ignore a key component of AVR, which is the ability to learn

abstract rules that generalize across diverse visual properties. In fact, when these

methods are evaluated on their ability to generalize to unseen rule-property com-

binations, they display a significant decrease in performance [Santoro et al., 2018;

Steenbrugge et al., 2018].

In this chapter, we propose to take an in-depth look at why existing AVR methods

fail, and what is needed to overcome it. As a benchmark, we consider the problem

of rationale learning: Given a sequence of images in which a specific visual property
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is controlled by a rule, the task consists in predicting this rule and the visual prop-

erty it acts on, as illustrated in Figure 2.1. We put an emphasis on generalization by

evaluating performance on unseen combinations of known rules and properties, which

requires abstract rather than low-level reasoning. Our contributions are three-fold:

- First, we introduce the task of rationale learning with two benchmarks of varying

difficulty. We show that existing architectures fail to solve the general task, but succeed

when provided with adequate supervision. This shows that, in principle, deep neural

networks are powerful enough for abstract reasoning tasks.

- Second, we introduce three criteria, two of which are architectural, while the third

one describes an invariance property of the learned data representation. We show

that, in combination, they guarantee the ability to solve abstract visual reasoning tasks.

- Third, we report experimental results suggesting that no current representation

learning methods is able to reliably enforce the invariance criterion during training,

thus it remains the missing piece for AVR.

2.1 Related Work

Abstract reasoning has a long tradition in artificial intelligence research where it is

typically studied based on symbolic or very restrictive visual inputs [McGreggor and

Goel, 2014; Shegheva and Goel, 2018]. Recently, it has attracted interest also in the

computer vision and deep learning community, in particular through the task of Raven

figural matrices completion [Raven, 2003]. Starting from a simple convolutional neu-

ral network baseline [Hoshen and Werman, 2017], current state-of-the art methods

have focused on structured architectures including relation networks [Hill et al., 2019;

Santoro et al., 2018; van Steenkiste et al., 2019; Steenbrugge et al., 2018], Dynamic

Residual Trees [Zhang et al., 2019a] or explicit contrastive modules [Zhang et al.,

2019b]. However, and most of the works indeed acknowledge this, the performance of

all these methods decreases significantly when evaluated for generalization on missing

relations. This suggests that they do not actually perform abstract, but rather low-level

reasoning, as truly abstract rules would be applicable to new visual properties, even if

their combination has never been seen before.
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Similar problems have been observed in other research areas that also require

strong forms of generalization, in particular attribute-based zero-shot learning [Lam-

pert et al., 2014; Palatucci et al., 2009]. Methods in this area aim at identifying abstract

semantic properties (attributes) that carry over from seen to unseen categories. In

practice, however, this transfer is only partially successful, and attribute classifiers tend

to be biased towards correlated low-level features [Gan et al., 2016; Jayaraman and

Grauman, 2014]. We are therefore hopeful that progress in the field of abstract rea-

soning would also trigger new progress in zero-shot learning.

For a long time it has also been questioned how well image-based reasoning tests

actually correlate with true reasoning abilities or “intelligence”. For instance, [J.K Kim

and Serre, 2018] proposed a new benchmark which highlighted the fact that standard

convolutional networks failed at understanding simple visual relations and require ex-

plicit structure, such as relational networks or explicit coordinates modeling [Liu et al.,

2018], to handle the combinatorial number of objects templates. The same holds for

the perceptual grouping problem [Kim et al., 2020]. Similarly, [Saxton et al., 2019]

analyze the performance of deep network on mathematic problems. More recently,

[Chollet, 2019] draws a parallel with natural intelligence to establish desirable proper-

ties of artificial intelligence systems, in particular with respect to their generalization

abilities, and proposes interesting leads to evaluate them.

2.2 Abstract Visual Reasoning (AVR)

In this section, we formalize the notion of AVR, encompassing recent benchmarks [San-

toro et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2019a; Teney et al., 2020], and introduce the exemplary

task of rationale learning. We then show there is a clear failure mode of existing AVR

techniques on generalized rationale learning, which is however not symptomatic of a

problem in architecture as performance can be recovered with adequate supervision.

2.2.1 Setting definition

An abstract visual reasoning universe, (P ,V ,R, ψ) consists of four parts: Two finite

sets, P (the visual properties) and V, (the abstract values), a set R (rules) of functions
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mapping a sequence of elements of V to V , and finally, the rendering operator, ψ,

grounding abstract values for a specific visual property into a visual signal.

More intuitively, the properties, P, are grounded visual concepts, such as “the color

of an object” or its “number of corners”. The value space, V, is a finite set of values

that acts as an abstraction layer for realizations of the properties. For example, the

number of corners of an object could be a number between 1 and 4. The rules, R,

are functions of arbitrary arity that act on a sequence of elements of V and output an

element of V value again. Examples are logical rules that act on boolean values, such

as r(v1, v2) = v1∧v2, or arithmetic rules acting on numeric values, such as r(v) = v+1.

The rendering operator, ψ, is a stochastic function that maps an assignment of

values to properties, represented as tuple v = (vp)p∈P , to a probability distribution over

images that we can sample from. Its probabilistic nature allows for a broad range of

appearance variations including nuisance factors, such as noise. Finally, properties,

values and rules interact by the notions of compliance and rationales:

Definition 2.2.1. Let r ∈ R be a rule with arity k and p ∈ P be a property. A sequence

of assignments, V = (v1, . . . ,vn), complies with the rule-property pair (r, p), if

r(vi−kp , . . . , vi−1p ) = vip for i = k + 1, . . . , n. (2.1)

In that case, we call (r, p) a rationale that underlies the sequence V .

2.2.2 Rationale Learning as a benchmark for AVR

Recent work [Hoshen and Werman, 2017; Santoro et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2019a;

Zhang et al., 2019b] has studied abstract visual reasoning using the candidate pre-

diction task as a benchmark, inspired by human IQ tests: Given an input sequence

x = (x1, . . . , xn−1), and candidate images c1, . . . , ck the goal is to pick c∗ such that

the complete sequence (x, c∗) complies with the largest number of rationales. Several

architectures to model complex relations between images have been proposed and

shown to achieve good results in a standard supervised prediction setting.

However, as our experiments in Section 2.6 will show, these architectures do not

exploit the abstract nature of the task, but instead make use of low-level statistical prop-

erties of the input visual signal. As a first contribution of this work, we aim to diagnose
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and understand this failure mode. While candidate prediction is a plausible task for

benchmarking abstract visual reasoning, it also has some shortcomings: In particular,

as observed in [Hill et al., 2019], performance on the candidate prediction task heavily

depends on how the wrong candidate images are generated. As an alternative more

objective benchmark for analysis, we introduce the task of rationale learning:

Definition 2.2.2. Let (P ,V ,R, ψ) be an abstract visual reasoning universe. The goal

of rationale learning is to build a model that, for any given image sequence underlied

by a unique rationale, predicts which rationale it complies with. It is essentially the

counterpart to Definition 2.2.1.

To do so, only a training set of tuples (xi; (ri, pi))i=1,...,N is available, where each

xi is an image sequence and (ri, pi) is the rationale it was generated from, following

Definition 2.2.1, or, equivalently, it is the only rationale in R×P that xi complies with.

In particular, rationale learning is at least as powerful as candidate prediction, be-

cause it yields a natural method for scoring a candidate c by simply counting how many

rationales the model detects on the sequence (x, c).

Solving rationale learning in a standard supervised setting is however not an indi-

cator of abstract visual reasoning. In fact, by treating each rationale as an independent

class it could, e.g. be solved by a standard multi-class CNN, provided the training

set is rich enough. Following [Santoro et al., 2018], we therefore adopt a challeng-

ing extrapolation scenario, in which the model is evaluated on rationales that were not

part of the training set. Let Yheldout ⊊ R × P be a held out subset of rationales, and

Ytrain = R× P \ Yheldout the set of remaining rationales. We generate training samples,

Xtrain from X × Ytrain, and evaluate the model performance on test samples, Xtest, gen-

erated from X ×Yheldout. To make sure that the task remains feasible, we construct the

split such that for any (r, p) ∈ Yheldout, its rule r appears at least once in Ytrain (though in

combination with a different property), and analogously its property p appears in Ytrain

(though combined with a different rule).

The above construction guarantees that every visual property and rule is seen at

least once during training time. Consequently, the data contains enough information to

infer how visual properties align with the abstract value space and how rules operate

on it. If a method fails to infer a rationale (r, p) ∈ Yheldout, this can likely be attributed
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Figure 2.2: Generative model for an abstract visual reasoning universe, here with a
sequence of n = 3 images controlled by incrementing (rule r) the object’s hue (property
p). For clarity, the value of other properties are not shown.

to an incapacity to generalize to the novel rationale combination rather than lack of

information about individual rules or properties.

2.2.3 A generative process for rationale learning

The notion of rationales, together with the rendering operator, induces a generative

probabilistic model of image sequences, in which rules control specific visual prop-

erties at the abstract level and the resulting sequences of assignments are rendered in

the image domain. Figure 2.2 summarizes the high-level process.

Formally, we can build a sequence of n images from a given rationale with property

p and k−ary rule r as follows: Let q be a distribution over the abstract value space

(typically, uniform). We first sample context values v1p, . . . , vkp
iid∼ q, and then generate

the remaining ones as vip = r(vi−kp . . . vi−1p ) for i = k + 1, . . . , n. Thus, the sequence

complies with (r, p) by construction. For the remaining properties p′ ̸= p, we either

sample independently from q, in which cases they act as distractors not controlled by

any rule, or we consider a simpler “no distractors” setting where they are kept constant

across the sequence i.e. v1p′ ∼ q and v1p′ = · · · = vnp′. We then map these assignments

to a sequence of images by passing each assignment through the rendering operator.
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3
D
S

(example rationale: Decrease Camera orientation by 2)

Five rules: Increment by −2,−1, 0,+1 or +2
Five visual properties: floor hue, wall hue, object hue,

object scale, camera orientation

R
a
v
e
n

(example rationale: OR on line types, no distractors)

Four rules: Increment by 1, AND, OR, XOR
Nine visual properties: objects number, positions, colors, types

and sizes, as well as lines number, colors, types and widths

Figure 2.3: Characteristics of the two proposed rationale learning benchmarks, with
varying difficulty in terms of input visual complexity and number of abstract rules.

2.3 Dataset Generation

Following Definition 2.2.2, we generate two benchmarks for the task of rationale learn-

ing, which are illustrated in Figure 2.3. The first one is based on the 3D-Shapes

dataset [Burgess and Kim, 2018] and contains five simple numerical rules acting on

five different visual properties. The rendering operator produces simple 3D scenes

with a central object where the object’s shape is left to the randomness in the renderer.

The second dataset is inspired by the PGM dataset [Santoro et al., 2018] and the clas-

sical Raven matrices [Raven, 2003] used in human IQ tests. While visually simpler,

this benchmark is much more challenging at the reasoning level (even for humans)

as it considers nine very different visual properties and four rules with different arities.

To allow for easier analysis, we only use sequences that comply each with a single

rationale, such that every inference task will have a unique correct answer.
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2.3.1 Implementation

In order to generate a benchmark for rationale learning, we first need to simulate the

abstract visual reasoning generative process described in Figure 2.2. The main com-

ponents of the implementation are as follows:

• Property, Rule and Images: A rule is defined as a function of any arity that acts

on the space of abstract values (typically, N). Each image in the sequence is

defined by a collection of visual properties, where each visual property is char-

acterized by its current assigned value (in the abstract value space). Finally, a

rendering operator maps this set of assignments to a RGB image.

• Rationale: A rationale (rule r, property p) is implemented as a function that takes

as input a sequence of context images and returns an image in which the value

assigned to property p complies to rule r with respect to the context sequence.

Additionally, the function raises an exception in any of these cases:

– Applying the rationale would lead to an ambiguous situation. For instance, if

values are Boolean and v1p = v2p = 1 then applying rule “AND” or “OR” would

both results to v3p = 1.

– Applying the rationale would lead to an invalid assignment. For instance if

the value of property p is upper bounded and applying the rule would require

setting vp outside of its bounds.

• Verifier: Given a sequence of images, the verifier outputs the list of rationales

the sequence complies to.

Based on these components, the generation process for one sequence of length n

is based on rejection sampling and goes as follows:

• [Step 1] First, sample rationale (r, p). Let k denote its arity.

• [Step 2] For all properties p′ that are different from p and not determined by p:

decide whether they will be distractors (i.e., sampled at random for each image) or

non-distracting (kept fixed across the sequence): For instance, if figural elements

in the image cannot overlap, knowing the positions of elements fully determines
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their number. Hence having a rule on positions prevents us from choosing the

number of objects as a distractor sampled randomly.

• [Step 3] Sample the first k images by sampling values for each property indepen-

dently at random (taking into account whether each property is distracting or not

according to step 2).

• [Step 4] Create the (k + 1)-th image by copying all non-distracting entities from

the k-th image, and then generating value from property p such that it complies

to the rule r, i.e. vk+1
p = r(v1p, . . . , v

k
p). For all remaining properties, sample their

assigned values at random.

• [Step 5] Repeat step 4 until the sequence has n images.

• [Step 6] Break any specious rationales by running the verifier on the sequence:

– If it detects a rationale (r′, p) for any r′ ̸= r then raise an exception.

– If it detects a rationale (r′, p′) for any r′ ∈ R and any p′ ̸= p, then re-

sample the value assigned to p′ in the last image until it does not comply

to any rule. This can be easily done by sampling while excluding values

{r(vn−kp′ , . . . , vn−1p′ ),∀r ∈ R}. If no such sampling exist, raise an exception.

• [Step 7] Render every image independently using the rendering operator and the

obtained “visual property to abstract value” assignments.

• [Final] If at any point an exception is raised, simply reject the sample and restart

from step 1.

In order to define new benchmarks of varying difficulty we simply vary the rules,

visual properties, probability of a property to be a distractor, and the rendering oper-

ator. Finally, the same process could be applied for sequences complying to multiple

rationales, however we only describe the setting with one rationale for simplicity, as this

is the one we tackle in the main manuscript.

First benchmark: 3DS. We use the 3D shapes dataset [Burgess and Kim, 2018]

as our first visual domain. Visual properties are defined as: Wall’s hue, floor’s hue,

central object’s hue, central object’s scale, camera orientation. The abstract value
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space is the range of natural integers {1, . . . , 15} (15 being the number of possible

camera orientations, which is the property with the highest number of discrete values).

An image is hence defined by these five visual properties and their assigned values.

Applying the rendering operator simply consists in looking in the dataset for an image

that verifies the corresponding assignment (in that case, the shape of the object being

sampled at random). Finally, there are five rules, each of arity 1 and of the form r : v ∈

V ↦→ v + inc ∈ V where inc ∈ {−2,−1, 0, 1, 2}. In particular, because the identity (inc =

0) is one of the rule, visual properties are always taken as distractors in step 2, as to

avoid ambiguity with this rule.

In total, we use 100k samples for training, 10k for validation and 50k for testing.

Visual examples of the dataset are given in Figure 2.5. Finally, we also consider three

distinct held-out sets of rationales for experimental validation.

Second benchmark: Raven. The Raven benchmark is inspired from standard Raven

matrices and, more specifically, from the PGM dataset [Santoro et al., 2018] for fig-

ural matrices completion. The nine visual properties are: objects’ number, objects’

positions, objects’ colors, objects’ scales, objects’ types, lines’ number, lines’ colors,

lines’ widths and lines types. The abstract value space is the range of natural integers

{1, . . . , 10} (for instance, colors are grayscale intensities ranging from black to white

with ten thresholds). Here the rendering operator is based on simple matplotlib

scatter plots. Furthermore, the rendering is deterministic, in the sense that knowing

the assignment of all visual properties perfectly determines the result image.

There are four rules { Progression, XOR, OR, AND }. Note that these rules are

applied at the global image level, over the set of elements. Hence we can interpret them

as set operations (respectively: increment cardinality, symmetric difference, union and

intersection): For instance, if the first panel contains two white, one black and three

gray objects and if the second panel contains one white and five gray objects, then

the corresponding sets of values are {white, black, gray} and {white, gray}. Hence

applying the rule AND to the color property would yield a panel that only contains

white and gray objects. Finally, due to the definition of the setting, some rationales

are undefined. For instance, applying AND on the objects’ number does not have any

reasonable interpretation. In total, only 28 out of 36 rationales are permitted.
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We consider two sub-settings: One where no properties is distracting (no distrac-

tors), and one where any property has a fifty percent chance to be sampled as distract-

ing in step 2. As for the 3DS example, we use 100k for training, 10k for validation and

50k for testing. Visual examples of the dataset are given in Figure 2.6. As for the previ-

ous benchmark, we also consider three different held-out settings in our experiments.

2.4 Can Deep Networks Solve AVR?

In this section, we define three representation learning criteria, and show that, taken

together, they allow the model to perform abstract reasoning, yet prevent it from taking

shortcuts through trivial low-level reasoning. We then discuss how these criteria relate

to existing representation learning techniques, and introduce quantitative metrics that

allow us to assess how far any real-world model is from satisfying them.

2.4.1 Formal criteria

In line with the image generation process of Section 2.2.1, we argue that the problem

of abstract visual reasoning is two-faceted. The first facet is one of perception, as we

need to extract relevant information from a complex, possibly noisy, visual signal. The

second facet is one of reasoning, where one combines the information extracted from

multiple images into a final decision.

Therefore, the models we consider reflect the same dichotomy in their architecture:

They consist of an encoder component, f : X → Z, that maps images to a low-

dimensional representation space, Z, followed by a reasoning module, ϕ : Zn → RR×P ,

that takes as input the representations of all available images and outputs scores for

each rationales, as a standard multi-class classification model. Equipped with these

notations, we introduce three representation learning criteria. The first one ensures

that the model is able to identify and isolate the various visual properties of interest:

Criterion 1. A model is called systematic if its representation space, Z, and its en-

coder, f : X → Z decompose according to the visual properties of the task, i.e.

Z =
∏︂

p∈P
Zp and f(x) =

(︁
fp(x)

)︁
p∈P (2.2)
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where fp : X → Zp ⊂ Rdp for some dimensionality dp.

The second criterion states that the reasoning module should treat each visual

property in the same way, thereby reflecting the fact that rules are functions only of the

abstract values, not of the properties from which they were derived:

Criterion 2. For any rationale (r, p), let sr,p(x) denote the scores that the model outputs

for input x = (x1 . . . xn). Then the model is called consistent if

∀p ∈ P : sr,p(x) = ϕ
(︁
fp(x

1), . . . , fp(x
n)
)︁
, (2.3)

In words, the reasoning module is identical for all properties p ∈ P.

Finally, the third criterion is an invariance property that reflects that all properties

share a common abstract value space on which rules operate:

Criterion 3. For any rationale (r, p), let Xr,p be the random variable associated to image

sequences that complies with the rationale (r, p).

Let Zr,p be the variable associated to their latent codes for the property of interest,

i.e. [fp(x1) . . . fp(xn)] where x = (x1, . . . , xn) is an observation from Xr,p.

The model is called oblivious if for any fixed r ∈ R, the distributions of Zr,p are

identical for all p ∈ P.

An illustration of the the three criteria and how they help constraining the model’s

learned representations can be found in Figure 2.4.

2.4.2 A proof of sufficiency

First, we note that making the model systematic is a simple architecture design choice

which allows us to reason across different visual properties, and without which the

other criteria cannot be defined. In particular, it does not restrict the encoder’s rep-

resentational power as any model that uses a feature representation can trivially be

made systematic by simply duplicating the latent representation as often as there are

properties.
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Figure 2.4: Our three proposed criteria require the model to be systematic, by enforc-
ing the encoder to distinguish across extracted visual properties, oblivious to visual
property identities, by aligning distributions in the latent space, and finally, consistent,
in the way it infers abstract rules using the same module across all properties.

More interestingly, enforcing the model to be both consistent and oblivious intro-

duces a trade-off between the performance on the training and held out distribution,

which essentially prevents it from trivially isolating the missing rationales. The high-

level proof goes as follows: Let (r, p) be one of the held-out rationale. By construction,

there exists a property p′ ̸= p such that examples for the rationale (r, p′) are in the

training set. Let xr,p and xr,p′ be two random image sequences with underlying ratio-

nale (r, p) and (r, p′) respectively. Because the model is oblivious, the corresponding

latent representations, zr,p and zr,p
′ are identically distributed. Moreover, because the

model is consistent, the reasoning module acts identically across visual properties, so

the scores output by the model, sr,p(xr,p) and sr,p′(xr,p′), are also identically distributed.

Consequently, if the model achieves a small expected loss for rationale (r, p′) during

training, it will also achieve a small expected loss on the held-out rationale (r, p) at pre-

diction time. Therefore, this means that the model is unable to trivially memorize which

specific property-rule combinations are present in the training set nor overfit to specific

visual artifacts without hurting its performance on the training data as well.

Additionally, we observe that each of these two criteria loses meaning if taken in-

dividually: In fact, if the model is oblivious but not consistent, the reasoning module is

unconstrained, thus it can easily learn to ignore specific inputs, for instance by setting

all weights of the final classification layer for a missing rationale to 0, without hurting

performance for the remaining rationales. Conversely, if a model is consistent but not

oblivious, the encoder can leak information about the specific visual property, which
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the reasoning module can then exploit: For instance, if fp : x ↦→ [vp; p], then even a

consistent cognitive module can learn to always outputs 0 for a certain rationale (r, p),

because it knows the identity of the property it acts on.

In summary, it is only in combination that the two criteria guarantee that the cognitive

module cannot trivially overfit to low-level cues, neither from the values of the latent

representations nor from their position in the embedding.

2.5 Practical Implementation and Evaluation

In this section, we propose quantitative evaluation metrics to assess how well each

criterion is met, and we then discuss how to enforce these criteria in practice, based

on state-of-the-art representation learning techniques.

Evaluation. Whether a model is systematic (Criterion 1) and consistent (Criterion

2) are direct statements about its internal structure. Therefore, we can easily check

whether these are either fulfilled or not, once we know the model’s architecture.

Obliviousness (Criterion 3), on the other hand, is a statement about the model’s

learned function, and requires that different parts of its internal representation, treated

as random variables, are identically distributed. Unfortunately, it is not possible to verify

or refute this fact for a real-world model from finite samples. Therefore, in this section,

we introduce a quantitative version of this criterion, which can be estimated from finite

amounts of data. It thereby provides us with a computable way of determining how far

a practical model is from being oblivious.

First, we observe that the condition of identical distributions in Criterion 3 is equiv-

alent to the statement “Zr,P ⊥⊥ P ”, where P is the random variable associated to the

latent position in the embedding, p ∈ P. This can in turn be phrased in terms of mutual

information. In fact, a model is oblivious if and only if

I[Zr,P ; P ] = 0 for all r ∈ R. (2.4)

In general, estimating mutual information for continuous variables is non-trivial [Bel-

ghazi et al., 2018; Moddemeijer, 1989]. However, P is a discrete variable, which

makes (2.4) easier to estimate than if both arguments had been continuous. In practice,
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we use the mutual information estimate formulated in [Ross, 2014] which also relies on

a nearest-neighbor-based estimator of the Shannon entropy [L. F. Kozachenko, 1987;

Lombardi and Pant, 2015].

While Criteria 1 to 3 constrain the model’s internal structure, they do not guarantee

that the resulting network actually has high accuracy. For instance, a network with an

encoder that maps all images to a single constant representation would be systematic,

consistent and oblivious, but probably fail to predict meaningful rationales.

Therefore, we introduce two additional measures that reflect how relevant the learned

embeddings are. First, the representation fp(x) should not depend on other visual dis-

tractors but should be fully determined by the underlying abstract value vp, i.e.

H[fp(x)|vp] = 0 (2.5)

where H[·|·] denotes the conditional entropy. Furthermore, the representation should

be informative about the values of the property they are meant to encode, i.e. the

mutual information

I[fp(x); vp′ ] (2.6)

should be high for p = p′ and as low as possible otherwise. We note that using mutual

information as a metric has the disadvantage of not being comparable across datasets.

Therefore, we also adopt the mutual information gap criterion as introduced in [Chen

et al., 2018], which computes a normalized relative difference between the highest and

the second highest mutual information scores (2.6). As such, it takes a value of 1 if

each property p is perfectly associated with the component fp(x) of the representation,

and 0 in the case where every fp(x) is highly correlated with another value vp′ ̸=p. All

introduced quantities are again mixed continuous-discrete entropic metrics and thus

can also be estimated with the method discussed above.

2.5.1 Relation to representation learning literature

In this section, we put the criteria defined above in context with existing literature on

latent representation learning.
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Disentanglement. By definition, a systematic model has an encoding mechanism

that factorizes across visual properties. For simplicity, we propose to directly integrate

this property in the architecture, as visualized in the left segment of Figure 2.4.

In that setting, properties (2.5) and (2.6) can be seen as a specific, constrained,

form of disentanglement [Locatello et al., 2019; Higgins et al., 2017]. Unsupervised

disentangled representation learning usually refers to the problem of learning a latent

embedding that consists of multiple components that are independent of another, i.e.

have zero mutual information. In fact, disentangled representations have recently been

observed to help with visual reasoning tasks [van Steenkiste et al., 2019] but do not

solve the performance gap in the generalization setting [Steenbrugge et al., 2018].

In contrast, systematicity only requires that each component accounts for a specific

visual property. In other words, the latent components need not be independent with

one another, but only independent conditioned on the visual property they encode.

Information bottleneck. The conditions (2.5) and (2.6) also resemble the informa-

tion bottleneck (IB) principle for general representation learning [Tishby and Zaslavsky,

2015; Vera et al., 2018]. Like IB, the goal is to learn a representation that captures the

relevant information, here the values vp, while being as ignorant as possible about the

rest of the input signal x itself. However, in our setting, the quantity of interest, vp, is not

observed at training time, so one cannot simply directly optimize for the IB objective.

Consistent network architectures. Given a systematic model, we enforce the prop-

erty of being consistent in the network architecture by applying the same reason-

ing module network to all visual properties, as shown in the right segment of Figure

2.4. Similar designs have been explored in compositional learning [Misra et al., 2017;

Nagarajan and Grauman, 2018], where visual attributes are sometimes modeled as

linear modules that should act independently from the object categories they apply on.

Domain adaptation. A model is oblivious (Criterion 3) if for any rule r ∈ R the la-

tent variables (Zr,p)p∈P have the same distribution for all properties p. This resembles

the problem of domain adaptation. There, in order to learn a predictor that works for

different data domains, one learns intermediate representations that are identically dis-

tributed for all domains [Ben-David et al., 2010; Ganin et al., 2016; Schoenauer-Sebag
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P
R r1 r2 r3

p1 O O O
p2 ? ? ?

P
R r1 r2 r3

p1 O X O
p2 X O O

O: labeled
?: present, usually unlabeled
X: absent

Table 2.1: Domain adaptation (left) cannot be directly applied to enforce obliviousness
as it requires very different training supervision than the held out rationales setting
(right) which essentially has incomplete domains.

et al., 2019]. Doing so, however, usually requires at least unlabeled samples from all

domains, i.e. in our case, for the different rationale. In contrast, the AVR setting has

incomplete domains as we have fully labeled samples for the training set rationales and

no samples for the remaining ones. The difference in settings is summarized in Table

2.1. Therefore, domain adaptation techniques are not directly applicable to enforce the

desired obliviousness criterion.

To circumvent this issue, we use a weaker form of obliviousness, which we dis-

cuss further in the next section. It relies on enforcing identical distributions of the per-

property embeddings fp(X) across all images rather than of the embeddings derived

from specific rule-properties pairs, Zr,p. Because every visual property is seen during

training (although, each in combination with different rules), this situation now matches

the standard domain adaptation setting, where we aim to align distributions from sam-

ples from different domains and we can now apply existing algorithms in practice.

2.5.2 Weak obliviousness

In this section, we discuss the link to domain adaptation in more details and formally

establish the link between obliviousness and weak obliviousness.

Definition. Remember that obliviousness states that for any given relation r, the dis-

tribution of Zr,p is the same whatever p is. We can phrase this as a multi-source do-

main adaptation problem, where labeled sources corresponds to (r, p) tuples present

in the training set and the target domains correspond the missing rationales. Because

we cannot directly apply domain adaptation techniques in our setting, we consider a

weaker but more practical criterion, which essentially forces the model to be oblivious

of visual property identities at the single image level rather than at the sequence level:
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Criterion 4. Let Zp be the variable associated to observations fp(x) for any image x.

Then the model is weakly oblivious if the distributions of Zp are identical for all p ∈ P.

This definition does not depend on rationales but only on visual properties. Since

the set of missing rationales is by definition constructed such that every visual property

is seen at least one during training, we recover a setting closer to the usual domain

adaptation regime.

Intuitively, Criterion 4 is weaker than Criterion 3 because it does not guarantee

that the learned embeddings will follow the same distribution, once the structure of the

rule space comes into play. This can be shown on a simple example: Suppose we

have sequence of images of length n = 2, where each image is defined by two visual

properties p1 and p2, with underlying abstract value space V = {0, 1, 2}, and let the rule

r : x ↦→ x + 1. We now define the encoder f(x) ↦→ [v1, 2 − v2]. This model is weakly

oblivious because each latent is uniformly distributed in V but not oblivious because

sequences that complies under the relation (r, p1) will be mapped through f(·)1 into

the space {[0, 1], [1, 2]}, while those complying to (r, p2) will be mapped through f(·)2 to

{[2, 1], [1, 0]}, hence the distributions are different as they have different support.

As a result, the sufficiency guarantee presented in Section 2.4.2, obtained when

combining obliviousness and consistency, would break in the scenario where only weak

obliviousness is verified. In the next paragraph, we discuss the link between weak

obliviousness and obliviousness in more details, to provide further insights in how they

differ formally.

How “weak” is weak obliviousness ? For simplicity, we only consider sequences

of length 2. We also denote the embeddings as fp(x) = zp for concision. Given se-

quences of images x and x′ following rationale (r, p) and (r, p′) respectively, oblivious-

ness requires that the variables associated to the corresponding embeddings (z1p , z
2
p)

and (z
′1
p , z

′2
p ) have the same distribution.

Intuitively, the link between z2p and z1p depends on (i) the rule r applied to the under-

lying values and (ii) the information that zp encodes about value vp, which is measured
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by the informativeness metrics. Thus we can write:

P(z2p , z1p) =
∑︂
v

P(z2p , z1p | v1p = v)P(v1p = v)

=
∑︂
v

P(z2p | z1p , v1p = v)P(z1p | vp = v)P(v1p = v)

=
∑︂
v

P(z2p | z1p , v2p = r(v)) P(z1p | v1p = v)P(v1p = v) (2.7)

Assuming the informativeness criterion (2.5) is true, i.e. H(zp | vp) = 0, then we also

have that for any variable Y , H(zp|vp, Y ) ≤ H(zp|vp) = 0. In other words, x → vp → zp

is a Markov chain and zp is perfectly defined by knowing the ground-truth value vp.

Denoting δpv,z = P(zp = z | vp = v), and applying the Markov property to (2.7), this

means that the model is oblivious if and only if:

P(z2p = z2, z1p = z1) = P(z2p′ = z2, z1p′ = z1)

⇐⇒
∑︂
v

δpr(v),z2 δ
p
v,z1P(v

1
p = v) =

∑︂
v

δp
′

r(v),z2 δ
p′

v,z1P(v
1
p′ = v)

Because values are sampled i.i.d. in the abstract visual reasoning generative pro-

cess, and because we consider sequences with the same underlying rule r, we can

assume that here vp have the same distribution for all p ∈ P. Therefore, what really

matters for this equality to hold, is how the terms δpv,z varies for different p, i.e. how does

the encoders for different visual properties differ in the information they encode about

their respective property vp.

In contrast, weak obliviousness requires that the representation zp has the same

distribution for all positions in the latent code p ∈ P. In other words, that

P(zp = z) = P(zp′ = z)

⇐⇒
∑︂
v

P(zp = z | vp = v) P(vp = v) =

∑︂
v′

P(zp′ = z | vp′ = v′) P(vp′ = v′)

⇐⇒
∑︂
v

δpv,z P(vp = v) =
∑︂
v′

δp
′

v′,z P(vp′ = v′)

This property is weaker than the obliviousness criterion because it only imposes a
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constraint on the average δ terms, irregardless of the rule r or the image’s position

in the sequence. This is also highlighted in the counter example introduced in the

previous paragraph.

In summary, weak obliviousness does not yield as strong a guarantee as oblivious-

ness in theory, however it is a more practical and easier constraint to implement. In

fact, as we show in experiments, this criterion can be achieved using domain adapta-

tion techniques.

2.6 Experimental Analysis

In this section, we aim to quantitatively answer two questions: First, we analyze perfor-

mance of different models on the rationale learning task and show a sharp transition

when the model does not reflect the abstract structure of the task. Second, we investi-

gate how well the metrics we propose in Section 2.5 correlate with abstract reasoning

performance and to what extent existing representation learning methods are able to

achieve the desired criteria.

We conduct all experiments on the 3DS and Raven benchmarks introduced in Sec-

tion 2.3. For each, we use 100k training samples, 10k validation samples (used for

instance to tune the learning rate) and 40k test samples. In order to avoid biased

results due to the choice of held-out rationales, we consider three different held out

settings for each dataset with non-intersecting set of held out rationales. The number

of held-out rationales is always 5 out of 25 for 3DS and 9 out of 28 for Raven.

Baselines. We study different variants of two base architectures that have been pro-

posed for abstract visual reasoning in previous work: namely, the convolutional network

(CNN) of [Hoshen and Werman, 2017] and the relation network (RN) of [Santoro et al.,

2017; Santoro et al., 2018]. CNN is a straightforward convolutional architecture that,

despite its simplicity, has been reported to perform as well [Santoro et al., 2018], or

even better [Zhang et al., 2019a] on the candidate prediction task than sequential ar-

chitectures such as LSTMs. RN proposes a simple yet effective way to model relations

across panels in the sequence: First, each image is embedded in a latent space by a

shared encoder. Then each, pairwise combination of these embeddings is processed
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by a small Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP). The results are collected then summed to-

gether before being passed through a final MLP that outputs the model answer.

Proposed models. First, we create variants for each of these models that explic-

itly fulfill the criteria of being systematic and consistent, which we denote CNN-c and

RN-c. The implementation is straightforward following the scheme of Figure 2.4: The

model first maps each image of the sequence to a real-valued embedding vector, split

across visual properties. These embeddings are concatenated and passed through a

consistent cognition module: For CNN-c, this is a standard MLP, and for RN-c, a MLP

that uses the same “sum pairwise contributions” structure as the original RN.

As discussed in Section 2.5.1, we are not aware of any technique that guarantees

the model to be oblivious without additional supervision. As a closest approximation,

we use a domain adversarial neural network [Ganin et al., 2016] (DANN), which is

a common domain adaptation method: It consists in jointly training the classification

task (here, rationale classification) with a domain classifier, in an adversarial manner,

which pushes the embeddings of both domains to lie close to one another in the la-

tent representations’ space. Following [Schoenauer-Sebag et al., 2019], we tackle our

multi-domain setting by introducing a domain classifier for each pair of visual proper-

ties. The domain classifiers are trained adversarially using the Gradient Reversal Layer

as in [Ganin et al., 2016], as well as the same training scheme (Momentum SGD op-

timizer, and, starting from 0, slowly increasing the weight of the domain classification

loss during training). The resulting models are named CNN-co and RN-co.

Finally, as a sanity check, we also introduce a strongly-supervised “oracle” setting,

where obliviousness of the model can be successfully achieved: For this, we assume

additional supervision in form of the abstract values that underlie the generated images

and train the encoder to map images to these intermediate ground-truth representa-

tions. We again consider two variants of the model: In one, the learned representations

are passed through an unstructured MLP, while in the other a consistent MLP is used

to yield the final decision. We denote these as CNN* and CNN*-c respectively.
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2.6.1 Main results

We report our main results on the rationale learning task in Table 2.2, for both the

situation that requires abstract reasoning (heldout compositions, Yheldout), as well as in

the standard supervised learning setting (Ytrain).

First, we observe a significant drop in accuracy between the Ytrain and the Yheldout

scenarios for all models except CNN*-c, which excels in all situations but requires ad-

ditional supervision. A partial exception is CNN-co and RN-co for the 3DS dataset,

which we discuss in more details below. This shows that without adequate constraints,

current systems learn to always exclude the held-out rationales, hence entirely ignor-

ing the abstract reasoning aspect of the task. Furthermore, it confirms experimentally

that it is not enough to enforce only two of the three criteria from Section 2.4.1. In

fact, the CNN-c and RN-c models are systematic and consistent, but not oblivious,

and the CNN* is systematic and oblivious, but not consistent. Neither of them achieve

better than chance accuracy for held-out rationales. The consistent success of a sim-

ple architecture such as CNN*-c shows that the bottleneck for abstract reasoning lies

not in the network architecture itself, but rather in setting adequate constraints on the

intermediate representations.

Finally, the CNN-co and RN-co models, which use a systematic and consistent

architecture and aim to enforce obliviousness by integrating a domain adversarial net-

work, can be considered a partial success. On the simple 3DS setting, the models

indeed achieve high accuracies even for held-out rationales: in fact, here, 3 out of 5

properties are visually similar (wall’s, floor’s and object’s hue) and the underlying rules

themselves are close in functional form. For the more difficult challenging Raven data,

however, the model struggles at aligning the visual properties of interest and do not

manage to close the performance gap. Nevertheless, we take these results as evi-

dence that trying to enforce obliviousness during training is indeed a promising way

towards achieving deep networks with the ability for abstract reasoning.

Additionally, we note that the generalization abilities of the “-co” models, directly

correlate to the performance domain adaptation modules: For the 3DS benchmark, the

domain classifiers all usually reach around 50% accuracy, indicating that the encoder

does a good job at fooling the adversarial classifier. On the other hand, despite ex-
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3DS
Raven

no distractors
Raven

w/ distractors

random chance: 0.04 random chance: 0.036 random chance 0.036

Ytrain Yheldout Ytrain Yheldout Ytrain Yheldout

CNN 0.997 0.000 0.753 0.000 0.330 0.000
RN 0.767 0.000 0.736 0.000 0.312 0.000

CNN-c 0.997 0.000 0.723 0.003 0.394 0.000
RN-c 0.978 0.020 0.785 0.000 0.425 0.000

CNN-co 0.999 0.988 0.675 0.070 0.327 0.030
RN-co 0.970 0.797 0.726 0.080 0.333 0.000
CNN* 0.996 0.000 0.941 0.000 0.639 0.000

CNN*-c 1.000 0.910 0.998 0.974 0.994 0.975
(a) Held out setting 1

3DS
Raven

no distractors
Raven

w/ distractors

random chance: 0.04 random chance: 0.036 random chance 0.036

Ytrain Yheldout Ytrain Yheldout Ytrain Yheldout

CNN 0.996 0.000 0.767 0.000 0.339 0.000
RN 0.763 0.000 0.753 0.000 0.301 0.000

CNN-c 0.998 0.042 0.762 0.000 0.415 0.000
RN-c 0.971 0.131 0.759 0.000 0.406 0.000

CNN-co 0.998 0.913 0.710 0.042 0.329 0.000
RN-co 0.965 0.946 0.690 0.000 0.356 0.002
CNN* 0.993 0.000 0.958 0.000 0.658 0.000

CNN*-c 1.000 0.918 0.994 0.950 0.987 0.966
(a) Held out setting 2

3DS
Raven

no distractors
Raven

w/ distractors

random chance: 0.04 random chance: 0.036 random chance 0.036

Ytrain Yheldout Ytrain Yheldout Ytrain Yheldout

CNN 0.994 0.000 0.765 0.000 0.324 0.000
RN 0.754 0.000 0.763 0.000 0.291 0.000

CNN-c 0.998 0.000 0.750 0.000 0.360 0.000
RN-c 0.971 0.002 0.814 0.000 0.430 0.000

CNN-co 0.999 0.978 0.692 0.048 0.327 0.000
RN-co 0.971 0.923 0.699 0.000 0.335 0.000
CNN* 0.989 0.000 0.951 0.000 0.647 0.000

CNN*-c 1.000 0.899 0.994 0.982 0.994 0.984
(a) Held out setting 3

Table 2.2: Complete accuracy results on the Rationale prediction task for the different
models we consider. The Yheldout column corresponds to evaluation on the test set,
containing held out rationales. The Ytrain column corresponds to a set sampled from
the same distribution as the training set (yet distinct from the actual training instances).
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3DS
Raven

no distractors
Raven

w/ distractors

Obl. MIG Obl. MIG Obl. MIG
CNN-c 1.61 0.50 2.20 0.10 2.08 0.06
RN-c 1.57 0.76 2.20 0.14 2.20 0.05

CNN-co 1.53 0.53 2.19 0.11 1.95 0.03
RN-co 1.25 0.91 2.16 0.10 2.10 0.03
CNN*-c 0.15 1.00 0.71 0.51 0.70 0.55

Table 2.3: Estimates of obliviousness by measuring mutual information (2.4) (lower is
better) and mutual information gap (higher is better) for consistent models.

periment with different settings and hyperparameters, this regime is never reached in

the Raven experiments. One possible explanation is that, in that setting, the different

visual properties are harder to capture and to align, as they have very varied appear-

ance, and only knowing the rationale underlying the sequence is not a strong enough

supervisory signal for this task.

2.6.2 Relation to the information-theoretical metrics

We now investigate the information-theoretic metrics we defined in Section 2.5.

Measuring obliviousness. First, we estimate obliviousness using the mutual infor-

mation of Equation 2.4 and report the result in Table 2.3 (left columns). The results

correlate well with Table 3.2: CNN*-c has significantly smaller value of the measured

mutual information hence is closer to obliviousness, which correlates with it performing

the best on the abstract reasoning task. Furthermore the fact that it does not perfectly

reach mutual information of 0 shows that obliviousness is a sufficient but not necessary

condition. This gives us hope that for real-world abstract reasoning tasks, excellent per-

formance might be achievable even if obliviousness is fulfilled only approximately. For

the models that do not rely on this additional supervision, i.e. CNN-co and RN-co, we

observe that they are closer to obliviousness according to (2.4) than their CNN-c and

RN-c counterparts on 3DS which is also consistent with their improved performance in

Table 3.2.

Furthermore, the fact that CNN-c and RN-c achieve similar obliviousness values as

CNN-co and RN-co respectively, yet fail at generalizing to held out rationales, shows

that obliviousness alone does not suffice: Systematic-consistency is also required.
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Relevance of the learned embeddings. Second, we consider the two metrics of

informativeness: high I[fp(x); vp] (2.6) and low H[fp(x)|vp] (2.5), as introduced in Sec-

tion 2.5. First we observe that Equation 2.6 is always fulfilled, i.e. the network indeed

learns to push relevant information about the visual property into the designated part

of the representation. On the other hand, (2.5) is not necessarily low, except when ad-

ditional supervision is used at training time. This means that the latent captures more

information than strictly necessary, which in some situations could lead to overfitting.

To better analyze how the different visual properties embeddings interact with one

another, we measure all pairwise mutual informations I(fp(x); vp′). We report the full

pairwise mutual information matrices for the CNN*-c models in Table 2.4: i.e. the pair-

wise mutual information terms between the ground-truth values and the embedding

learned with these values as additional supervision. In particular, this gives us a good

insight into how challenging each benchmark is: In 3DS, every visual property are in-

dependent from one another hence we obtain a diagonal matrix. While in Raven, the

definition of the task introduces some correlations between properties, which is high-

lighted by the block pattern in the mutual information matrix: For instance since objects

do not overlap, the positions of the object is correlated with their number. Because of

these biases and correlations it might be more difficult for the model to learn to identify

the different visual properties.

Finally, because it is hard to directly compare these matrices, we also report their

mutual information gap (MIG) [Chen et al., 2018] as a summary statistics:

MIG(f) =

|P|∑︂
p=1

1

H(vi)

(︃
I(fm(p)(x); vp)− max

q ̸=m(p)
I(f(x); vp)

)︃
where ∀p, m(p) = argmax

q
I(fq(x); vp)

It corresponds to the average of the differences between the two highest mutual infor-

mation terms for each row in the matrix. It takes a value of 1 when every component is

independent from one another, and 0 if every component is perfectly correlated with at

least one other. This gives us a single quantitative metric to assess how correlated the

learned visual property embeddings are in practice. We report corresponding MIGs in

Table 2.3 and observe that MIG correlates well with the difficulty of the dataset.
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2.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, we took a foundational view on the problem of abstract visual reasoning.

Inspired by the fact that none of the methods proposed so far actually succeed on this

task, we derived three criteria that in combination enable a model to perform abstract

visual reasoning. Two of them can be achieved simply by a suitable choice of archi-

tecture, while the third one is an invariance condition on the learned representations

that currently no existing representation learning method seems to reliably achieve.

We show theoretically and experimentally that this third criterion, obliviousness, is the

crucial missing puzzle piece for giving computer vision models the ability for abstract

reasoning from visual data. However, enforcing obliviousness without additional super-

vision is a challenging task. We show in our experiments that this can be achieved in

some simple settings using domain adaptation techniques, leading to improved gener-

alization. However, this approach fails on the more complex Raven-inspired dataset.

We hope that our analysis will inspire researchers in the community to take a fresh

look at representation learning, in particular for the task of abstract visual reasoning.

Overall, there is no consensus in the community if and under what conditions feed-

forward deep networks are capable of performing abstract visual reasoning. With this

work, we hope to shed some more light on the question in an objective and quantifi-

able way. A key insight of our analysis is that deep networks are in fact able to perform

abstract visual reasoning as long as they reflect the abstract nature of the task, in par-

ticular with rules that act consistently across the properties through a proxy of abstract

values rather than low-level image features.
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I[vp′ ; fp(x)] f0(x) f1(x) f2(x) f3(x) f4(x)

Floor Hue (v0) 2.30 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Wall Hue (v1) 0.00 2.30 0.00 0.00 0.00

Object Hue (v2) 0.00 0.00 2.30 0.00 0.00
Scale (v3) 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.08 0.00

Orientation (v4) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.71
(a) Results on 3DS

I[vp′ ; fp(x)] f0(x) f1(x) f2(x) f3(x) f4(x) f5(x) f6(x) f7(x) f8(x)

Object Number (v0) 2.24 2.24 0.73 0.73 0.59 0.00 0.07 0.07 0.02
Object Positions (v1) 2.24 5.54 1.75 1.76 0.97 0.03 1.02 1.02 0.27

Object Colors (v2) 0.73 1.75 6.09 2.01 0.96 0.05 1.29 1.28 0.43
Object Sizes (v3) 0.73 1.76 2.01 6.09 0.97 0.05 1.28 1.28 0.44
Object Types (v4) 0.59 0.97 0.96 0.97 4.56 0.01 0.50 0.49 0.07
Line Number (v5) 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.05 0.01 1.92 0.83 0.83 1.92
Line Colors (v6) 0.07 1.02 1.29 1.28 0.50 0.83 5.36 1.60 0.96
Line Widths (v7) 0.07 1.02 1.28 1.27 0.49 0.83 1.60 5.35 0.95
Line Types (v8) 0.01 0.27 0.43 0.44 0.07 1.92 0.96 0.95 3.78

(b) Results on Raven (no distractors)

I[vp′ ; fp(x)] f0(x) f1(x) f2(x) f3(x) f4(x) f5(x) f6(x) f7(x) f8(x)

Object Number (v0) 2.23 2.21 0.70 0.70 0.57 0.00 0.04 0.04 0.00
Object Positions (v1) 2.21 5.57 1.44 1.44 0.79 0.02 0.81 0.82 0.16

Object Colors (v2) 0.70 1.44 6.10 1.69 0.75 0.03 1.08 1.09 0.29
Object Sizes (v3) 0.70 1.44 1.70 6.10 0.75 0.03 1.08 1.08 0.30
Object Types (v4) 0.57 0.79 0.75 0.75 4.56 0.01 0.37 0.37 0.04
Line Number (v5) 0.00 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.01 1.91 0.79 0.79 1.87
Line Colors (v6) 0.04 0.81 1.08 1.08 0.37 0.79 5.40 1.30 0.85
Line Widths (v7) 0.04 0.82 1.09 1.09 0.37 0.79 1.30 5.41 0.85
Line Types (v8) 0.01 0.16 0.29 0.30 0.04 1.87 0.85 0.85 3.82

(c) Results on Raven (with distractors)

Table 2.4: Pairwise mutual information terms between the representations learned by
CNN*-c and the true abstract values, I(vp′(x); fp(x)), for S3D and Raven (no distrac-
tors). The background color of each cell is determined by the magnitude of the mutual
information relatively to maximum in each row (the darker the higer).
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Rationale: Identity on the floor’s hue

Rationale: Increase (+1) the wall’s hue

Rationale: Decrease (-2) the object’s scale

Rationale: Increase (+2) the camera orientation

Figure 2.5: Examples from the 3DS dataset, including the per-panel values to visual
property assignment.
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Rationale: XOR on objects’ types (no distractors)

Rationale: AND on the objects’ scales (no distractors)

Rationale: Increment objects’ number (with distractors)

Rationale: OR on the lines types (with distractors)

Figure 2.6: Examples from the Raven dataset, including the per-panel values to visual
property assigment.
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3
Modularity for Computationally
Efficient Models

In this chapter, we investigate computer vision tasks that can be rephrased as modular

recurrent problems. We highlight two specific examples where this structure can be

exploited to improve the accuracy versus computational efficiency trade-off, which is a

common bottleneck of neural networks.

In fact, the growing amount of available public data over recent years have enabled

the use of deep neural networks as powerful discriminative models, able, for instance,

of predicting the category of an object out of a thousand possibilities [Russakovsky

et al., 2015]. Furhermore, it is often commonly accepted that increasing the depth of

neural networks leads to improved accuracy in practical applications. Even though this

behavior is not well understood yet [Frankle and Carbin, 2019; Sun et al., 2016], it

has given rise to new architecture standards of gradually increasing depth over recent

years: Starting from the 8-layered AlexNet in 2012 [Krizhevsky et al., 2012], to VGG-

19 and Inception-V1 with around 20 layers in 2014 [Simonyan and Zisserman, 2015;

Szegedy et al., 2015], until the introduction of residual blocks [He et al., 2016], which

allowed for a significant increase in depth while bypassing associated training caveats,

the first ResNet architecture boasting 152 layers. Unfortunately, this increase in depth

often comes at the cost of a slower runtime and heavier memory footprint, with a trade-

off that heavily depends on architecture choices [Canziani et al., 2016]. To palliate

this issue, there has been effort towards reducing the runtime and memory usage of

neural networks, for instance by relying on specific optimized hardware [Wang et al.,

2019], or by post-processing trained networks to reduce the number of operations, e.g.

via pruning [Han et al., 2015; Molchanov et al., 2017], or their memory usage, e.g.

via quantization [Rastegari et al., 2016; Gong et al., 2015]. However, these solutions

are usually designed for generic architectures and come with their own caveats (e.g.

monetary cost, decrease in prediction accuracy).

Orthogonal to these directions, we focus on scenarios where the structure of the

prediction task can be directly leveraged to improve the accuracy versus efficiency
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trade-off. More specifically, we consider prediction tasks of the form f ∗ : X → Y that

can be decomposed into recursive applications of an easier sub-task, f ∗sub. Our goal is

to exploit this recurrence for building more computationally efficient models, by relying

on two key insights: First, due to the recursive structure, learned parameters can be

shared across sub-tasks, thereby saving up on memory. Second, f ∗sub should be easier

to solve than the initial task f ∗ itself, which, in the context of deep learning, often means

that f ∗sub can be efficiently modeled with a smaller and faster neural network.

In Section 3.1, we focus on the task of object detection in aerial images. Currently,

one-stage detectors such as YOLO [Redmon et al., 2016; Redmon and Farhadi, 2018]

or SSD [Liu et al., 2016] provide the best accuracy versus computational efficiency

trade-off for this task: They are designed as fully-convolutional architectures that out-

put bounding box candidates for every region of an image on a low resolution regular

grid of pre-determined size. These methods are usually parametrized as to favor ex-

haustivity, and are thus better tailored to images containing a dense distribution of large

objects. As a result, their resource usage is suboptimal when applied to real-life aerial

images, as these usually contain only a few sparsely distributed objects of small size,

thus a lot of computations end up wasted on processing empty image sub-regions. In-

stead, we propose to reformulate the detection problem as a sequence of easier group

detection sub-tasks. The resulting multi-stage architecture spares computational effort

by discarding large irrelevant regions of the image early during the detection process.

Further computational and memory savings arise from the fact that we can accurately

solve the group detection sub-tasks with lower image resolutions in early stages, where

groups are often more easily detected than individual objects, as they are larger.

In Section 3.2, we investigate the task of image colorization: Given an input grayscale

image X, the goal is to generate diverse yet realistic colormaps Y by sampling from the

conditional likelihood P (Y | X). In other words, here, the task f ∗ is to model the whole

image’s color distribution, P (Y | X), from the training dataset. However, the complexity

of directly computing this density grows exponentially with the size of the image. Thus

for practical purposes, standard feed-forward colorization models [Zhang et al., 2016;

Larsson et al., 2016] only model the independent pixelwise color distributions, P (Yi|X)

for all pixel positions i. Unfortunately, in practice, this leads to a lack of variety and vi-

brancy in the generated color samples. Instead, we propose to make use of recent
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advances in autoregressive generative models, that decompose the likelihood com-

putation into smaller estimation problems using the chain rule of probability theory.

Intuitively, this corresponds to iteratively solving the smaller sub-task f ∗sub of predicting

the color distribution of one pixel, given observed values of all the pixels that precede it.

We show that this allows us to build a fully probabilistic image colorization model that

is trained to maximize the exact data likelihood and offer a proper sampling framework.
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3.1 Grouped Instances for Object Detection

As a core component of natural scene understanding, object detection in natural im-

ages has made remarkable progress in recent years through the adoption of deep con-

volutional networks. A driving force in this growth was the rise of large public bench-

marks, such as PASCAL VOC [Everingham et al., 2015] and MS-COCO [Lin et al.,

2014], which provide extensive bounding box annotations for objects in natural images,

across a large diversity of semantic categories and appearances. However, many real-

life detection problems exhibit drastically different data distributions and computational

requirements, for which state-of-the-art detection systems are not well suited, as sum-

marized in Table 3.1. For example, object detection in aerial or satellite imagery of-

ten requires localizing objects of a single class, e.g., cars [Zhao and Nevatia, 2001],

houses [Müller and Zaum, 2005] or swimming pools [Steinvorth, 2010]. Similarly, in

biomedical applications, only some specific objects are relevant, e.g. certain types of

cells [Xie et al., 2018]. Moreover, input images in practical detection tasks are often of

much higher resolution, yet contain small and sparsely distributed objects of interest,

such that only a very limited fraction of pixels is actually relevant, while most academic

benchmarks often contain more salient objects and cluttered scenes. Last but not

least, detection speed is often at least as important as detection accuracy for practical

applications. This is particularly apparent when models are meant to run on embedded

devices, such as autonomous drones, which have limited computational resources and

battery capacity.

In this work, we propose ODGI (Object Detection with Grouped Instances), a top-

down detection scheme specifically designed for efficiently handling inhomogeneous

object distributions, while preserving detection performance. Its key benefits and com-

ponents are summarized as follows:

(i) A multi-stage pipeline, in which each stage selects only a few promising regions

to be analyzed by the next stage, while discarding irrelevant image regions.

(ii) Fast single-shot detectors augmented with the ability to identify groups of objects

rather than just individual objects, thereby substantially reducing the number of

regions that have to be considered.
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Dataset

VEDAI SDD MS-COCO

Average object size
(in fraction of
image pixels)

small (0.113%) small (0.159%) large (14.96%)

Average empty cell
ratio (on a 16x16

uniform grid)
95.1% 97.1% 49.4%

Object distribution
few, specific, classes.

Sparse and heterogeneous
object distribution

high object
density across

many and varied
categories

Typical
applications

remote sensing, traffic monitoring,
medical imaging...

robotics, artificial
intelligence, HCO

Resource
constraints

imposed by hardware,
e.g. limited battery, no GPU generally none

Table 3.1: Several benchmarks and challenges highlight the task of detecting small
objects in aerial views, in particular for real-life low-resource scenarios. However, the
data distribution and computational constraints for such tasks often vastly differ from
the most commonly used benchmarks, for instance MS-COCO, for which state-of-the-
art detection models are usually optimized.

(iii) ODGI reaches similar accuracies than ordinary single-shot detectors while op-

erating at lower resolution because groups of objects are generally larger and

easier to detect than individual objects. This allows for a further reduction of

computational requirements.

We first review related work and compare ODGI to existing detection paradigms in

Section 3.1.1. We then present the proposed method, ODGI, and its training procedure

in Section 3.1.2 and Section 3.1.3. Finally, we then report main quantitative results as

well as several ablation experiments results in Section 3.1.4.

3.1.1 Related work

Cascaded object detection. A popular approach to object detection consists in ex-

tracting numerous region proposals and then classifying them as one of the object

categories of interest. This includes models such as RFCN [Dai et al., 2016], RCNN

and variants [Girshick, 2015; Girshick et al., 2014; Cai and Vasconcelos, 2018], or
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SPPNet [He et al., 2014]. Proposal-based methods are very effective and can handle

inhomogeneously distributed objects, but are usually too slow for real-time usage, due

to the large amount of proposals generated. Furthermore, with the exception of [Ren

et al., 2015], the proposals are generally class-independent, which makes these meth-

ods more suitable for general scene understanding tasks, where one is interested in a

wide variety of classes. When targeting a specific object category, class-independent

proposals are wasteful, as most proposal regions are irrelevant to the task.

Single-shot object detection and multi-scale pyramids. In contrast, single-shot

detectors, such as SSD [Liu et al., 2016], or YOLO [Redmon et al., 2016; Redmon

and Farhadi, 2017; Redmon and Farhadi, 2018], split the image into a regular grid of

regions and predict object bounding boxes in each grid cell. These single-shot detec-

tors are efficient and can be made fast enough for real-time operation, but provide an

optimal speed-versus-accuracy trade-off when the objects of interest are distributed

homogeneously on the output grid. In fact, the grid size has to be chosen with worst

case scenarios in mind: in order to identify all objects, the grid resolution has to be

fine enough to capture all objects even in image regions with high object density, which

might rarely occur, leading to numerous empty cells. Furthermore, the number of op-

erations scales quadratically with the grid size, hence precise detection of individual

small objects in dense clusters is often mutually exclusive with fast operation. Re-

cent work [Lin et al., 2017; Singh et al., 2018; Najibi et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2016;

Murari et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2019] proposes to additionally exploit multi-scale fea-

ture pyramids to better detect objects across varying scales. This helps mitigate the

aforementioned problem but does not suppress it, and, in fact, these models are still

better tailored for dense object detection.

Orthogonal to this, ODGI aims to make the best of the given input resolution and re-

sources: It instead resorts to grouping objects when individual small instances are too

hard to detect, following the paradigm that “coarse predictions are better than none”.

These groups are then refined in subsequent stages, if necessary for the task at hand.

Nevertheless, since ODGI is not limited by the choice of backbone network, it could be

further augmented by multi-scale training and other architectural improvements.
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Speed-versus-accuracy trade-off. Both the cascaded and single-shot designs in-

troduce an intrinsic trade-off between runtime and accuracy, as discussed for instance

in [Huang et al., 2016], that make neither of them entirely satisfactory for real-world

challenges, such as controlling an autonomous drone [Zhu et al., 2018], localizing all

objects of a certain type in aerial imagery [Airbus, 2018] or efficiently detecting spatial

arrangements of many small objects [Tuggener et al., 2018].

Our proposed method, ODGI, falls into neither of these two designs, but rather com-

bines the strength of both in a flexible multi-stage pipeline: It identifies a small number

of specific regions of interest, on which it concentrates most of its computations. De-

spite the sequential nature of the pipeline, each individual prediction stage is based

on a coarse, low resolution, grid, and thus very efficient. ODGI’s design resembles

classical detection cascades [Li et al., 2015; Rowley et al., 1998; Viola and Jones,

2004], but differs from them in that it does not sequentially refine classification deci-

sions for individual boxes but rather refines the actual region coordinates. As such,

it is conceptually similar to techniques based on branch-and-bound [Lampert, 2010;

Lampert et al., 2009], or on region selection by reinforcement learning [Gao et al.,

2018]. Nonetheless, it strongly differs from these on a technical level as it only requires

minor modifications of existing object detectors and can be trained with standard back-

propagation instead of discrete optimization or reinforcement learning.

3.1.2 ODGI: Object Detection with Grouped Instances

We design ODGI as a multi-stage detection architecture ϕS ◦ · · · ◦ ϕ1, S > 1, in which

each stage ϕs is a detection network, whose outputs can either be individual objects

or groups of objects. In the latter case, the predicted bounding box defines a relevant

image sub-region, for which detections can be refined by feeding it as input to the next

stage. An overview of the ODGI multi-stage prediction pipeline is given in Figure 3.1.

In this section, we will first detail the design of the intermediate stages in the net-

work, and in particular how we define groups of individual objects. Secondly, we will

discuss the crop extraction procedure that we use to propagate relevant regions across

stages. Next, in Section 3.1.3 we will discuss the training and evaluation procedure of

the proposed model.
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ϕs
Strong individual 
predictions: Bs

To refine

ϕs+1 ...
Input 

...

Propagate to final output

Predicted groups
 and individuals

Final Predictions
(Stage ϕS) 

Stage s Crop extraction Evaluation

Figure 3.1: Overview of ODGI: Each stage consists of a single-shot detector that de-
tects groups and individual objects, which are further processed to produce a few rele-
vant image regions to be fed to subsequent stages and refine detections as needed.

Stage architecture. We design each stage as a lightweight neural network that per-

forms fast object detection. In practice, we build on standard single-shot detectors such

as YOLO [Redmon et al., 2016] or SSD [Liu et al., 2016]. More precisely, ϕs consists

of a fully-convolutional network with output map of size [I, J ] directly proportional to

the input image resolution. For each of the I × J cells in this uniform grid, the model

predicts bounding boxes characterized by four coordinates – the box center (x, y), its

width w and height h, and a predicted confidence score c ∈ [0, 1]. Following common

practice [Redmon et al., 2016; Redmon and Farhadi, 2017; Liu et al., 2016], we ex-

press the width and height as a fraction of the total image’s width and height, while

the coordinates of the center are parametrized relatively to the cell it is linked to; All

coordinates take values in [0, 1]. The confidence score c ∈ [0, 1] is used for ranking the

predicted bounding boxes at inference time. as well as for optional filtering steps, such

as non-maximum suppression.

In order to compare the model with standard detection systems, we constrain the

last stage’s network ϕS to only output individual objects. In contrast, we augment in-

termediate stages s ≤ S − 1 with the ability to predict groups of objects, which we

parametrize as follows: First, we augment each predicted box with a binary group flag,

g, as well as two real-valued offset values (ow, oh): The flag indicates whether the de-

tector considers the prediction to be a single object, g = 0, or a group of objects, g = 1.

The offset values are used to appropriately rescale the stage outputs which are then

passed on to subsequent stages. Second, we design the intermediate stages to pre-

dict one bounding box per cell. This choice provides us with an intuitive definition of

groups, which automatically adapts itself to the input image resolution without introduc-
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ing additional hyperparamaters: If the model resolution [I, J ] is fine enough, there is

at most one individual object per cell, in which case the problem reduces to standard

object detection. Otherwise, if a cell is densely occupied, then the model resorts to

predicting one group enclosing the relevant objects. We provide further details on the

group training process in Section 3.1.3.

Stage transition. The outputs of each intermediate stage are further processed to

extract image regions, which are then passed on to the next stage: LetB be a bounding

box predicted at stage ϕs, with confidence c and binary group flag g. We distinguish

three possibilities: (i) the box can be discarded, (ii) it can be accepted as an individual

object prediction, or (iii) it can be passed on to the next stage for further refinement.

This decision is made based on two confidence thresholds, τlow and τhigh, leading to

one of the three following actions:

(i) if c ≤ τlow: The box B is discarded.

(ii) if c > τhigh and g = 0: The box B is considered a strong individual object candi-

date: We make it “exit” the pipeline and directly propagate it to the last stage’s

output as it is. We denote the set of such boxes as Bs.

(iii) if (c > τlow and g = 1) or (τhigh ≥ c > τlow and g = 0): The box B is either a group

or an individual with medium confidence and is a candidate for refinement.

We then apply standard non-maximum suppression (NMS) with threshold τnms to

the set of refinement candidates Bs, in order to obtain (at most) γs boxes with high

confidence and little overlap. The resulting γs bounding boxes are then processed to

build the image regions that will be passed on to the next stage by multiplying each

box’s width and height by 1/ow and 1/oh, respectively, where ow and oh are offset val-

ues learned by the detector: This rescaling step ensures that the extracted patches

cover the relevant region well enough, and compensates for the fact that the detectors

are trained to predict the exact ground-truth coordinates, rather than to encompass

them, hence sometimes underestimate the extent of the relevant region. The resulting

rescaled regions are extracted from the input image and passed on as inputs to the

next stage. The final output of ODGI is the combination of object boxes predicted in

the last stage, ϕS, as well as the kept-back outputs from previous stages: B1 . . .BS−1.
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3.1.3 Training the model

We train each ODGI stage independently, using a combination of three loss terms that

we optimize with standard backpropagation:

LODGI = Lgroups + Lcoords + Loffsets (3.1)

Lcoords is a standard mean squares regression loss on the predicted coordinates and

confidence scores, as described for instance in [Redmon et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2016].

The additional two terms are part of our contribution: The group loss, Lgroups, drives

the model to classify outputs as individuals or groups, and the offsets loss, Loffsets,

encourages better coverage of the extracted regions. Note that in the last stage of the

pipeline, only the second term is active, as only individual objects are predicted.

The rest of this section is dedicated to formally defining each loss term as well as

explaining how we obtain ground-truth coordinates for group bounding boxes.

Group loss. Let b = bn=1...N be the original ground-truth individual bounding boxes.

We define Ai,j(n) as an indicator which takes value 1 iff ground-truth box bn is assigned

to output cell (i, j) (and 0 otherwise) by measuring their intersection:

Ai,j(n) = J|bn ∩ cell (i, j) | > 0K, (3.2)

where J·K : x ↦→ 1 if x is true, else 0

In principle, we need to consider all possible unions of subsets of the ground-truth

bounding boxes b as potential targets for group prediction. However, in the previous

paragraph, we have defined our intermediate detectors such that they predict only one

bounding box per cell by design, which allows us to avoid this combinatorial problem.

Formally, let Bi,j be the predictor associated to cell (i, j). We define its target ground-

truth coordinates B∗i,j and group flag g∗i,j as:

B∗i,j =
⋃︂

n|Aij(n)=1

bn (3.3)

g∗ij = J#{n|Aij(n) = 1} > 1K, (3.4)
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where # denotes the cardinality of a set, and ∪ denotes the smallest enclosing bound-

ing box of an ensemble of bounding boxes. We then define Lgroups as a binary classifi-

cation objective between predicted group flags g and corresponding targets g∗:

Lgroups(g,g
∗) = −

∑︂
i,j

Ei,j

(︂
g∗i,j log(gi,j) + (1− g∗i,j) log(1− gi,j)

)︂
, (3.5)

where Ei,j = J
∑︁

nAi,j(n) > 0K is a binary flag indicating whether cell (i, j) contains at

least one ground-truth object or not.

In summary, we build ground-truth B∗i,j and g∗i,j as follows: For each cell (i, j), we

build the set Gi,j containing all ground-truth boxes that intersects with the cell. If the

set is non empty and only a single object box, b, falls into this cell, we set B∗i,j = b and

g∗i,j = 0. Otherwise, |Gi,j| > 1; then we define B∗i,j as the union of bounding boxes in

Gi,j, and set g∗i,j = 1. In particular, this procedure automatically adapts to the resolution

[I, J ] in a data-driven way, and can be implemented as a pre-processing step, thus

does not produce any overhead at training time.

Coordinates loss. Following the definition of target group bounding boxes B∗i,j in

(3.3) , we define the coordinates loss as a standard regression objective between the

box coordinates B and confidences c and their respective targets, similarly to existing

detectors [Girshick et al., 2014; Girshick, 2015; Liu et al., 2016; Erhan et al., 2014;

Redmon et al., 2016]:

Lcoords(B,B
∗) =

∑︂
i,j

Ei,j

(︁
|Bi,j −B∗i,j|2 + ωc |ci,j − c∗i,j|2

)︁
+ ωno-obj

∑︂
i,j

(1− Ei,j)c
2
i,j (3.6)

where c∗i,j = IoU(Bi,j, B
∗
i,j) =

|Bi,j ∩B∗i,j|
|Bi,j ∪B∗i,j|

(3.7)

The first two terms in (3.6) are ordinary least squares regression objectives between

the predicted coordinates and confidence scores and their respective assigned ground-

truth. The ground-truth for the confidence score is defined as the intersection over

union (IoU) between the corresponding prediction and its assigned target. Finally, the

last term of the loss is a weighted penalty term that pushes confidence score pre-

dictions in empty cells towards zero. In practice, we use the same weights as in the

standard YOLO architecture [Redmon et al., 2016], i.e. ωc = 5 and ωno-obj = 1.
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Offsets loss. In intermediate stages, ODGI additionally predicts two offset values for

each box, ow and oh, that are used to rescale the region of interest when it is passed

as input to the next stage, as described in Section 3.1.2. The corresponding predictors

are trained using the following offsets loss:

Loffsets((ow, oh), (ow
∗, oh∗)) =

∑︂
i,j

Ei,j

[︂ ⃓⃓
owi,j − ow∗(Bi,j, B

∗
i,j)
⃓⃓2

+
⃓⃓
ohi,j − oh∗(Bi,j, B

∗
i,j)
⃓⃓2 ]︂

. (3.8)

The target values, oh∗(Bi,j, B
∗
i,j) and ow∗(Bi,j, B

∗
i,j), for vertical and horizontal offsets,

are defined such that the rescaled version of Bi,j encompasses both the original Bij

and its assigned ground-truth box B̄
ij with a certain margin δ. In practice, since we

deal with very small objects, we set δ to be half the average object size (δ = 0.0025).

Formally, we denote α and h the functions mapping a bounding box to its center y-

coordinate and its half-height respectively. Then we define:

hscaled(B,B∗) = max
(︁
|(α(B∗)+h(B∗) + δ)−α(B)|,

|(α(B∗)−h(B∗)− δ)−α(B)|
)︁

oh∗(Bi,j, B
∗
i,j) = max(1, h(Bi,j)/h

scaled(Bi,j, B
∗
i,j)) (3.9)

For the horizontal offset ow∗, we use the analogous construction but with Bi,j ’s center

x-coordinate and its half-width instead. See Figure 3.2 for an illustration.

B∗

B

δ

h(B∗)
h(B)

hscaled

Figure 3.2: Illustration of (3.9) for defining the offsets ground-truth in the loss Loffsets.
The black box, with height hscaled, is the smallest bounding box that is centered around
the predicted bounding box center (•) and that encompasses both the ground-truth
bounding box (B∗) with δ-margin and the predicted box (B). The offset oh∗ is defined
as the multiplicative factor needed to reach hscaled from the predicted height h(B).
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Multi-stage training. By design, the inputs of stage s are obtained from the outputs

of stage s − 1. However, it would be cumbersome to wait for each stage to be fully

trained before starting to train the next one. In practice we notice that even after only

a few epochs, the top-scoring predictions of intermediate detectors often detect image

regions that can be useful for the subsequent stages, thus we propose the following

delayed training procedure: After ne = 3 epochs of training the first stage, we start

training the second, querying new inputs from a queue fed by the outputs of the first

stage. This allows us to jointly and efficiently train the two stages, and this delayed

training scheme works well in practice. Other than this, the model parameters are

trained with a standard Adam optimizer [Kingma and Ba, 2015] (each detection stage

being an independent optimization problem) and an initial learning rate of 1e-3.

Additionally, the patch extraction procedure that occurs when transiting from one

stage to the next can be tuned via four hyperparameters: τlow, τhigh, τnms, γs. At train-

ing time, we allow as many boxes to pass as the memory budget allows, because both

negative and positive patches can be useful for training subsequent stages. For our

experiments, this meant setting γtrain
s = 10. In the same vein, we also do not use any

filtering during training, i.e. no thresholding (τ train
low = 0, τ train

high = 1) nor non-maximum

suppression (τ train
nms = 1) , For test-time prediction we use a held-out validation set to

determine their optimal values, as described in Section 3.1.4. Moreover, these hyper-

parameters can be easily changed on the fly, without retraining. This allows the model

to easily adapt to changes of the input data characteristics, and to make better use of

an increased or reduced computational budget for instance.

3.1.4 Experiments

In this section, we report our main experimental results. We analyze the proposed

pipeline in terms of both detection accuracy and efficiency (computational as well as

memory-wise). We perform experiments on two different datasets and three different

backbones. In the next two sections, we discuss results of ablation experiments that

provide further insights about the model.

Datasets. We consider two aerial views datasets: VEDAI [Razakarivony and Jurie,

2015] contains 1268 aerial views of countryside and city roads for vehicle detection.
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Images are 1024x1024 pixels and contain on average 2.96 objects of interest. We

perform 10–fold cross validation, as in [Razakarivony and Jurie, 2015], with 8 folds for

training, one for validation and one for testing for each run. All reported metrics are

averaged over the 10 runs. Our second benchmark, SDD [Robicquet et al., 2016],

contains multiple drone videos with bounding box annotations of road users. To reduce

redundancy, we extract still images every 40 frames, which we then pad and resize

to 1024x1024 pixels to compensate for different aspect ratios. For each location, we

perform a random train/val/test split with ratios 70%/5%/25%, resulting in a total of

9163, 651 and 3281 images respectively. On average, the training set contains 12.07

annotated objects per image. SDD is overall much more challenging than VEDAI: At full

resolution, objects are small and hard to detect, even to the human eye.

Baselines. We consider three backbone networks commonly used in detection mod-

els: tiny, a simple 7-layer fully convolutional network based on the tiny-YOLOv2 ar-

chitecture, yolo, a VGG-like network similar to the one used in YOLOv2 [Redmon

et al., 2016] and finally MobileNet [Sandler et al., 2018], which is for instance used

in SSD Lite [Liu et al., 2016]. We implement all models in Tensorflow and to facilitate

reproducibility, we will make our code publicly available [Royer, 2020].

More specifically, on the VEDAI dataset, we train a standard tiny-YOLOv2 detector

as baseline and compare it to ODGI-teeny-tiny (ODGI-tt), which refers to two-stage

ODGI with tiny backbones. For SDD, objects are much harder to detect, thus we use

a stronger YOLOv2 model as baseline. We compare this to ODGI-teeny-tiny as above,

as well as to a stronger variant, ODGI-yolo-tiny (ODGI-yt), in which ϕ1 is based on

the yolo backbone and ϕ2 on tiny. Finally we also experiment with the lightweight

MobileNet architecture as baseline and backbones, with depth multipliers 1 and 0.35.

The corresponding ODGI models are denoted as ODGI-100-35 and ODGI-35-35. All

models are trained and evaluated at various resolutions to investigate different grouping

scenarios. In all cases, the detector grid size scales linearly with the image resolution,

because of the fully convolutional network structure, ranging from a 32 × 32 grid for

1024px inputs to 2× 2 for 64px.

Evaluation metrics. We quantitatively evaluate the ODGI pipeline as a standard ob-

ject detector: Following the common protocol from PASCAL VOC 2010 and later chal-
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lenges [Everingham et al., 2015], we sort the list of predicted boxes in decreasing

order of confidence score and compute the average precision (MAP) respectively to the

ground-truth, at the IoU cut-offs of 0.5 (standard) and 0.75 (more precise). As is of-

ten done, we also apply non-maximum suppression to the final predictions, with IoU

threshold of 0.5 and no limit on the number of outputs, to remove near duplicates for

all methods. In line with our target scenario of single-class object detection, we ignore

class information in experiments and focus on raw detection, although class labels

could easily be added, for instance as a post-processing classification operation.

Besides retrieval performance, we also assess the computational and memory re-

source requirements of the different models: We record the number of boxes predicted

by each model, and measure the average runtime of our implementation for one for-

ward pass on a single image. As reference hardware, we use a server with a 2.2

GHz Intel Xeon processor (short: CPU) in single-threaded mode. Additional timing ex-

periments on weaker and stronger hardware, as well as a description of how we pick

ODGI’s test-time hyperparameters can be found later in this section.

Main results. We report experiment results in Figure 3.3 (see Table 3.2 (left) for the

corresponding numbers).

We find that the proposed method improves over standard single-shot detectors

in two ways: First, when comparing models with similar accuracies, ODGI generally

requires fewer evaluated boxes and shorter runtimes, and often lower input image res-

olution. In fact, only a few relevant regions are passed to the second stage, at a smaller

input resolution, such that they incur a small computational cost, and yet, the ability to

selectively refine the boxes can substantially improve detection. Second, for any given

input resolution, ODGI’s refinement cascade generally improves detection retrieval, in

particular at lower resolutions, e.g. 256px: In fact, ODGI’s first stage can be kept ef-

ficient and operate at low resolution, because the regions it extracts do not have to

be very precise. Nonetheless, the regions selected in the first stage form an easy-to-

solve detection task for the second stage (see for instance Figure 3.7 (d)), which leads

to more precise detections after refinement. This also motivates our choice of mixing

backbones, e.g. using ODGI-yolo-tiny, instead of the heavier variant ODGI-yolo-yolo,

since as detection in stage 2 is usually much easier.
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Figure 3.3: Plots of MAP@0.5 versus runtime (CPU) for our different experimental set-
tings. The metrics are reported as percentages relative to the corresponding baseline
run at full resolution (1024x1024 pixels). Each marker corresponds to a different input
resolution, which the marker size is proportional to. The black line with 9 markers
represents the baseline model, while each colored line corresponds to an DOGI model
with different number of extracted crops, γ1, For readability, we only report results for a
subset of γ1 values, and provide full plots in the supplemental material.

As can be seen in Figure 3.3, a higher number of crops, γtest
1 , improves detection,

but comes at a higher computational cost. Nonetheless, ODGI appears to have a

better accuracy-speed ratio for most values of γtest
1 . For practical purposes, we suggest

to choose γtest
1 based on how many patches are effectively used for detection. We

define the occupancy rate of a crop as the sum of the intersection ratios of ground-

truth boxes that appear in this crop. We then say a crop is relevant if it has a non-zero

occupancy rate, i.e. it contains objects of interest: For instance, at input resolution

512px on VEDAI’s validation set, we obtain an average of 2.33 relevant crops , hence

we set γtest
1 = 3. The same analysis on SDD yields γtest

1 = 6 at the same resolution. In

particular, these are the values we used for the models reported in Table 3.2.

For the sake of completeness, in Figure 3.6, we experiment results comparing base-

lines to ODGI for all number of crops γ1 ∈ [1, 10]. As expected, increasing the number

of crops always improves the final detection accuracy. However, the increase is not

worth the additional computational effort in some cases. Nonetheless, the curves cor-

responding to ODGI methods are always above the ones for the standard detectors

baselines, even for large number of crops, showing that the proposed method is com-

putationally interesting for different budget allocations.
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VEDAI (tiny) MAP@0.5 MAP@0.75 CPU [s]

ODGI-tt 512-256 0.646 0.422 0.83
ODGI-tt 512-64 0.562 0.264 0.58

ODGI-tt 256-128 0.470 0.197 0.22
ODGI-tt 256-64 0.386 0.131 0.16
ODGI-tt 128-64 0.143 0.025 0.08
tiny-yolo 1024 0.684 0.252 1.93
tiny-yolo 512 0.383 0.057 0.47
tiny-yolo 256 0.102 0.009 0.13

Raspi [s] GPU [ms] #parameters #pixels

4.89 13.95 22M 458k
3.32 13.27 22M 274k
1.18 11.69 22M 98k
0.87 11.70 22M 73k
0.44 11.70 22M 25k
10.47 14.28 11M 1M
2.62 8.16 11M 262k
0.70 6.97 11M 65k

SDD (yolo) MAP@0.5 MAP@0.75 CPU [s]

ODGI-yt 512-256 0.463 0.069 2.35
ODGI-tt 512-256 0.429 0.061 1.17
ODGI-yt 256-128 0.305 0.035 0.60
ODGI-tt 256-128 0.307 0.044 0.31

yolo 1024 0.470 0.087 6.63
yolo 512 0.309 0.041 1.67
yolo 256 0.160 0.020 0.46

Raspi [s] GPU [ms] #parameters #pixels

16.40 24.49 62M 655k
7.03 14.68 22M 655k
4.55 18.75 62M 164k
1.78 11.97 22M 164k

46.94 14.28 51M 1M
12.06 8.16 51M 262k
3.42 6.97 51M 65k

SDD (mobile-100) MAP@0.5 MAP@0.75 CPU [s]

ODGI-100-35 512-256 0.434 0.061 0.76
ODGI-100-35 256-128 0.294 0.036 0.19

mobile-100 1024 0.415 0.061 1.99
mobile-100 512 0.266 0.028 0.46
mobile-100 256 0.100 0.009 0.11

Raspi [s] GPU [ms] #parameters #pixels

6.63 19.89 2.6M 655k
1.55 17.62 2.6M 164k
17.35 23.10 2.2M 1M
4.01 10.98 2.2M 262k
0.92 9.49 2.2M 65k

SDD (mobile-35) MAP@0.5 MAP@0.75 CPU [s]

ODGI-35-35 512-256 0.425 0.055 0.50
ODGI-35-35 256-128 0.250 0.029 0.13

mobile-35 1024 0.411 0.054 0.84
mobile-35 512 0.237 0.026 0.19
mobile-35 256 0.067 0.007 0.050

Raspi [s] GPU [ms] #parameters #pixels

4.09 17.83 800k 655k
1.01 17.40 800k 164k
6.79 13.91 400k 1M
1.51 9.81 400k 262k
0.42 9.32 400k 65k

Table 3.2: MAP and timing results for our differet experimental settings. The results for
ODGI models are reported with γtest

1 chosen as described in the Main results para-
graph. Time is indicated in seconds for a Raspberry Pi (Raspi), and in milliseconds
for an Nvidia GTX 1080Ti graphics card (GPU). #pixels is the total number of processed
pixels, and #parameters, the number of model parameters.

Finally, in Figure 3.7-3.10 , we report qualitative results. We observe that the de-

tected groups exhibit three nice properties: First, they are of relatively small size. Con-

sequently, the regions fed as inputs to stage 2 are well localized and effectively provide

a beneficial “zoom-in” effect on relevant regions. Second, they contain in general

only a few objects, which makes the detection task for stage 2 easier. Finally, the

sparse distribution of objects in the input images leads to only a few, non-overlapping,

generated relevant regions. Combined, these conditions contribute to improving the

speed-versus-accuracy trade-off by providing the second stage with few relevant re-

gions containing a detection problem easier than the one provided to stage 1.
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Measuring runtime. Absolute runtime values always depend on several factors, in

particular the software implementation and hardware. In our case, software-related

differences are not an issue, as all models rely on the same core backbone imple-

mentation. To analyze the effect of hardware, we performed additional experiments

on weaker hardware, a Raspberry Pi 3 Model B with 1.2 GHz ARMv7 CPU (Raspi),

as well as stronger hardware, an Nvidia GTX 1080Ti graphics card (GPU). Table 3.2

(right) shows the resulting runtimes of one feed-forward pass for all models. We also

report the total number of pixels processed by each method, i.e. that have to be stored

in memory during one feed-forward pass, as well as the number of model parameters.

Our main observations again hold: On the Raspberry Pi, timing ratios are roughly

the same as on the Intel CPU, only the absolute scale changes. The differences are

smaller on GPU, but ODGI is still faster than the baselines in most cases at similar

accuracy levels. Note that for the application scenario we target, the GPU timings

are the least representative, as systems operating under resource constraints typically

cannot afford the usage of a 250W graphics card (for comparison, the Raspberry Pi

has a power consumption of approximately 1.2W).

Hyperparameters selection. ODGI’s performance are strongly influenced by the

crop extraction process that occurs when transiting from one stage to the next: Too

many redundant patches leads to slower runtimes, while extracting too few patches

reduces the coverage of relevant regions and may hurt detection accuracy. Besides

the number of extracted crops, three additional parameters influence this extraction

process: τ test
low , τ test

high, and τ test
nms. In our experiments, we select these thresholds by mea-

suring model performance on a held-out validation set.

More precisely, for each model, for the range γ1 ∈ [1, 10], we perform a parameter

sweep over the ranges τlow ∈ {0., 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4}, τhigh ∈ {0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0}, and

τnms ∈ {0.25, 0.5, 0.75}. Note that network training is independent from these parame-

ters as discussed in Section 3.1.2. Therefore the sweep can be done efficiently using

pre-trained stages ϕ1 and ϕ2, changing only the patch extraction process. Our main

observations on varying these parameters are as follows:

• (i) τ test
low usually lies in {0, 0.1}. This indicates that the low confidence patches are

generally true negatives that need not be filtered out.
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• (ii) τhigh ∈ {0.8, 0.9} for VEDAI and τhigh ∈ {0.6, 0.7} for SDD. This reflects intrin-

sic properties of each dataset: VEDAI images contain only few objects which are

easily covered by the extracted crops. Therefore it is always beneficial for the

detection accuracy to refine these predictions, even when they are predicted as

individuals with high confidence, hence a high value of τhigh. In contrast, on the

more challenging SDD, ODGI instead focuses refinement efforts on groups and

lower-confidence individuals, hence tend to accept more individual objects’ pre-

dictions after the first stage.

• (iii) τ test
nms is usually equal to 0.25, which encourages non-overlapping patches and

reduces the number of redundant predictions. Furthermore, it is often higher

(0.5) at low input resolution (256 pixels), reflecting the fact that candidate relevant

regions are more likely to overlap at lower resolutions.

3.1.5 Ablation study

We report results of ablation experiments to highlight the influence of the proposed

contributions. In particular, we investigate the impact of predicting groups rather than

individual objects, as well as learning offsets to rescale relevant regions passed to

intermediate stages. Finally, we discuss the memory requirements of the proposed

model in more details, as well as the influence of the number of refinement stages.

Grouped instances. We first compare ODGI against a variant without group informa-

tion, ODGIsingles: In other words, we drop the loss term Lgroups in (3.1) and ignore group

flags in the transition between stages. From Table 3.3 (row no groups), we observe

that ODGI consistantly improves over ODGIsingles in terms of detection accuracies for

equivalent number of crops, γ1. This also holds consistently for different values of γ1.

Furthermore, we observe that both methods behave qualitatively differently. In-

tuitively, detecting groups in early stages is more efficient as it allows for extracting

larger image regions, accounting for multiple individuals. In contrast, ODGIsingles usu-

ally needs to extract more crops, and thus requires more computations, to achieve

similar coverage as ODGI. On the other hand, ODGIsingles focuses on detecting indi-

viduals, hence the individual boxes early-exiting the pipeline after the first stage are
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usually of better precision. In other words, ODGI makes better use of the refinement

stage which is reflected by the results in Table 3.3.

Offsets. The rescaling step introduced in Section 3.1.3 strongly impacts the model’s

detection accuracy. On one hand, if the learned scale offsets are too low, the extracted

patches might cut objects rather than englobe them, hence leading to missed detec-

tions. On the other hand, if they are too high, the extracted regions become very large,

making detection harder for subsequent stages as their input resolution is smaller. We

perform two sets of ablation experiments to analyze the influence of this rescaling:

First, instead of using learned offsets we test the model with offset values fixed to
2
3
, i.e. 50% expansion of the bounding boxes, which corresponds to the value of the

target offsets margin δ we chose for training ODGI. Our experiments in Table 3.3 show

that this variant is inferior to ODGI, confirming that the model benefits from learning

offsets tailored to its predictions. Second, we entirely ignore the rescaling step during

the patch extraction step (row no offsets). This affects the MAP even more negatively:

Extracted crops are generally localized close to the relevant objects, but do not fully

enclose them. Consequently, the second stage retrieves partial objects, but with very

high confidence, resulting in strong false positives predictions. In this case, most cor-

rect detections emerge from stage 1’s early-exit predictions, hence increasing γ1, i.e.

passing more crops to later stages, does not improve the MAP in this scenario.

SDD γ1 = 1 γ1 = 3 γ1 = 5 γ1 = 10
ODGI-tt 512-256 0.245 0.361 0.415 0.457

no groups 0.225 0.321 0.380 0.438
fixed offsets 0.199 0.136 0.246 0.244
no offsets 0.127 0.127 0.125 0.122

ODGI-tt 256-128 0.128 0.243 0.293 0.331
no groups 0.122 0.229 0.282 0.326

fixed offsets 0.088 0.136 0.150 0.154
no offsets 0.030 0.040 0.040 0.040

Table 3.3: MAP@0.5 results comparing two ODGI settings with three ablation variants,
no groups, fixed offsets and no offsets (see text) on the SDD dataset.

Memory requirements. ODGI stages are applied consequently, hence only one net-

work needs to live in memory at a time. However, having independent networks for

each stage can still be prohibitory when working with very large backbone architec-
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MAP0.5 (γ = 6) no sharing sharing
ODGI-tt 512-256 0.429 0.385
ODGI-tt 256-128 0.307 0.197
ODGI-tt 128-64 0.098 0.051

Table 3.4: Weights sharing experiments on SDD for the ODGI teeny-tiny models. Shar-
ing weights halves the number of model parameters but hurts the model performance

tures. To palliate this problem, we also experimented with sharing weights across dif-

ferent stages: In this setting, we have only one backbone network, common to the first

and second stage, while only the last fully connected layer is specific to each stage.

We make two main observations: (i) In that setting, the delayed training schedule is

particularly beneficial to the final model’s performance, and, (ii) while this decreases

the number of model parameters, weights sharing significantly decreases the detection

performance. See Table 3.4 for quantitative results.

A likely explanation is that the data distribution in stage 1 and stage 2 are drastically

different in terms of object resolution and distribution, effectively causing a domain shift.

In fact, the visual appearance of input images to stage 1 (small relevant regions in large

sparse images) and stage 2 (often densely covered patch pre-selected by stage 1) are

drastically different. This can be seen from the qualitative examples in Figure 3.7 and

following. This introduces a visual domain shift between the two stages which explains

why sharing representations for these two domains might not be adequate.

3.1.6 Analyzing the flexibility of ODGI

Adding more refinement stages potentially improves the model accuracy but comes at

a high computational cost. Intuitively, refinement stages benefit the speed-vs-accuracy

trade-off when the following two criteria are met: First, a low number of non empty cells;

This directly ties to the number of extracted crops, thus to the number of feed-forward

passes through intermediate stages. Second, a small average group size: Smaller

extracted regions lead to increased resolution once rescaled to the input size of the

next stage, making the detection task for subsequent stages effectively easier.

Datasets of aerial views such as VEDAI [Razakarivony and Jurie, 2015] or SDD [Ro-

bicquet et al., 2016] meet these criteria: They contain small-sized group structures in

large sparse areas. This is a typical scenario where the proposed refinement stages
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Ground-truth Output groups
Output individual

objects

Figure 3.4: Example of stage 1’s outputs when training a simple ODGI model on
the MS-COCO dataset. Here, only groups and individuals with confidence c > 0.25
are shown. Cyan boxes indicate individual objects’ predictions with high confidence
c > 0.75. We observe that the dense overlapping of ground-truth objects results into
numerous and large groups that provide limited “time vs detection boost” improvement.

on groups improve the speed-accuracy trade-off. We find that for the datasets used

in our experiments S = 2 is sufficient, as regions extracted by the first stage typically

exhibit a dense distribution of large objects. Nonetheless, we expect the case S > 2 to

be beneficial for very large, e.g. gigapixel images.

At the other end of the spectrum we find classical benchmarks such as MS-COCO.

They differ drastically in terms of objects’ size and distribution across the image, as

can be seen quantitatively from the data statistics reported in the introduction in Table

3.1. In such scenarios, using only one stage suffices, and thus ODGI collapses to

using a single-shot detector. In fact, when objects overlap too densely, the notion

of groups becomes fuzzy and the extracted relevant regions are often quite large and

numerous. We show an example of this in Figure 3.4. Consequently, the crops received

by the second stage often contain a detection problem almost as hard as the first

stage. Furthermore they come in large numbers, which triggers numerous feed-forward

passes of the second stage. When the object distribution is sparser (see Figure 3.5),

the detected groups define relevant localized image regions, as was the case in the

aerial view dataset settings. However the objects being quite large to begin with, they
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Ground-truth Predicted groups Predicted individuals Extracted crops

(a) In sparser scenes, fewer groups are detected but they yield large image regions as the
objects themselve are quite large to begin with.

Ground-truth Predicted groups Predicted individuals Extracted crops

(b) Example with large objects that do not overlap: no groups detected.

Figure 3.5: Qualitative results on the MS-COCO dataset: For sparse distributions, the
learned groups lead to informative and well localized relevant image regions. However,
because the objects are large themselves, they are often detected well after only one
stage, which reduces the impact of a potential refinement stage.

are often well detected as individuals. As a result, feeding the extracted crops to the

second stage might help refining the bounding box coordinates, however the potential

improvement is limited, relatively to the cost of an additional feed-forward pass.

3.1.7 Conclusions

We introduce ODGI, a novel cascaded scheme for object detection that identifies

groups of objects in early detection stages, and refines them in later stages as needed :

Consequently, (i) empty image regions are discarded, thus saving computations espe-

cially in situations with heterogeneous object density, such as aerial imagery, and (ii)
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groups are easier to detect at lower resolutions, as they are typically larger structures

than individual objects . Furthermore, ODGI can be easily added to off-the-shelf back-

bone networks commonly used for single-shot object detection: In extensive experi-

ments, we show that the proposed method offers substantial computational savings

without sacrificing accuracy.
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Figure 3.6: Plots of MAP0.5 (left) and MAP0.75 (right) versus runtime (CPU) for all
number of extracted crops in ODGI. This is an extension of the plots in Figure 3.3
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(a) Ground-truth (b) [S1] Detected individuals (c) [S1] Detected groups

(d) Crops passed to stage 2 (e) [S2] Detected objects (f) ODGI: all detections

Figure 3.7: Qualitative results for ODGI. Best seen on PDF with zoom. No filtering step
was applied, but for readability we only display boxes predicted with confidence at least
0.5. S1 and S2 indicate outputs relative to the first and second stage respectively. In
(b), cyan boxes are individual object predictions with a high confidence (c ≥ τhigh).

(a) Ground-truth (b) [S1] Detected individuals (c) [S1] Detected groups

(d) Crops passed to stage 2 (e) [S2] Detected objects (f) ODGI: all detections

Figure 3.8: Qualitative results for ODGI (continued).
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(a) Ground-truth (b) [S1] Detected individuals (c) [S1] Detected groups

(d) Crops passed to stage 2 (e) [S2] Detected objects (f) ODGI: all detections

Figure 3.9: Qualitative results for ODGI (continued).

(a) Ground-truth (b) [S1] Detected individuals (c) [S1] Detected groups

(d) Crops passed to stage 2 (e) [S2] Detected objects (f) ODGI: all detections

Figure 3.10: Qualitative results for ODGI (continued).
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3.2 Probabilistic Image Colorization

Image colorization is the task of recovering missing color information from a given

input grayscale image. Besides its direct applications, e.g. photo editing or restor-

ing historical images, colorization is a powerful self-supervised learning technique:

Grayscale/color image pairs can be created automatically from readily available color

images, which allows for abundant and easy-to-collect training data; Moreover it has

been shown that intermediate representations learned by colorization models carry

meaningful semantics that can be exploited for scene understanding tasks such as im-

age classification or semantic segmentation [Zhang et al., 2016; Larsson et al., 2017].

Colorizing natural images requires a model that not only learns about different ob-

ject categories, but also captures their variety in appearance: For instance, while the

sky is almost certainly always blue, the color of other objects can have a much higher

entropy, e.g. buses have different color depending on the geographic location. Previ-

ously proposed colorization models are able to capture the evident mappings abound-

ing in the training data, e.g., blue sky, but often fail to capture the multiple modes of

more complex color distributions, leading to desaturated images. In fact, most state-

of-the-art colorization techniques do not offer a proper image sampling framework as

they only model pixelwise color distributions. Consequently, they often lack two main

appealing properties: (i) diversity, i.e. being able to produce several plausible coloriza-

tions, as there is generally no unique solution, and (ii) color vibrancy of the colorized

samples, as they should display proper level of saturation and contrast like natural im-

ages, not look desaturated. Recent work [Zhang et al., 2016] addresses these caveats

by (i) treating colorization as a classification task to avoid the problem of using a re-

gression objective which leads to unimodal, and thus, desaturated predictions, and (ii)

introducing rebalancing weights to favor rare colors present in natural images and more

difficult to predict. In contrast, we argue that the key issue is that current state-of-the-

art models fail to properly capture the joint pixel colors distribution of natural images.

We instead propose a method that explicitly models pixel interactions and does not

require any ad-hoc modifications of the training procedure.

Our proposed model, Probabilistic Image Colorization (PIC) models the joint distri-

bution of color intensities over all pixels by leveraging recent advances in autoregres-
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sive models [van den Oord et al., 2016b; Kingma et al., 2016; Salimans et al., 2017;

van den Oord et al., 2016c] for image generative modeling. Specifically, our architec-

ture is composed of two networks: A deep feed-forward network first maps the input

grayscale image to a lower dimensional embedding which encodes plausible color in-

formation, much like current state-of-the-art colorization schemes. This embedding is

then fed to an autoregressive network, which in turn predicts a proper distribution of

the image chrominance conditioned on the grayscale input. This step relies on the ob-

servation that estimating the underlying true likelihood of the joint pixel color intensities

can be made tractable by decomposing the computation into smaller chained sub-

problems. In particular, this allows us to train the model to directly maximize the data

likelihood, and also yields a quantitative metric that can be used to compare models.

In Section 3.2.2, we introduce the theoretical framework behind the autoregressive

component of our model, as well as our training and inference procedures. Modeling

the full multimodal joint distribution over color values offers a solution to the diversity

problem, as it provides us with a simple, computationally efficient, and yet powerful

probabilistic framework for generating different plausible colorizations. Furthermore,

the model likelihood can be used as a principled quantitative evaluation measure to as-

sess the model performance. We then report experimental results in Section 3.2.4, in-

cluding qualitative comparison to several baselines: We show that our proposed model

also tackles the vibrancy problem as it generally produces vivid samples, without any

ad hoc modifications of the training procedure.

3.2.1 Related work

Automatic image colorization has been a goal of image processing and computer vision

research since at least the 1980s, after movie studies started releasing re-colorized

movies from the black-and-white era [Novak, 1972]. Because manually colorizing ev-

ery frame of a movie is tedious and expensive work, semi-automatic systems soon

emerged, e.g. based on the manual colorization of key frames followed by motion-

based color propagation [Markle and Hunt, 1988]. Subsequently, techniques that re-

quired less and less human interaction were developed, e.g., requiring only user scrib-

bles [Levin et al., 2004; Kawulok and Smolka, 2010], reference color images [Charpiat

et al., 2008; Morimoto et al., 2009], or scene labels [Deshpande et al., 2015].
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Recent successful fully automatic approaches make use of deep architectures [Iizuka

et al., 2016; Larsson et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2016; Isola et al., 2017; Deshpande

et al., 2017; Cao et al., 2017b]: A straight-forward approach is to train a convolutional

feed-forward model to independently predict a color value for each pixel [Iizuka et al.,

2016; Larsson et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2016] conditioned on the grayscale input.

Figure 3.11: Feed-forward colorization
models consider pixels independently
which may lead to high-level artifacts
such as incoherent colorizations of con-
tinuous regions of the image.

By design, these techniques do not cap-

ture crucial interactions between pixel col-

ors of natural images. As a result, proba-

bilistic sampling often yields color artifacts,

e.g. pixels of a same regions taking different

color values as shown in Figure 3.11. Fur-

thermore, predicting the mode or expecta-

tion of the learned distribution often results in

grayish desaturated colorizations which has

so far been addressed with ad-hoc training

heuristics, such as class rebalancing [Zhang

et al., 2016], to encourage rare colors.

An additional limitation of the models discussed above is their lack of diversity.

They only produce the most likely colored version from each grayscale image, de-

spite the fact that there are typically multiple plausible colorizations. Instead, recent

work has investigated the use of image generative models, which are designed to

produce several plausible samples, for colorization: For instance, [Isola et al., 2017;

Cao et al., 2017b] propose to train a colorization model using generative adversarial

networks (GANs) [Goodfellow et al., 2014]. GANs, however, are known to suffer from

unstable training and lack of a consistent quantitative metric to compare models. To

our knowledge, the only work besides ours aiming at representing a fully probabilistic

multi-modal joint distribution of pixel colors is [Deshpande et al., 2017]. It relies on

the variational autoencoder (VAE) framework [Kingma and Welling, 2014], which, how-

ever, only estimates a lower bound on the likelihood and tends to produce more blurry

outputs than other image generating techniques. In contrast, the autoregressive net-

work [van den Oord et al., 2016c; Salimans et al., 2017] we employ directly models the

true data likelihood and is able to produce crisp high-quality and diverse colorizations.
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Concurrent to this work is [Guadarrama et al., 2017], a closely related work in which

the authors also tackle the image colorization task using recent advances in probabilis-

tic autoregressive models.

3.2.2 Autoregressive models for image colorization

In this section, we introduce the technical background of the autoregressive model

framework, and how we make use of it to build the proposed architecture, Probabilistic

Image Colorization model (PIC), for image colorization.

Estimating the data likelihood. Our goal is to predict a probabilistic distribution of

an image’s color channels, given an input grayscale view. We assume that images are

encoded in the LAB color space, which has three channels: the luminance channel (L)

and the two chrominance channels (a and b). Denoting by X the random variable asso-

ciated to the space of color images, we denote by XL and Xab the projection of image

X to its luminance channel and chrominance channels respectively. By convention, the

chrominance in a LAB triplet belongs to the discrete range C = [−127; 128]×[−128; 127].

Consequently, each pixel in Xab can take |C| = 256×256 = 65536 possible values. With

these notations, our aim is to model the conditional distribution p(Xab|XL) from a given

training set of color images. This is a challenging and computationally demanding task,

as Xab is a high dimensional object with a rich internal structure.

To tackle this intractable estimation problem, we rely on recent advances in autore-

gressive probabilistic models [van den Oord et al., 2016c; Salimans et al., 2017]. The

main insight is that the distribution of interest can be decomposed into elementary per-

pixel conditional distributions using the chain rule of probability theory. Without loss of

generality, we assume that images are indexed in raster scan order, i.e. from top to

bottom and from left to right, such that the value of the i-th pixel in image X is denoted

as Xi. Denoting by n the number of pixels in image X, the chain rule yields:

p(Xab| XL) =
n∏︂

i=1

p(Xab
i | Xab

1 , . . . , X
ab
i−1; X

L). (3.10)

Note that Equation 3.10 makes no assumptions on the modeled distribution. It is

merely a direct application of the chain rule of probability theory that provides us with
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a tractable estimate of the likelihood: Instead of directly estimating the full joint distri-

bution (|C|n possibilities), we only need to iteratively model smaller factors (n factors,

each with C outputs) conditioned on the previously sampled pixels: At training time, all

color information Xab
1...n is known, thus the model can be efficiently trained by learning

all factors in parallel, conditioned on the observed ground-truth colors. At test time, we

draw samples from the joint distribution pixel by pixel using the same chain sequen-

tial structure: First sampling xab1 from p(Xab
1 | XL), then iteratively sampling xabi from

p(Xab
i | Xab

1 = xab1 , . . . X
ab
i−1 = xabi−1;X

L) for all i in {2 . . . n}.

We model the factors in (3.10) using a fully-convolutional autoregressive network,

denoted as fθ, which outputs a vector of normalized probabilities over the set C of all

possible chrominance (a, b) values for each pixel. Additionally, to model the conditional

dependency on the input grayscale imageXL we introduce a deep convolutional neural

network eϕ, which acts as an encoder and produces a real-valued vector embedding of

XL. To summarize, each factor in (3.10) has the following functional form:

p(Xab
i | Xab

i , . . . , X
ab
i−1; X

L) = fθ(X
ab
1 , . . . , X

ab
i−1; eϕ(X

L)) (3.11)

We discuss architecture choices for both fθ and eϕ in Section 3.2.3.

Modeling the color distribution. By design, the autoregressive network fθ outputs

a probability distribution over the set of discrete color values C. The standard way to

encode such a distribution is to parametrize fθ as a multi-class classifier which outputs

a score for each of the possible color values in C and then apply the softmax operation

to obtain a normalized probability distribution. In our case, however, the output space

is very large (65536 values per pixel), hence this standard approach will result in a

very slow convergence of the training procedure and will require a vast amount of

data to generalize. It is possible to alleviate this shortcoming by quantizing the color

space at the expense of a slight drop in colorization accuracy and possible visible

quantization artifacts. However, this still results in a large number of classes, typically

a few hundreds. Further heuristics, such as soft label encoding [Zhang et al., 2016],

are then required to speed up the training and avoids slow convergence.

Instead, we approximate the output distribution from Equation 3.11 with a mixture

of logistic distributions, as described in [Salimans et al., 2017]. In other words, fθ
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Autoregressive network fθ(X
ab

i| X
ab
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ab

1, eϕ(X
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Figure 3.12: Overview of the proposed PIC model: The input grayscale image is first
fed to an embedding network eϕ, whose output is then passed through the autoregres-
sive network fθ that predicts a probability distribution for chrominance Xab. At training
time, the model is trained by maximizing the likelihood of the initial ground-truth color
images under its output distribution. At test time, we sample color information from
this distribution pixel by pixel, conditioning the decision on the previously sampled pixel
colors. The resulting colorized image is obtained by concatenating the input grayscale
luminance with the generated chrominance in the LAB color space.

outputs the mixture distribution parameters, i.e. the mixture weights and the first and

second-order statistics of each logistic component; We use 10 mixture components in

practice. This model is powerful enough to represent a multimodal discrete distribution

over all values in C, and requires less than 100 output values per pixel to encode, which

is significantly fewer than for the standard discrete distribution representation (roughly

65000 possible values for each pixel). Furthermore, since the representation is partially

continuous, the model can also exploit the distance between chrominance values in R,

contrarily to a purely categorical encoding, which results in faster convergence.

3.2.3 Model architecture and training procedure

We present a high-level overview of our model in Figure 3.12. It contains two major

components: the embedding network eϕ and the autoregressive network fθ. Intuitively,

we expect that eϕ, which only has access to the grayscale input, produces an embed-

ding that encodes information about plausible image colors based on the semantics

available in the grayscale image. The autoregressive network fθ then makes use of

this lower dimensional embedding to produce the final chrominance distribution for

each pixel, while being able to model complex interactions between image pixels.
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Architecture. Our design choices for parametrizing networks eϕ and fθ are motivated

by [Salimans et al., 2017], who report state-of-the-art results for the challenging and

related problem of natural image modeling. In particular, both networks rely on gated

residual blocks as their main building components: Each residual block has 2 con-

volutions with 3 × 3 kernels, a skip connection [He et al., 2016] and gating mech-

anism [van den Oord et al., 2016b; Salimans et al., 2017]. The convolutions are

preceded by concatenated [Shang et al., 2016] exponential linear units (ELU) non-

linearities [Clevert et al., 2016] and are parametrized with the weight normalization

technique proposed in [Salimans and Kingma, 2016]. If specified, the first convolution

of the residual block may have a dilated receptive field [Yu and Koltun, 2016]: We use

dilation to increase the network’s field of view without reducing its spatial resolution.

Building on these residual blocks, we define the embedding network eϕ as a stan-

dard feed-forward deep convolutional neural network consisting in a sequence of gated

residual blocks and standard convolutions with stride 2 to decrease spatial resolution.

For parametrizing fθ, we use the Pixel-CNN++ architecture from [Salimans et al., 2017].

fθ takes as input a fixed-size image, representing the previously sampled pixel color

values (padded with 0 for unkown pixel values). To model the conditioning on the

grayscale input, XL, we bias the output of the first convolution of every residual block

by the learned embedding eϕ(X
L). On a high level, the network consists of two flows

of residual blocks with constant spatial resolution, which encode the horizontal and

vertical pixel dependency respectively. In each flow, the output of every convolution

is appropriately shifted and masked to achieve the sequential dependency defined in

Equation 3.11, i.e. to guarantee that the prediction for pixel i only depends on the input

values for pixels 1, . . . , i − 1. The horizontal and vertical dependencies are modeled

separately to avoid “blind spot” problems in the field of view that occur when relying on

masked convolutions only, as described in [Salimans et al., 2017]. For further details,

refer to our implementation [Royer and Kolesnikov, 2017].

Spatial chromatic subsampling. The human visual system resolves color less pre-

cisely than luminance information [Van der Horst and Bouman, 1969]. We exploit this

fact by performing chromatic subsampling, i.e. we model the chrominance channels

at a lower resolution than the input luminance, and then rescale it using bilinear up-

sampling to generate the final colorized image. Image compression schemes such as
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JPEG or previously proposed techniques for automatic colorization also make use of

similar chromatic subsampling. This allows us to reduce computational and memory

requirements without losing perceptual quality.

Optimization. We train the model parameters (θ, ϕ) by minimizing the negative log-

likelihood of the chrominance channels under the predicted distribution. In other words,

following (3.10), we minimize the following loss function over every training image x:

LPIC(x) = − log p(xab|xL) = −
n∑︂

i=1

log fθ(x
ab
1:i−1; eϕ(x

l)) (3.12)

Following previous implementations of autoregressive models [Salimans et al., 2017],

we use the Adam optimizer [Kingma and Ba, 2015] with an initial learning rate of 1e-3,

momentum of 0.95 and second momentum of 0.9995. We also apply Polyak averaging

over the model parameters [Polyak and Juditsky, 1992].

3.2.4 Experiments

In this section we present quantitative and qualitative evaluation of of our proposed

colorization model, PIC. We evaluate our model on two challenging image datasets,

namely CIFAR-10 and ImageNet ILSVRC-2012. We also qualitatively compare our

method to previously proposed colorization approaches and perform additional studies

to better understand various components of our model. Our Tensorflow implementation

and pre-trained models are publicly available [Royer and Kolesnikov, 2017].

CIFAR-10 experiments. We first study the colorization abilities of our method on

CIFAR-10 [Krizhevsky and Hinton, 2009], which contains 50000 training images and

10000 test images of 32x32 pixels, categorized in 10 semantic classes. We fix the

architecture of the embedding network eϕ as specified in Table 3.5 (left). For the au-

toregressive network fθ we use 4 residual blocks and 160 output channels for every

convolution. We subsample the spatial chromatic resolution by a factor of 2, i.e. we

model the color channels at a resolution of 16x16 pixels, and use bilinear upsampling

to recover the full 32x32 pixel resolution. We train the resulting model as explained in

Section 3.2.3 with batch size of 64 images for 150 epochs. We also decay the learning

rate after every training iteration with constant multiplicative rate 0.99995.
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CIFAR-10 embedding eϕ(XL)
Operation Res. Width D

Conv. 3x3/1 32 32 –
Resid. block × 2 32 32 –

Conv. 3x3/2 16 64 –
Resid. block × 2 16 64 –

Conv. 3x3/1 16 128 –
Resid. block × 2 16 128 –

Conv. 3x3/1 16 256 –
Resid. block × 3 16 256 2

Conv. 3x3/1 16 256 –

ILSVRC-2012 embedding eϕ(XL)
Operation Res. Width D

Conv. 3x3/1 128 64 –
Resid. block × 2 128 64 –

Conv. 3x3/2 64 128 –
Resid. block × 2 64 128 –

Conv. 3x3/2 32 256 –
Resid. block × 2 32 256 –

Conv. 3x3/1 32 512 –
Resid. block × 3 32 512 2

Conv. 3x3/1 32 512 –
Resid. block × 3 32 512 4

Conv. 3x3/1 32 512 –

Table 3.5: Architecture of the embedding network eϕ for the CIFAR-10 (left) and
ILSVRC-2012 (right) setting. In the Operation column the notation “× k” means that
the corresponding residual block is repeated k times, and the notation “/k” indicatess
the stride of convolution operations. The second column, Res., contains each layer’s
spatial resolution, Width is the number of output channels and finally, D is the dilation
rate if using dilated convolutions in the residual block.

Figure 3.13: Colorized image samples from our model (left) and the corresponding
original CIFAR-10 images (right). Images are selected randomly from the test set.

In Figure 3.13 we visualize random test images colorized by PIC (left) and the cor-

responding real CIFAR-10 color images (right). We note that the samples produced by

PIC appear to have natural colors and are hardly distinguishable from the real ones.

This speaks in favor of our model being adequate for modeling the color distribution

of natural images. Furthermore, because autoregressive probabilistic models compute

the exact data likelihood, we can also report that PIC achieves a negative log-likelihood

of 2.72, measured in bits-per-dimension on the CIFAR test set. Intuitively, this metric in-
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Figure 3.14: Colorized samples from our model illustrate its ability to produce diverse
(top) or consistent (bottom) samples depending whether the image semantics are am-
biguous or not.

dicates the average amount of uncertainty in the image colors under the trained model:

It is a principled measure that can be used to perform model selection and compare

various probabilistic colorization techniques.

ILSVRC-2012 experiments. We now report experimental evaluation results of PIC

on the more challenging ILSVRC-2012 dataset [Russakovsky et al., 2015]. The dataset

contains 1.2 million high-resolution training images spread over 1000 different seman-

tic categories, and a held-out set of 50000 validation images. Images are also larger

than in CIFAR-10: In our experiments we scale input images to 128x128 pixels, which

is enough to capture essential image details and remains a challenging scenario. How-

ever in principle our method is applicable – and scales to – higher resolutions.

As ILSVRC images are of higher resolution and contain more details than CIFAR-
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Figure 3.15: Failure cases: PIC may fail to reflect very long-range pixel interactions
(top) and, e.g., assign different colors to disconnected parts of an occluded object, or
it may fail to understand semantics of complex scenes with unusual objects (bottom).

10 images, we use a slightly deeper and wider architecture for the embedding function

eϕ, as specified in Table 3.5 (right), and a chroma-subsampling factor of 4, as in [Zhang

et al., 2016]. For the autoregressive component fθ, we use the same characteristics as

in the CIFAR-10 case (4 residual blocks and 160 channels for every convolution). We

train the model for 20 epochs using batches of 64 images, with learning rate decaying

after every iteration with a rate of 0.99999.

In Figure 3.14 we present random colorized samples from the ILSVRC validation

set. These demonstrate that our model is capable of producing spatially coherent and

semantically plausible colors. Moreover, in the case where the color is ambiguous, the

produced samples often demonstrate wide color diversity. Nevertheless, if the color is

mostly determined by the semantics of the object (grass or sky), then PIC produces

consistent colors. Additional samples are reported in Figure 3.19. To provide further

insights into the model’s behavior, we also highlight two failure cases in Figure 3.15:

First, PIC may not always fully capture complex long-range pixel interactions, e.g., if

an object is split due to occlusion, the two parts may have different colors. Second, for

some complex images with unusual objects, PIC may fail to understand semantics of

the image and produce not visually plausible colors.

Our model achieves a negative log-likelihood of 2.51 bits-per-dimension (the lower

the better). As a reference, the ImageNet generative model from [van den Oord et al.,

2016c], which is based on a similar but deeper architecture, reports a negative log-

likelihood of 3.86 for the ILSVRC validation images modeled at the same resolution.

As our model has access to additional information (grayscale input), it is not surprising

that we achieve a lower likelihood; Nevertheless, this result confirms that PIC learns
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Input [Zhang et al.] [Larsson et al.] [Iizuka et al.] Ours Original

Figure 3.16: Qualitative results from several automatic colorization methods and our
method on the same grayscale input (left) compared to the original ground-truth (right).

non-trivial colorization model and strengthens our qualitative evaluation.

Qualitative comparison to baselines. In Figure 3.16 we present a few coloriza-

tion results on the ImageNet validation set for our model (random sample) as well as

three recent colorization baselines: [Zhang et al., 2016] propose a deep feed-forward

VGG architecture trained on ImageNet for automatic colorization. Additionally, they

treat colorization as a classification rather than regression task, combined with class-

rebalancing in the training loss to favor rare colors and more vibrant samples. [Larsson

et al., 2016] introduce a very similar model except for a few architectural differences

(e.g., use of hypercolumns) and heuristics. Finally, [Iizuka et al., 2016] propose a non-

probabilistic model with a regression objective. Their architecture is also more complex

as they use two distinct flows for local and global features. We also note that their model

was trained on the MIT Places dataset, while ours and the two previous baselines use

ImageNet. We use the publicly available implementation for each baseline.

In general, we observe that our model is highly competitive with other approaches
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and tends to produce more saturated colors on average. We also report additional

random samples from our model in Figure 3.19.

3.2.5 Ablation experiments

Importance of the autoregressive component. One of the main novelties of our

model is the autoregressive component, fθ, which drastically increases the coloriza-

tion performance by modeling the joint distribution over all pixels. In this section we

perform an ablation study in order to investigate the importance of the autoregressive

component alone: In fact, without fθ, our model essentially reduces to the feed-forward

embedding network eϕ, similar to recent colorization techniques [Zhang et al., 2016;

Larsson et al., 2016]. More specifically, we use PIC pre-trained on the ILSVRC dataset,

discard the autoregressive component fθ, and fine-tune the remaining embedding net-

work, eϕ, for the task of image colorization. At test time, we draw maximum a posteriori

(MAP) samples from this model: Stochastic sampling from the output of eϕ would pro-

duce very noisy colorizations as the pixelwise predicted distributions are independent.

Alternatively, one could predict the mean color of the predicted distribution for each

pixel, but the averaging effect would result in desaturated colors.

Comparing the output samples of PIC and eϕ in Figure 3.17, it appears that the

benefit brought by the autoregressive component is two-fold: First, it explicitly models

relationships between neighboring pixels, which leads to visually smoother samples.

Second, the samples generated from PIC tend to display more saturated colors. We

also verify this quantitatively by computing the average perceptual saturation [Lübbe,

2010] for both methods: Based on 1000 random image samples, the PIC model and

eϕ have an average saturation of 36.4% and 32.7%, respectively.

Gating and model selection. Recently, it has been demonstrated that gated convo-

lutional layers are useful for the task of natural image modeling [van den Oord et al.,

2016b]. Thus, we explore whether using gated activation units is also beneficial for

our architecture. We first perform a qualitative analysis, comparing samples drawn

from PIC, with and without gated non-linearities, as illustrated in Figure 3.18. Although

the samples obtained with the gating mechanism appear to have higher visual qual-

ity, i.e. have slightly more saturated colors and better global consistency, it is hard to
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(a) Closeup comparison between the embedding network eϕ (top row) and the autoregressive
PIC model (bottom row). Final colored images are reported on the (left) and predicted chromi-
nance (displayed for fixed luminance L = 50) on the right

(b) Additional samples from eϕ (left) and from PIC (right)

Figure 3.17: Comparison on the ImageNet validation set between MAP samples from
the embedding network eϕ and random samples from the proposed PIC model.

make definitive conclusions. Thus, we also perform quantitative analysis by compar-

ing the data likelihood reported by each model: PIC with gating achieves the negative

log-likelihood of 2.72, while its counterpart without gating achieves 2.78, which is con-

sistent with our preliminary qualitative evaluation.

Therefore, we argue that negative log-likelihood on the hold-out image set can serve

as a principled measure for model selection: This is an additional advantage of autore-

gressive models for image colorization, as, contrary to other generative models such as

GANs or VAEs, they provide a way to compute the exact data likelihood. Importantly,

this metric measures how well the joint distribution of image colors is explained by the

model. Hence, unlike previous metrics that were used to evaluate image colorization

performance, it also accounts for the intrinsic probabilistic uncertainty of the task.
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Figure 3.18: Comparison of CIFAR-10 colorization samples obtained without gating
(left) and with gating (right).

3.2.6 Conclusions and discussions

While deep feed-forward networks achieve promising results on the task of colorizing

natural grayscale images, the generated samples often suffer of a lack of diversity and

color vibrancy. We tackle both aspects by modeling the full joint distribution of pixel

color values using an autoregressive network conditioned on a learned embedding of

the grayscale image. The fully probabilistic nature of this framework provides us with a

proper and straightforward sampling mechanism, hence the ability to generate diverse

plausible samples from a given grayscale input. Furthermore, the data likelihood can

be efficiently computed from the model and used as a quantitative evaluation metric

for model comparison. We report quantitative and qualitative evaluations of our model,

and show that colorizations sampled from our architecture often display vivid colors,

indicating that the model effectively captures the underlying color distribution of natural

images, without requiring any ad hoc heuristics during training.

Since the time this work was published, extensive progresses has been made

in the field of flow-based generative models [Dinh et al., 2014; Dinh et al., 2017;

Kingma and Dhariwal, 2018]: Based on the VAE framework, these models rely on

simple flow transformations of the latent space and provide a tractable computation of

the exact likelihood. However they typically require a lot of memory and they are still

outperformed by autoregressive models, in terms of data likelihood [Ho et al., 2019].
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Therefore, autoregressive models still seem to be the most fitting approach to prop-

erly model the joint pixels colors distribution in a fully probabilistic manner for the task

of image colorization. Finally, the main drawback of our proposed model is the sam-

pling time at inference, as the iterative nature of autoregressive models requires a

forward pass through the network for each pixel. A recently proposed autoregressive

architecture [Reed et al., 2017] alleviates this problem by modeling certain pixels as

conditionally independent, allowing for parallel computations. Since this improvement

essentially relies on a minor changes in the autoregressive network, it could easily be

adapted into our architecture for image colorization
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Figure 3.19: Random colorized images from the ILSVRC-2012 validation set.
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4
Isolating Domain-specific
Information for Transfer Learning

In the first chapter, we investigated neural networks’ ability to generalize outside of their

training conditions in the context of compositional learning, and more precisely, abstract

visual reasoning (AVR). In particular, we observed that the underlying key problem

stems from the domain shift between the training and testing distribution, which we

quantified and partially addressed by leveraging the compositional structure of AVR.

However, this analysis does not hold in the generic transfer learning scenario, where

the shift between the training and test domain does not have a specific compositional

structure. In this chapter, we focus on this more general setting in the context of deep

learning: In particular, we investigate how the layered structure of neural networks

comes into play when encoding shared knowledge across visually different domains.

Generally speaking, transfer learning encompasses all methods that exploit knowl-

edge learned from a source task S : XS → YS in order to solve a different target task T :

XT → YT . For practical purposes, it is assumed that the tasks relate to – and can ben-

efit from – one another, otherwise negative transfer may occur [Pan and Yang, 2010;

Wang et al., 2018b]. In the current computer vision literature, transfer learning is most

often encountered under one of the two following forms. In unsupervised domain adap-

tation, given labeled samples from a source domain and unlabeled samples from a tar-

get domain, the goal is to learn a model that can jointly solve a common task for both

domains with high accuracy. Secondly, fine-tuning consists in adapting the weights of

a given network pre-trained on the source task such that it performs well for the target

task, for which labeled samples are available. In summary, these two settings differ

(i) in terms of available supervision – there are no source samples for fine-tuning, and

only unlabeled target samples are given for domain adaptation – and (ii) in terms of

evaluation metric – fine-tuning usually aims to maximize performance on the target

task, while domain adaptation models are evaluated on both source and target sam-

ples. Nevertheless, both problems share the same domain supervision asymmetry: In

domain adaptation, the target domain is usually unlabeled, while in practical fine-tuning

applications, often only few target samples are usually available (in comparison to the
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number of source samples the network was pre-trained on).

Both domain adaptation and fine-tuning methods ultimately aim to align the two

domains by learning a joint intermediate representation over the source and target

domains, from which the task of interest can be subsequently solved. This often im-

plies using partially shared architectures between the two domains. In this regard, a

key problem is that neural architectures behave as black boxes, and there’s only little

understanding about the information that each layer captures in practice [Olah et al.,

2017] and even less in theory. Hence, it is challenging to determine what features

this shared representation should encode and to what degree layers in the neural ar-

chitecture should be shared. In particular, these issues are also highly dependent on

the domain shift between the source and target domain we aim to align. Unfortunately,

quantifying this shift is a hard problem: Pixel-level metrics are often uninformative when

comparing images, and feature-level metrics requires a trained representation of both

domains, leading to a vicious cycle. Some discrepancy measures have been intro-

duced in the domain adaptation literature [Ben-David et al., 2010], however these are

hard to approximate for real-life data.

In this chapter, we will investigate experimentally how the layered structure of neu-

ral network relates to the source-to-target domain shift in transfer learning problems.

First, in Section 4.1, we will analyze the correlation between the visual input domain

shift and the optimal layer fine-tuning strategy for generic architectures. In fact, it is

commonly accepted that early layers capture generic information such as edges, com-

mon to most image domains, while higher layers capture specific information, which is

often discarded when fine-tuning on a new domain. However, there’s little understand-

ing of what intermediate layers capture, and in particular to what extent this informa-

tion depend on the input image domain or on the output target task. To answer these

questions, we conduct an experimental study with a newly proposed flexible transfer

learning scheme, called flex-tuning.

Second, in Section 4.2 we will tackle the problem of unsupervised pixel-to-pixel

level transformation across visual domains. While a more challenging task, learning

such a mapping yields much more interpretable outputs than feature-level adaptation,

as we can directly observe the transformed source to target samples. Furthermore,

this transformation does not depend on a particular task, but only on the two input do-
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mains, hence is more generic and can be applied to further tasks. In particular, we

use a shared autoencoder architecture that explicitly constrains the model to distin-

guish between private information, specific to each domain, and shared information,

which is encoder in a joint representation of the two domains. In our experiments, we

compare the proposed model to a baseline that use only private modules (no shared

representation space), and one that use a fully shared encoder. We show that our

mixed approach yields better results than both variants.
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4.1 Flex-tuning : A Flexible Layer Selection Scheme for

Minimum-Effort Transfer Learning

Deep convolutional networks have substantially advanced the state of the art in many

areas of computer vision, such as object recognition, detection or image segmen-

tation. These networks are often interpreted as a feature extraction stage (typically

convolutional layers), followed by a small classifier (fully connected layers), and have

the ability to learn features from data directly instead of having them hard-coded, as

was the case for previous vector embedding techniques [Lowe, 1999; Bay et al., 2006;

Csurka et al., 2004]. However, training these networks comes with a cost, as it requires

a large training dataset in contrast to methods relying on fixed ad-hoc feature extrac-

tion. Consequently, it is not surprising that the first successes of deep networks in

image classification occurred as large annotated datasets were made available, e.g.

MNIST [LeCun et al., 1998] for digit recognition (60,000 training samples) or Ima-

geNet [Russakovsky et al., 2015] for object classification (1.2 million).

When only little available training data is available, however, training a deep feature

extraction pipeline from scratch is not possible, as it often leads to severe overfitting. In-

stead, two main fine-tuning strategies have emerged, exploiting the fact that deep con-

volutional networks pre-trained on large datasets are freely available these days [Model

Zoo; TensorFlow Hub; TensorNets]: Either, one isolates and “freezes” the feature ex-

traction stage of the pre-trained model and then uses the available new data to train

only the smaller, less prone to overfitting, classifier stage, or alternatively, one fully

fine-tunes the model, i.e. initializes the parameters from the pre-trained network, and

then trains all layers, typically only for a few steps, to avoid overfitting. Which of the two

approaches is more promising depends on the situation at hand. The folk wisdom in

the community is that fully fine-tuning leads to better results, but requires more training

data than for only learning a new classification layer. Furthermore, choosing the best

solution depends on the data characteristics. For example, it has been observed that

features learned on large and varied natural images datasets, e.g. ImageNet, transfer

well to related domains such as aerial or even biomedical images [Crowley and Zisser-

man, 2014; Kornblith et al., 2019], while fine-tuning all layers is preferable for domains

with different low-level statistics, e.g. sketches [Ballester and Araujo, 2016].
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In this work, we argue for a more systematic approach to exploiting pre-trained

networks, in situations where the new input domain can vary greatly in terms of visual

appearance, but its output space shares similar semantics with the one the model

was pre-trained on. We introduce the idea of flex-tuning, a general-purpose transfer

learning scheme that leverages the information of an available pre-trained model by

fine-tuning a targeted part of the model, not necessarily the last layer or all layers,

but any individual layer or block of consecutive layers, selected in a data-dependent

way. In fact, the idea of focusing training resources on specific intermediate layers

draws inspiration from an important transfer learning paradigm: It has been consistently

observed across various architectures in the literature that early convolutional layers

capture elementary local properties of images such as edges or local textures, while

middle layers rather represent configurations of several such elements, and the last

feature layers extract information about high-level concepts, such as object parts and

their configurations [Cadena et al., 2018; Olah et al., 2017; Zeiler and Fergus, 2014].

Thus, in order to adapt, for instance, a network trained on clean natural images to

work with noisy ones, we hypothesize it is easier to fine-tune early layers, while for

adapting the same network to artistic paintings, focusing on a later layer would be

more promising. Based on this intuition, our contribution is three-fold:

• First, we formally define flex-tuning, which is a model selection strategy for, given

a pre-trained network and a new training dataset, deciding in a data-dependent

and automatic way which of the available layers to fine-tune.

• Second, in order to make flex-tuning more appealing for practical use, we further

introduce two variants based on a more efficient selection criterion, called fast

flex-tuning and even faster flex-tuning, that avoid the need to train multiple fine-

tuned models for the selection process.

• Finally, we design an extensive experimental setup that covers varied visual do-

main shifts, data scarcity scenarios and architectures: We show that flex-tuning

almost always improves classification accuracy over standard fine-tuning tech-

niques, particularly in settings where fine-tuning all layers is prone to overfitting,

such as settings with small sample size and large networks. Furthermore, the

(even) faster flex-tuning variants are generally on par with flex-tuning while pro-

viding a much lighter selection procedure.
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4.1.1 Related work

Transferrability of pre-trained convolutional networks across visual tasks has been of-

ten observed and extensively studied in the computer vision literature [Azizpour et al.,

2016; Chu et al., 2016; Donahue et al., 2014; Yosinski et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2018a].

In fact, many state-of-the-art computer vision models are not trained from random ini-

tialization, but rely crucially on the re-use of weights from networks pre-trained on large

classification tasks, such as ImageNet [Russakovsky et al., 2015]. Popular examples

include the YOLO object detector [Redmon et al., 2016] or fully-convolutional networks

for segmentation [Long et al., 2015]. In the weakly supervised learning literature, pre-

trained features are also used as compact and meaningful image representations, e.g.

for image retrieval [Babenko and Lempitsky, 2015], style transfer [Gatys et al., 2016;

Johnson et al., 2016], colorization [Larsson et al., 2016], or unsupervised part detec-

tion [Simon and Rodner, 2015]. All these approaches aim at transferring knowledge

between two tasks that have different output structures but similar input domain ap-

pearances and distributions. Closest to our work is [Yosinski et al., 2014], which stud-

ies the outcome of fine-tuning convolutional architectures, starting from different levels

of a pre-trained network, in the standard transfer learning setting. In contrast, we ana-

lyze the effect of tuning a single unit of a pre-trained network, in particular for situations

where source and target domains are visually dissimilar but semantically close.

In fact, our interest lies exactly in these orthogonal scenarios, where the source and

target domain share a similar output task, typically multi-class classification, but with –

potentially significantly – different input distributions. This setting resembles, yet differs

from, the problem of domain adaptation [Saenko et al., 2010; Gopalan et al., 2011;

Ganin et al., 2016], whose goal is to construct a classifier for a, usually unlabeled,

target task, by exploiting one or more source tasks,for which annotated samples are

available. In contrast, in the fine-tuning scenario, one only has access to a target

training dataset and the pre-trained network, but not to the samples it was trained

on: This lack of supervision rules out domain adaptation techniques such adversarial

training [Kim et al., 2017; Zhu et al., 2017], paired samples [Isola et al., 2017], or more

generally, exploiting any concrete knowledge from the source distribution to improve

predictions on the target domain.
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In fact, with the growth of datasets and necessary compute resources, the ability

to tune networks without access to the original training data is becoming more and

more important: First, when dealing with very large source datasets, training jointly

on the source and target domains, as many domain adaptation methods require, is

computationally impractical. Second, source training data is sometimes non-public,

especially in commercial settings. Third, specific applications require data privacy,

preventing public data release, for instance for protecting individuals identities in face

recognition models. As such, learning under privacy constraints has become a popular

topic in recent years [Papernot et al., 2017].

Finally, recent work has also tackled the problem of domain adaptation by trans-

ferring from the source to target domain directly at the pixel level, either via generative

models [Bousmalis et al., 2017] or by identifying simpler causal transformations [Paras-

candolo et al., 2018]. Weight tuning methods are nonetheless simpler to use, as they

directly act on feature representations, rather than learning a transformation that holds

independently of the pre-trained network.

4.1.2 A flexible transfer learning scheme: Flex-tuning

Our first contribution in this work is to highlight that simple and lightweight, but surpris-

ingly effective, model adaptation is possible by fine-tuning the weights of only a single

unit in a pre-trained network, provided that the right unit is chosen. Which is the right

unit depends crucially, and in a non-trivial way, on the relation between source and tar-

get domains as well as on the amount of available data. We propose to identify the best

unit automatically in a data-dependent manner using a procedure we call flex-tuning.

Background. First, we formally introduce the transfer learning scenario we are inter-

ested in: We are given a pre-trained convolutional network, fθ, mapping input space

X to an output space Y, whose weights θ were pre-trained on a source task, using a

dataset Dsrc
iid∼ P(X ,Y) that is however not available anymore. Our goal is to learn

a new set of parameters θ′ for the network in order to solve a different target task,

for which a new annotated training dataset, D iid∼ P(X ,Y), is available. In our experi-

ments, we work with RGB images as inputs, and discrete labels as outputs. However,

the underlying principles apply equally to other input domains and tasks.
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We focus on thoroughly analyzing and characterizing the influence of individual

units on transferring knowledge across visually different domains under various data

scarcity settings. To this end, we consider practical settings where the target domain is

semantically close but visually different from the source domain. By semantically close,

we mean that the output space of the target task is a subset of the source task. This

setting encompasses a variety of real-world scenarios, where the source and target

input domains do not overlap well: For instance, we can consider a source network

trained on natural images, with the target task of classifying monochrome sketches; or

a network trained on scenes under daylight, that should also operate at night, etc.

Moreover, extending the framework to different output structures, e.g. from a classi-

fication task to a detection task, would be possible by fine-tuning both the unit selected

by flex-tuning and the last fully-connected layer. However, for the sake of analysis this

would be a much less precise scenario as (i) we could not single out the effect of in-

dividual units and (ii) we could not decouple the influence from the visual domain shift

and the one of the output domain shift.

Proposed method. Given the pre-trained neural network fθ, we first decompose the

architecture into smaller units, which we denote as fθ = fL
θ ◦ · · · ◦ f 1

θ . For simplicity,

we will ignore the θ index when it is clear from context. Each unit can be defined as

a single convolutional or fully-connected layer, or, for more complex architectures, a

block of consecutive layers. The method applies to arbitrary decompositions.

Algorithm 3: Flex-Tuning (flex)
Input : D – Training dataset

Dval – Validation dataset
f – Pre-trained network with L units, f = fL ◦ · · · ◦ f 1

for ℓ = 1, . . . , L do
fft-ℓ ← fine-tune unit ℓ of f on D until accuracy on Dval stops improving;
aft-ℓ ← accuracy of fft-ℓ on Dval

fft-all ← fine-tune all units of f on D until accuracy on Dval stops improving;
aft-all ← accuracy of fft-all on Dval;

fflex ← fbest for best← argmax
X∈{1,...,L,all}

aft-X;

return fflex
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Given such a decomposition, our goal is to analyze the influence of tuning specific

units, for transferring knowledge across domains with different visual appearances.

Algorithm 3 describes the steps of flex-tuning in pseudo-code: For each unit of the net-

work, we construct a fine-tuned network fft-ℓ by training the network on the available

target data, allowing only the weights of the ℓ-th unit to change, while keeping all the

others frozen. We also create a network fft-all, for which all layers are fine-tuned. We

train each network with an early stopping criterion, monitoring its performance on a

validation set, Dval. This helps prevent overfitting in a way that is tailored to each tuning

setting. In fact, different units might have very different numbers of weight parame-

ters, and therefore will often need different numbers of epochs to converge. Finally, we

choose the best model out of these L+1 networks by comparing their accuracy on the

validation set and output it as the flex-tuned model, fflex.

We illustrate flex-tuning’s process in Figure 4.1: We apply the proposed method

on a small network (5 convolutional and 2 fully connected layers) pre-trained on CI-

FAR [Krizhevsky and Hinton, 2009] and to be adapted to a subset of the “Quick, Draw!”

dataset [Cheema et al., 2012] and a blurred variant of CIFAR, for different sizes of the

target training dataset. These preliminary results show that (i) it is often beneficial to

fine-tune an intermediate layer rather than the last one and that (ii) well-performing

units strongly depend on the dataset and in a non-trivial way, but can be efficiently

pin-pointed with a simple selection criterion such as flex-tuning.
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Figure 4.1: Validation (-) and test (- -) accuracies for fine-tuning a single unit of a pre-
trained CIFAR network to the Blurry CIFAR (left) and Quick, Draw! (right) datasets.
Each line color represents a different subsampling ratio of the target training dataset,
while blue markers indicate the unit picked based on validation accuracy.
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Practicality of the method. Technically, Algorithm 3 performs an exhaustive search

over the potential fine-tuned models. Therefore, the existing theoretical results for

model selection [Shalev-Shwartz and Ben-David, 2014] apply, and we obtain that, in

the limit, flex-tuning will indeed choose the best of the possible models. Moreover, the

difference between flex-tuning’s accuracy estimated from the validation data and the

expected accuracy on future data decreases with a rate of O
(︁√︂

logL
|Dval|

)︁
.

For deep networks however, flex-tuning can be computationally costly in practice:

It requires training as many networks as there are units, plus another one in which

all units are fine-tuned. Let us denote the average number of training epochs by Eone

when fine-tuning a single unit, and by Eall when fine-tuning all. Also, let us denote the

corresponding average computational cost of one such epoch as cone and call, respec-

tively. Then the total runtime complexity of flex-tuning is O(LEonecone + Eallcall). Even

when taking into account that typically Eall > Eone and call > cone, for reasonably large

networks the complexity is often dominated by the computational cost of fine-tuning

the network once for each unit. Since ultimately only one of the models is chosen,

these computations end up wasted. To address this issue, we introduce two improved

selection criteria in the following section to efficiently approximate flex-tuning.

4.1.3 Efficient selection criteria

To overcome the aforementioned computational inefficiency of flex-tuning, we propose

two new criteria, fast flex-tuning and even faster flex-tuning, for selecting the unit to be

fine-tuned while minimizing training effort.

Fast flex-tuning relies on the idea that any unit’s influence can be approximated by

a few feed-forward passes rather than a full training process. While it does not come

with formal guarantees, we found it to work nearly as well as the exhaustive search

in practice, while at the same time requiring only 2 networks to be trained instead of

L + 1. Algorithm 4 describes fast flex-tuning in pseudo-code: We first start one new

model, fft-all, by fine-tuning all units of the pre-trained network on the training data

available for the target domain. From this, we construct L new networks by network

surgery. For any ℓ = 1, . . . , L, we create a proxy network, fprox-ℓ, by copying all units

from f , except the ℓ-th one, which is copied from the fine-tuned network, fft-all.
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Algorithm 4: Fast Flex-Tuning (fast-flex)
Input : D – Training dataset

Dval – Validation dataset
f – Pre-trained network with L units, f = fL ◦ · · · ◦ f 1

fft-all ← fine-tune all units of f on D until accuracy on Dval stops improving;
aft-all ← accuracy of fft-all on Dval;
for ℓ = 1, . . . , L do

fprox-ℓ ← fL ◦ · · · ◦ f l+1 ◦ f ℓ
ft-all ◦ f

ℓ−1 ◦ · · · ◦ f 1;
aℓ ← accuracy of fprox-ℓ on Dval;

best← argmaxℓ aℓ, ℓ ∈ {1,...,L};
fbest ← fine-tune unit best of f on Dtrain until accuracy on Dval stops
improving;
aft-best ← accuracy of fbest on Dval;
fflex ← if aft-best ≥ aft-all then fbest else fft-all;
return fflex

Clearly, the resulting hybrid networks are not functional models, as the ℓ-th unit and

the other units were not trained together. Nevertheless, this construction allows us to

derive a measure of which of the network units is the most promising candidate for fine-

tuning, namely the one that leads to the biggest improvement in accuracy (if any) when

applied to the target domain. Numerically, we compute the accuracy of each model

fprox-ℓ on the validation dataset and identify the value of ℓ that yields the model with

highest accuracy. We then create a viable model by fine-tuning the selected unit on

the target dataset D. Finally, we output either this model, or the one in which all layers

were fine-tuned (which is available as we created it at the beginning of the procedure),

depending on which achieved the higher validation accuracy.

In comparison to flex-tuning, fast flex-tuning only has to fine-tune two networks

instead of L+1. Its runtime complexity is hence O(Eonecone +Eallcall), thereby providing

substantial computational savings for large networks.

Even faster flex-tuning. In some situations, training from scratch or fine-tuning the

complete network is simply computationally too costly: Neither flex-tuning nor fast flex-

tuning are applicable, as both require training a network by fine-tuning all units as

the first step of their selection process. To overcome this, we propose an even faster

variant, as described in Algorithm 5.

Even faster flex-tuning resembles fast flex-tuning in that it selects a unit to be fine-
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Algorithm 5: Even Faster Flex-Tuning (faster-flex)
Input : D – Training dataset

Dval – Validation dataset
f – Pre-trained network with L units, f = fL ◦ · · · ◦ f 1

fft-all ← fine-tune all units of f on D for a single epoch;
for ℓ = 1, . . . , L do

fprox-ℓ ← fL ◦ · · · ◦ f l+1 ◦ f ℓ
ft-all ◦ f

ℓ−1 ◦ · · · ◦ f 1;
aℓ ← accuracy of fprox-ℓ on Dval

best← argmaxℓ aℓ, ℓ ∈ {1,...,L};
fflex ← fine-tune unit best of f on Dtrain until accuracy on Dval stops
improving;

return fflex

tuned based on the accuracies of different proxy models that are obtained by network

surgery, each time preserving L − 1 units from the pre-trained source network and

replacing the remaining one with its fine-tuned counterpart. The difference lies in that

the fine-tuned units are obtained from a network in which all units have been fine-tuned

for just a single epoch. This results in a total computational runtime of O(Eonecone+call).

We consider this close to optimal for an adaptive technique, as at least the cost Eonecone

clearly cannot be avoided, if the goal is to produce a network in which at least one unit

has been fine-tuned. The drawback of the acceleration is that the even faster flex-tuning

algorithm does not have access to a reliable estimate of what performance a network

with all units fully fine-tuned would have achieved. This is however not relevant here as,

by assumption, the computational budget does not suffice for training such a model.

Table 4.1 summarizes the runtime complexity of all proposed models, as well as the

two main transfer learning baselines, which we also compare to in our experiments:

ft-fc, which fine-tunes always the last unit (i.e. the fully-connected layer(s)), and

ft-all, which fine-tunes always all layers.

4.1.4 A visually diverse benchmark for transfer learning

In this section, we introduce our experimental setup, covering a large number of do-

main shifts and data scarcity settings. We build several domain shift scenarios, ranging

from simple parametric transformations to severe visual appearance shifts. In order to

explore the impact of data scarcity, we additionally consider several subsampled ver-
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method computational cost
flex LEonecone + Eallcall

fast-flex Eonecone + Eallcall

faster-flex Eonecone + call

ft-fc Eonecone

ft-all Eallcall

Table 4.1: Runtime complexities. L is the number of units in the network, Eone and
cone are the average number of epochs until early stopping for fine-tuning one unit, and
the estimated cost of one such epoch. Eall and call are the analogous quantities when
fine-tuning all network units. In general, Eall > Eone and call > cone.

sions of each target dataset, ranging from a few images per class to hundreds of them.

The different settings are thus mainly characterized by: (i) the depth of the base source

network, (ii) the size of the target dataset we tune on, and (iii) the type of input domain

shift: simple parametric transformations, e.g. manipulating color channels, complex

(non-trivially invertible) parametric transformations, and general free-range transfor-

mations. We summarize our complete setup in Table 4.2.

Small and medium-sized experiments. We first consider a small 4 layers network

(which we decompose in 4 one-layer units: 2 convolutional layers followed by 2 fully-

connected ones) pre-trained on a subset of the MNIST training dataset [LeCun et al.,

1998]. We use the remaining samples (except 5000 of them that we keep for validation)

to build synthetic domain shifts such as affine transformations (randomized or fixed

for all images), or random occlusions. Second, we build a 7 layers network (7 one-

layer units: 5 convolutional and 2 fully connected ones) that we pre-train on half of

the CIFAR training set [Krizhevsky and Hinton, 2009]. As target domains, we consider

several synthetic transformations of the remaining samples, as well as a subset of the

QuickDraw dataset [Cheema et al., 2012]: We restrict ourselves to the object classes

they have in common, i.e. all CIFAR classes except for “deer”. We also consider the

converse setting, i.e. pre-training on QuickDraw and using as target domains CIFAR

and synthetically generated blurry and noisy QuickDraw samples.

Large-scale setting. Finally, we consider two large-scale settings using the Incep-

tion2 architecture [Ioffe and Szegedy, 2015; TensorNets; Szegedy et al., 2015]. We

decompose the model so as to not separate layers belonging to the same Inception

module, which results in 13 units, the last one being the single fully-connected classi-
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fication layer of the architecture. We first experiment on synthetic transformations of

natural images. For this setting, we use a network pre-trained on ILSVRC2012-train.

We then split ILSVRC2012-val in three parts. 25k images are used to create target

datasets, 5k are kept for validation and the remaining 20k are used for testing. Sec-

ond, we consider the more challenging setting of stylistic transformations using the

PACS dataset [Li et al., 2017], initially introduced for the task of domain generaliza-

tion: We use art paintings, cartoons and sketches, as target domains, which we further

split into train/val/test sets. In this setting, the target task is a subset of the source

ILSVRC classification task (ignoring the “person” class in PACS as it does not have a

straight-forward equivalent in ILSVRC classes).

Evaluation. We measure performance as top-1 classification accuracy, and top-5

for ILSVRC-based domains. We use the same hyperparameters as were used during

training of the base source network. As is common, for fine-tuning, we use a lower base

learning rate: 10−3 for the small convolutional networks, and 10−4 for the Inception2

networks. We train all models using the Adam [Kingma and Ba, 2015] optimizer. As

mentioned previously, we also employ an early stopping criterion based on validation

accuracy, regularly computed during training (every 5-10 epochs). This also dampens

the negative effect of overfitting in scenarios that are overly prone to it (e.g. ft-all

with small sample size and a large network). Finally, in the very scarce data setting (∼

1 image per class) we report metrics averaged over 20 runs, to avoid a potential bias

towards the sampled training images.

Baselines. We consider the two most common fine-tuning strategies as baselines:

Starting from the source pre-trained network, ft-all consists in fine-tuning all layers

on the training set from the target domain, while ft-fc, corresponds to fine-tuning only

the last fully-connected units of the network, while keeping earlier units frozen. For ar-

chitectures that have two fully connected layers, we consider baselines ft-fc (1) and

ft-fc (2), corresponding to fine-tuning only the last, or the last two fully-connected

layers respectively. Additionally, we consider scaling and shifting operations as in [Sun

et al., 2019b] and refer to this baseline as ft-ss: It consists in fine-tuning the last

classification layer as well as lightweight kernel-scaling and bias-shifting parameters at

every layer. Thus, similar to ft-all, ft-ss acts on all levels of the architecture, but
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on a small set of additional trainable parameters, hoping to prevent overfitting problems

while retaining the knowledge present in the pre-trained network.
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Source Target domains

MNIST (subset)

[LeCun et al., 1998]
25k images, 10 classes

4-layers
top-1: 0.989

Blurry
top-1: 0.748

Occluded
top-1: 0.581

MNIST-M [2016]
top-1: 0.439

Transform
(random)

top-1: 0.322

SVHN [2011]

top-1: 0.211

Transform
(fixed)

top-1: 0.160

ratios ∼ 3, 30, 300 and 3k images per class

CIFAR (subset)

[Krizhevsky and Hinton, 2009]
18k images, 9 classes

7-layers
top-1: 0.738

Noisy
top-1: 0.540

Blurry
top-1: 0.324

QuickDraw [2012]
top-1: 0.291

ratios ∼ 2, 20, 200 and 2k images per class

ILSVRC
[Russakovsky et al., 2015]

(’12 train split)
1M images, 1000 classes

Inception2
top-5: 0.918

YUV
top-5: 0.841

Fixed rotation
top-5: 0.743

Fixed scaling
(symmetric pad)
top-5: 0.519

Fixed scaling
(stretch pad)

top-5: 0.440

HSV

top-5: 0.384

ratios ∼ 2, 12 and 25 images per class

Art [2017]
top-1: 0.532

Cartoon
top-1: 0.346

Sketch
top-1: 0.142

ratios ∼ 2, 20 and 200 images per class

Table 4.2: Source domains and architectures (left) we consider, with the corresponding
target domains (right) and the training dataset subsampling ratios we consider, as the
average number of images per class: the last entry corresponds to the full dataset size.
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4.1.5 Main results

In Tables 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5, we report results of the proposed methods and baselines on

the MNIST, CIFAR and ILSVRC-based settings respectively. We observe that flex

outperforms fine-tuning baselines in almost all settings. It very rarely loses to the

ft-fc baseline, but is sometimes tied with ft-all, which is a subcase of flex and

fast-flex through the selection criterion. More interestingly, in terms of absolute

values, we observe that when flex strictly wins, i.e. when it reaches the best accu-

racy and not in a tie with ft-all, it typically does so by a higher margin than in the

reverse scenario, i.e. when one of the baselines strictly wins.

MNIST
flex ft-

flex fast faster fc (1) fc (2) ss all

ratio: 3 images per class
Blurry (0.75) 0.890 0.860 0.857 0.867 0.846 0.862 0.851

Occluded (0.58) 0.695 0.664 0.661 0.644 0.654 0.662 0.660
MNIST-M (0.44) 0.564 0.564 0.528 0.524 0.523 0.540 0.528

SVHN (0.21) 0.426 0.426 0.414 0.365 0.412 0.403 0.426
Rand Tr. (0.32) 0.400 0.400 0.399 0.391 0.401 0.395 0.396
Fixed Tr. (0.16) 0.776 0.776 0.770 0.743 0.768 0.752 0.776

ratio: 30 images per class
Blurry (0.75) 0.926 0.926 0.926 0.921 0.928 0.928 0.921

Occluded (0.58) 0.806 0.806 0.801 0.785 0.801 0.792 0.806
MNIST-M (0.44) 0.683 0.683 0.671 0.615 0.670 0.675 0.683

SVHN (0.21) 0.669 0.669 0.572 0.451 0.595 0.657 0.669
Rand Tr. (0.32) 0.644 0.644 0.644 0.573 0.638 0.634 0.625
Fixed Tr. (0.16) 0.908 0.887 0.879 0.839 0.875 0.866 0.887

MNIST
flex ft-

flex fast faster fc (1) fc (2) ss all

ratio: 300 images per class
Blurry (0.75) 0.967 0.967 0.967 0.941 0.964 0.957 0.965

Occluded (0.58) 0.873 0.873 0.873 0.849 0.875 0.865 0.870
MNIST-M (0.44) 0.828 0.828 0.795 0.704 0.797 0.783 0.828

SVHN (0.21) 0.849 0.849 0.812 0.558 0.800 0.798 0.849
Rand Tr. (0.32) 0.843 0.843 0.830 0.683 0.836 0.760 0.843
Fixed Tr. (0.16) 0.955 0.955 0.947 0.876 0.945 0.916 0.955

ratio: 3000 images per class
Blurry (0.75) 0.987 0.987 0.981 0.955 0.982 0.970 0.987

Occluded (0.58) 0.917 0.917 0.915 0.867 0.912 0.893 0.917
MNIST-M (0.44) 0.895 0.895 0.857 0.739 0.868 0.846 0.895

SVHN (0.21) 0.909 0.909 0.851 0.670 0.877 0.848 0.909
Rand Tr. (0.32) 0.941 0.941 0.900 0.733 0.909 0.835 0.941
Fixed Tr. (0.16) 0.979 0.979 0.963 0.900 0.969 0.943 0.979

Table 4.3: Small-scale (MNIST) settings results comparing our proposed flex,
fast-flex and faster-flex, to fine-tuning baselines ft-all and ft-fc, and
the ft-ss baseline. In each table, the first column lists each source→ target domain
shifts, with the base accuracy reached by the pretrained source network on the target
test set. Bold entries indicate the score is better than that of all baselines (ft-).

CIFAR
flex ft-

flex fast faster fc (1) fc (2) ss all

ratio: 2 images per class
Blurry (0.32) 0.514 0.514 0.344 0.408 0.427 0.490 0.476
Noisy (0.54) 0.618 0.618 0.618 0.555 0.566 0.603 0.582

QDraw (0.29) 0.392 0.391 0.386 0.359 0.380 0.378 0.391

ratio: 20 images per class
Blurry (0.32) 0.577 0.577 0.512 0.444 0.501 0.569 0.577
Noisy (0.54) 0.624 0.624 0.624 0.583 0.597 0.618 0.621

QDraw (0.29) 0.518 0.517 0.517 0.475 0.525 0.495 0.501

ratio: 200 images per class
Blurry (0.32) 0.609 0.608 0.566 0.525 0.552 0.623 0.608
Noisy (0.54) 0.644 0.629 0.629 0.602 0.620 0.653 0.613

QDraw (0.29) 0.663 0.667 0.667 0.569 0.662 0.643 0.671

ratio: 2000 images per class
Blurry (0.32) 0.689 0.689 0.644 0.560 0.609 0.685 0.689
Noisy (0.54) 0.685 0.685 0.651 0.633 0.640 0.705 0.685

QDraw (0.29) 0.786 0.786 0.744 0.581 0.721 0.702 0.786

QuickDraw
flex ft-

flex fast faster fc (1) fc (2) ss all

ratio: 2 images per class
Blurry (0.19) 0.560 0.560 0.525 0.290 0.325 0.327 0.386
Noisy (0.63) 0.763 0.760 0.758 0.766 0.768 0.782 0.757

CIFAR (0.20) 0.241 0.241 0.230 0.203 0.228 0.264 0.241

ratio: 20 images per class
Blurry (0.19) 0.642 0.631 0.560 0.426 0.468 0.707 0.631
Noisy (0.63) 0.801 0.801 0.795 0.788 0.792 0.805 0.801

CIFAR (0.20) 0.424 0.424 0.401 0.333 0.347 0.388 0.424

ratio: 200 images per class
Blurry (0.19) 0.726 0.722 0.595 0.471 0.583 0.724 0.722
Noisy (0.63) 0.815 0.797 0.797 0.815 0.797 0.812 0.772

CIFAR (0.20) 0.601 0.601 0.53 0.394 0.413 0.543 0.601

ratio: 2000 images per class
Blurry (0.19) 0.776 0.776 0.613 0.453 0.629 0.658 0.776
Noisy (0.63) 0.817 0.822 0.822 0.789 0.818 0.814 0.794

CIFAR (0.20) 0.718 0.718 0.632 0.432 0.529 0.697 0.718

Table 4.4: Medium-scale settings results. On the left are the CIFAR settings, and on
the right are the QuickDraw settings.
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ILSVRC
flex ft-

flex fast faster fc ss all

ratio: 2 images per class
Art (0.53) 0.669 0.703 0.655 0.626 0.630 0.628
Cartoon (0.32) 0.639 0.683 0.593 0.618 0.647 0.507
Sketch (0.14) 0.625 0.606 0.414 0.554 0.581 0.337

ratio: 20 images per class
Art (0.53) 0.870 0.851 0.861 0.729 0.849 0.724
Cartoon (0.32) 0.912 0.893 0.841 0.820 0.887 0.709
Sketch (0.14) 0.852 0.638 0.638 0.766 0.801 0.542

ratio: 200 images per class
Art (0.53) 0.906 0.906 0.823 0.791 0.887 0.746
Cartoon (0.32) 0.958 0.956 0.952 0.868 0.956 0.925
Sketch (0.14) 0.924 0.924 0.890 0.767 0.916 0.875

ILSVRC
flex ft-

flex fast faster fc ss all

ratio: 1 image per class
YUV (0.84) 0.856 0.857 0.830 0.775 0.574 0.817
HSV (0.38) 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.422 0.374 0.582

Scaling (stretch) (0.44) 0.626 0.612 0.596 0.361 0.425 0.595
Scaling (sym.) (0.52) 0.703 0.700 0.700 0.531 0.525 0.659

Rotation (0.74) 0.771 0.769 0.750 0.621 0.499 0.718

ratio: 12 images per class
YUV (0.84) 0.893 0.893 0.893 0.835 0.699 0.808
HSV (0.38) 0.856 0.856 0.856 0.533 0.646 0.687

Scaling (stretch) (0.44) 0.724 0.696 0.696 0.502 0.584 0.653
Scaling (sym.) (0.52) 0.770 0.757 0.757 0.663 0.650 0.716

Rotation (0.74) 0.826 0.832 0.812 0.667 0.652 0.771

ratio: 25 images per class
YUV (0.84) 0.897 0.897 0.897 0.839 0.716 0.818
HSV (0.38) 0.863 0.863 0.863 0.545 0.676 0.670

Scaling (stretch) (0.44) 0.750 0.706 0.706 0.515 0.597 0.675
Scaling (sym.) (0.52) 0.787 0.770 0.770 0.668 0.655 0.728

Rotation (0.74) 0.837 0.829 0.812 0.674 0.663 0.764

Table 4.5: Large-scale settings results. On the left are the ILSVRC to PACS settings,
and on the right are the ILSVRC to synthetic transformations settings.

More precisely, we first observe that in the small and medium network settings as

well as in the large sample size setting, as expected, flex-tuning generally chooses

to fine-tune all layers, i.e. flex recovers ft-all. However, as the dataset size to

network depth ratio decreases, fine-tuning all layers becomes more prone to overfitting.

In that case, flex prefers to fine-tune a specific unit, which generally performs better

than the ft-fc baseline. More generally, the behavior of ft-fc strongly correlates

with the difficulty of the input domain shift: it performs best in settings where the source

domain early layers generalize well to the target domain, e.g. in the noisy CIFAR setting

where the small additive random noise does not impact activations significantly.

When the domain shift is more pronounced however, ft-fc is often outperformed

by flex and its variants, which pick a more adequate unit to tune. This shows there is

a benefit to select the unit to fine-tune, rather than restricting transfer learning to the last

fully-connected layers. These conclusions also hold for ft-ss, although it provides a

much stronger baseline than ft-fc and is sometimes on-par or outperforms the faster

flex-tuning variants. However, its performance seems to depend on the type of domain

shift: For instance, ft-ss performs moderately well on the colorized-ILSVRC setting.

We attribute it to the fact that this setting involves a recombination of the channels

which is not well captured by affine transformations of the parameters. Finally, flex

and its variants are easier to implement in practice as they do not introduce additional

parameters nor require to know how layers actually operate.
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PACS

Art
flex
fast-flex
faster-flex

QuickDraw Cartoon

MNIST Blurry QuickDraw Sketch

Blurry Noisy QuickDraw ILSVRC

Occluded CIFAR YUV

MNIST-M CIFAR HSV

SVHN Blurry CIFAR Scaling (stretch)

Transform (rnd) Noisy CIFAR Scaling (sym)

1 2 3 4
Layer

Transform (fix)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Layer

QuickDraw
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Layer

Rotation

Figure 4.2: Individual units selected by flex, fast-flex and faster-flex, based
on validation set accuracy. Triangles denote actual picks for flex, fast-flex (if
ignoring the option to fine-tune all units) and faster-flex. The background values is
obtained by summing the selection ranks of each unit across ratios, based on their test
performance: in other words, the darker the color, the best performance fine-tuning this
unit yields on the test set. We observe that flex-tuning’s selection criterion generally
chooses the best performing unit. The two variants’ choices are more scattered, but
overall positively correlate with flex-tuning’s decisions.

Effect of the domain shift on the unit selection process. Taking a closer look

at the proposed selection criteria, we observe that the most promising unit selected

by flex-tuning is often an intermediate one and does not follow an obvious pattern,

showing that different domain shifts affect layer representations at different depths of

the architecture: This is illustrated in Figure 4.2. In particular, we observe that fast

flex-tuning and even faster flex-tuning are good approximations of flex-tuning as they

often pick similar units. This shows that only a few gradient updates, as is done in even

faster flex-tuning, are enough to pin-point relevant units.

Based on Figure 4.2, we also identify three input domain shifts categories: For lo-

cal pixel-level transformations, such as noisy CIFAR, or YUV/HSV ILSVRC, flex-tuning

tends to choose early units. This behavior is consistent across different data scarcity

settings. This coincides with the fact that (i) early layers are most affected by local

pixel-level changes, and (ii) such transformations are easy to correct in early layers:

e.g. YUV is a linear transformation of RGB. For geometric affine transformations, flex-

tuning picks more central units of the architecture. In fact, such transformations do

not change the global appearance of images and, moreover, most modern deep learn-

ing architecture are trained for invariance to small geometric manipulations (e.g. flip,

rotations) via synthetic data augmentation, hence earlier layers are more easily trans-

ferable across these domain shifts.
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Finally, the free-transform scenarios are harder to generalize: First, we observe that

natural images features transfer particularly well across various domains. As such, flex-

tuning often picks a late layer in the architecture for general transforms scenarios with

natural images as their source domain, e.g. photo→ {art, cartoon, sketch}. However,

this does not seem to be the case in the reverse scenario, e.g. QuickDraw→ CIFAR

and MNIST→ SVHN, which indicates that features learned from the simple structure

and particular distribution of binary sketches do not generalize as well to natural im-

ages. Second, in some complex settings such as PACS, it can be the case that two

non-consecutive units appear to be good fine-tuning candidates. This suggests that

units sometimes interact in complex patterns and that considering combination of units

rather than single ones could also be a viable option for complex scenarios.

Retrieval experiments. A practical benefit of fine-tuning the last layer only (ft-fc) is

that it induces a common feature representation across the source and target domain.

However this property breaks in our experimental setting, as target images are visually

different from the source training set, thus fall out of the usual operation regime of the

feature extractor. One can still learn a good classifier from these features [Rahimi and

Recht, 2008], but the representations themselves are meaningless with respect to the

source domain. In contrast, we hypothesize that tuning an intermediate unit as in flex-

tuning can help to “mend” the feature extractor and recover aligned representations.

To analyze this phenomenon, we designe the following retrieval experiment: We

extract features for the initial source domain through the source network, and for the

target domain through the flex-tuned or fine-tuned network. For each target sample,

we then retrieve its top-k nearest neighbors in the source domain and consider them

correctly retrieved if they share the same semantic class. We then evaluate the aver-

age precision (AP@k) on this set. We report quantitative results for k ∈ {1, 10, 100},

average over all classes, in Table 4.6, which confirm the working hypothesis.

For reference, we also report results for representations of a network where all

weights have been tuned (ft-all). The results follow our previous observations:

For small networks, (MNIST, CIFAR) the result of fine-tuning all layers is often better

aligned with the initial representations. However for the larger architectures, tuning an

intermediate unit better recovers the initial source embedding space.
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Source MNIST CIFAR ILSVRC PACS
Target Blurry Occl. -M SVHN Blurry Noisy QDraw YUV HSV Art Cartoon Sketch
ft-fc 0.32 0.67 0.44 0.15 0.27 0.55 0.23 0.86 0.45 0.62 0.45 0.35
ft-all 0.91 0.84 0.74 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.65 0.79 0.48 0.82 0.81 0.87
flex 0.73 0.80 0.57 0.34 0.44 0.63 0.45 0.94 0.95 0.90 0.84 0.90

a) mAP@1 results

Source MNIST CIFAR ILSVRC PACS
Target Blurry Occl. -M SVHN Blurry Noisy QDraw YUV HSV Art Cartoon Sketch
ft-fc 0.38 0.70 0.47 0.19 0.36 0.58 0.27 0.80 0.47 0.66 0.53 0.39
ft-all 0.91 0.85 0.76 0.63 0.64 0.64 0.69 0.75 0.52 0.80 0.83 0.85
flex 0.76 0.83 0.61 0.40 0.52 0.67 0.54 0.85 0.85 0.88 0.86 0.86

b) mAP@10 results

Source MNIST CIFAR ILSVRC PACS
Target Blurry Occl. -M SVHN Blurry Noisy QDraw YUV HSV Art Cartoon Sketch
ft-fc 0.28 0.61 0.41 0.16 0.28 0.47 0.24 0.66 0.39 0.50 0.42 0.27
ft-all 0.82 0.80 0.70 0.54 0.55 0.53 0.63 0.61 0.42 0.65 0.70 0.66
flex 0.61 0.76 0.53 0.32 0.37 0.56 0.43 0.71 0.72 0.75 0.74 0.71

c) mAP@100 results

Table 4.6: Mean average precision (mAP) retrieval results for the fine-tuned and flex-
tuned network embeddings of the target domain (second row), queried against the
source domain embeddings (first row). Bold entries mark the highest average precision
for each column.

4.1.6 Towards pixel-level adaptation

While most transfer learning methods act at the feature-level, in that they learn a joint

representation of two misaligned domains, recent work has also investigated the prob-

lem of directly mapping target samples back to the source domain, while keeping the

network’s weights untouched. In fact, pixel-level adaptation has the advantage that it

only depends on the visual shift between the source and target domain and not on the

architecture nor on the task at hand. Such image-to-image transformations have for

instance been studied for domain adapation, but typically require data from both the

source and target domain [Bousmalis et al., 2017; Zhu et al., 2017]. Building on this

idea, we introduce an image-to-image transformation unit. It consists in a trainable pre-

processing module that operates before the feature extraction phase of the pre-trained

source network. We now consider this unit as an additional option in the model se-

lection process of flex-tuning. In other words, the resulting model can either (i) ignore

pre-processing and fine-tune an intermediate unit, or (ii) train the pre-processing mod-

ule and feed the resulting output image to the untouched source network. In practice,

we implement this image-to-image transformation unit as a small Pix2Pix network [Isola
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et al., 2017] except in a few scenarios where we leverage our prior knowledge of the do-

main shift: For example, since color channel transformations occur pixel-wise, we build

the preprocessing module for YUV and HSV ILSVRC as a shallow network with only

1x1 convolutions. Similarly, for geometric transforms, we use a Spatial Transformer

Network [Jaderberg et al., 2015] to model 2D affine transformations.

The experimental results highlight two distinct trends. First, when the gap between

the source and target domains is the results of local pixel-level transformations (blur,

noise, color channel changes. . . ), the pre-processing unit performs very well in recov-

ering the original source domain, as shown in Figure 4.3. This is also observed quan-

titatively, as the resulting model performs on par or even better (YUV and HSV cases)

than other transfer learning baselines. Furthermore, in all these succesful cases, flex-

tuning’s selection criterion accordingly selects the image-to-image unit as the most

promising unit to tune. For complex transformations, e.g. photo→ sketch, however,

the pre-processing module performs poorly (see Figure 4.4). Furthermore, because

the pre-processing module is trained from scratch, it is heavily affected by the lack of

training samples in the scarce data settings. Nevertheless, flex-tuning is able to notice

these failure cases and falls back to one of the other units to adapt.

4.1.7 Conclusions

We introduce a new transfer learning method for neural networks, flex-tuning, that

adapts a pre-trained network to a new domain by tuning just a single network unit

(e.g. a layer or block of layers). Our experiments on a variety of scenarios show that

this is a surprisingly strong adaptation technique, as long as the right unit is chosen.

Specifically, we study the case where output classes stay consistent but the input data

characteristics change, potentially dramatically, e.g. from images to sketch drawings.

We find that, contrary to common practice, it is then rarely the last fully-connected unit,

but rather an intermediate or early unit, that leads to the best adaptation results, and

flex-tuning reliably identifies it. We also introduce two accelerated variants that perform

almost equally good but are significantly more computationally efficient in selecting the

unit to be fine-tuned.
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(a) Blurry MNIST (b) Occluded MNIST (c) MNIST-M

(d) Transformed (rnd) (e) Blurry QuickDraw (f) Noisy QuickDraw

(e) YUV (1 layer) (f) HSV (2 layers) (g) Scaling (symmetric)

(h) Scaling (stretch) (i) Rotation

Figure 4.3: Example of images generated by the pre-processing module in the suc-
cessful settings. For each pair, the left image is the input from the target domain and
the right one is the output of the pre-processing module, mapping to the source do-
main.

(a) SVHN (b) Noisy CIFAR (c) Art

Figure 4.4: Example of failure cases of the pre-processing module,occuring in the most
complex source-to-target domain shift settings.
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4.2 Unsupervised image-to-image translation

Image-to-image translation is the problem of mapping an image from a source do-

main to a distinct, visually different, target domain while retaining its semantic content.

Learning such mappings therefore requires an underlying understanding of the shared

information between the two domains: In many cases, supervision encapsulates this

knowledge in the form of labels or paired samples. This holds for instance for coloriza-

tion [Zhang et al., 2016]), where ground-truth pairs are easily obtained by generating

grayscale images from colored inputs, or for semantic segmentation [Long et al., 2015]

for which pixelwise labels are usually available. Similarly, style transfer methods [Gatys

et al., 2016; Dumoulin et al., 2017] use implicit supervision in the form of intermediate

representations of an external, pre-trained, neural network.

In contrast, we consider the task of unsupervised image-to-image translation, which

consists in learning to map an image from one domain into the style of another domain

without altering its semantic content, as illustrated in Figure 4.5, from unlabeled data.

We only rely on two unlabeled training image collections, one for each domain, with

no known image pairings across domains. Hence, we are faced with a double domain

shift, first in terms of global domain appearance, and second in terms of the content

distribution of the two collections. This more challenging unsupervised scenario is

much less explored, despite being of practical use: In fact, contrary to usual feature-

based domain adaptation methods, this setting requires no annotated source data and

is, by design, task-independent. This however comes at a cost, as we cannot rely

on a proxy task to guide and evaluate learned representations, nor have access to

explicit supervision on shared semantic content: For instance in the face-to-cartoon

example, these could be captured by facial attributes such as hair color, eye color,

etc. Recent work [Kim et al., 2017; Zhu et al., 2017; Yi et al., 2017; Bousmalis et al.,

2017; Hoffman et al., 2018] report good performance for unsupervised image-to-image

translation problems where the two input domains share similar pixel-level structure

(e.g. horses and zebras) but struggle in the presence of for more significant domain

shifts (e.g. dogs and cats). We argue that the pixel-level constraint used in these

approaches is not sufficient in general, and that we instead need a constraint in feature

space to allow for more permissive transformations of the pixel input.
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Figure 4.5: Unsupervised image-to-image translation is the task of adapting an im-
age to the visual appearance of another domain, while preserving shared semantic
content, given only two unpaired image collections (left). We define semantic content
as characteristic attributes which are shared across domains, but do not necessarily
appear the same at the pixel-level: For instance, human portraits have a pre-defined
range of hair color but these take very different appearances depending on the visual
domain, e.g. blonde hair is bright yellow in cartoons. The proposed XGAN applied on
the face-to-cartoon task preserves important face characteristics such as hair style or
face shape (right) without the need for explicit paired samples.

To this end, we propose XGAN (“Cross-GAN”), a dual adversarial autoencoder

which constructs a shared representation of the two input domains, while jointly learn-

ing generative modules from one domain to the other. The main novelty lies in how we

constrain the shared embedding using techniques from the domain adaptation litera-

ture, as well as a novel feature-level semantic consistency loss, which acts as a form of

self-supervision and alleviates the need for paired examples. In particular, we evaluate

the proposed model on the face-to-cartoon task, for which obtaining labeled examples

is ambiguous and costly, as it is a many-to-many mapping problem: a photo of a face

can be mapped to many valid cartoons, and vice-versa. In the following section, we

review relevant recent work before discussing the proposed XGAN model in more de-

tails in Section 4.2.2 and 4.2.3. In Section 4.2.4, we then introduce CartoonSet, a new

benchmark for unsupervised image-to-image translation. Finally, in Section 4.2.5 we

report experimental results of XGAN on the face-to-cartoon task.

4.2.1 Related work

Style Transfer. Neural style transfer refers to the task of transferring the texture of

a specific style image while preserving the pixel-level structure of an input content

image [Gatys et al., 2016; Johnson et al., 2016]. Recent work [Li and Wand, 2016;

Liao et al., 2017] propose to use a dense local patch-based matching approach in the
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feature space, as opposed to global feature matching, allowing for convincing trans-

formations across domains. Still, these models only perform image-specific transfer

rather than learning a global corpus-level style. Furthermore, the generated images

are usually very close to the original input in terms of pixel structure (e.g., edges) as

these models focus on local texture matching, which is not suitable for more complex

transformations such as face-to-cartoon.

Domain adaptation. Domain adaptation models aim to learn an aligned feature rep-

resentation of two visually dissimilar domains, in order to solve a common task with

high accuracy on both domains. In particular, recent domain adaptation work have

tackled the problem of mapping synthetic images, easy to generate, to natural images,

which are more difficult to obtain and annotate [Bousmalis et al., 2016; Shrivastava

et al., 2017; Bousmalis et al., 2017]. The generated samples are then used to train a

model later applied to natural images. Contrary to our work however, they only con-

sider pixel-level transformations. Furthermore, these methods often assume partial

supervision, in that labels are available for one of the domain: These act as a way

to guide the representations to capture information relevant for the task at hand. In

contrast, we do not make use of such external knowledge and instead rely on self-

supervision techniques. Despite these differences, we will draw inspiration from recent

domain adaptation techniques [Ganin et al., 2016] for minimizing the discrepancy be-

tween learned representations from two different domains.

Unsupervised Image-to-Image translation. Recent work [Kim et al., 2017; Zhu

et al., 2017; Yi et al., 2017; Hoffman et al., 2018] tackle the unsupervised pixel-level

image-to-image translation task by jointly learning two generative adversarial networks

(GANs), each capturing the transformation from one domain to the other. The model

is augmented with a pixel-level cycle-consistency loss which ensures that applying

each mapping followed by its reverse yields the identity function. This intuitive form of

self-supervision leads to good results for pixel-level transformations, but often fails to

capture significant structural changes [Zhu et al., 2017]. In comparison, our proposed

semantic consistency loss acts at the feature-level, allowing for more flexible transfor-

mations. Orthogonal to this line of work is UNIT [Liu et al., 2017; Huang et al., 2018;

Ma et al., 2019]. This model consists of a coupled VAEGAN architecture [Larsen et al.,
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2016; Liu and Tuzel, 2016] with a shared embedding bottleneck, trained with pixel-level

cycle-consistency. Similar to XGAN, UNIT aims to learn a joint feature-level represen-

tation of the two domains, however it implicitly assumes that sharing high-level layers

in the architecture is a sufficient constraint, while XGAN’s objective explicitly introduces

a semantic consistency loss to guide the learned embeddings.

Finally, the Domain Transfer Network (DTN) [Taigman et al., 2017; Wolf et al., 2017]

is closest to our work in terms of objective and applications. The DTN architecture is

a single autoencoder trained to map images from a source to a target domain with

self-supervised semantic consistency feedback. It was also successfully applied to the

problem of feature-level image-to-image translation, in particular to the face-to-cartoon

problem. Contrary to XGAN however, DTN makes use of a unique encoder for both

domains, which is pre-trained on the source domain, and frozen. This assumption is

very restrictive and unrealistic in many scenarios, as off-the-shelf models pre-trained

on natural images do not usually generalize well to other domains. In fact, we show in

Section 4.2.5 that a fixed encoder does not generalize well in the presence of a large

domain shift between the two domains.

4.2.2 Proposed model: XGAN

Given two image domains, X1 and X2, for which unlabeled image collections are avail-

able, we aim to learn a mapping from one domain to the other. In practice, we assume

that the two domains differ in terms of visual appearance but share a common seman-

tic content. We however do not have any information on this shared content at training

time, and only consider it as a potential proxy task for evaluating the model: In that re-

spect, shared semantics can be defined as a common classification task (same object

categories, but different visual modalities), or semantic attributes common to both do-

mains (e.g. facial attributes in the face to cartoon task). Our underlying goal is thus to

learn in an unsupervised fashion, i.e. without paired examples, a joint domain-invariant

embedding, such that semantically similar inputs are embedded nearby in the learned

feature space, regardless of the visual domain they stem from.

We build XGAN as a dual autoencoder taking inputs from domains X1 and X2, as

shown in Figure 4.6 (A). We denote by e1 the encoder and by d1 the decoder relative
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to domain X1; likewise e2 and d2 for X2. For simplicity, we also denote by g1→2 = d2 ◦ e1
the mapping from X1 to X2; likewise g2→1 = d1 ◦ e2 for the reverse mapping.
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Figure 4.6: The XGAN (A) objective encourages the model to learn a meaningful joint
embedding (B1) (Lrec and Ldann), which should be preserved through domain transla-
tion (B2) (Lsem), while producing output samples of good quality (B3) (Lgan and Lteach).

The training objective is decomposed into five main components: The reconstruc-

tion loss, Lrec, encourages the learned embedding to encode meaningful knowledge for

each domain; the domain-adversarial loss, Ldann, pushes embeddings from X1 and X2

to lie in the same subspace, bridging the domain gap at the semantic level; the seman-

tic consistency loss, Lsem, ensures that the learned features are invariant through the

domain translation; Lgan is a standard generative adversarial network (GAN) objective,

encouraging the model to generate more realistic samples. Finally, Lteach is an optional

teacher loss that distills prior knowledge from a fixed pre-trained teacher embedding,

when available. The total loss function is defined as the following weighted sum:

LXGAN = Lrec + ωdLdann + ωsLsem + ωgLgan + ωtLteach,

where the ω hyper-parameters control the contributions from each of the individual loss

terms. An overview of the model is given in Figure 4.6.

A major component of XGAN is its source and target specific encoders, which in-

corporate shared intermediate representations. In contrast, most unsupervised image-

to-image translation methods consider either fully separate encoders [Zhu et al., 2017;

Kim et al., 2017; Yi et al., 2017], or one unique common encoder for both domains [Taig-

man et al., 2017]. Besides weight sharing, each loss term aims to constrain the learned

representations towards alignment. We illustrate each loss term’s effect on the joint
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E2→1
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Legend

Lrec Ldann

LganLsem

Figure 4.7: High-level illustration of the different loss terms in the XGAN objective,
and their effect on the shared representation space. In this example, the two input
domains, X1 and X2, contain three underlying categories, here represented in three
different colors, which constitute their (unknown) shared semantics. We denote by
X1→2, the distribution of images mapped from domain X1 to X2 through the translation
module g1→2, and likewise for X2→1. We denote by E1 the image of the distribution X1

mapped through the corresponding encoder e1. Similarly, E1→2 denotes the distribution
of the embeddings of X1→2 encoded though e2. We define E2 and E2→1 in a similar
manner, for the reverse transformations.

embedding space in Figure 4.7. In particular, we note the two following important in-

sights: First, Lgan and Lsem complement each other, and taken together, they subsume

the effect of Ldann, in theory, as they also push the embeddings of X1 and X2 to lie close

to one another. However, in practice, Ldann is much easier to train, and is particularly

useful for aligning the embeddings of both domains at the beginning of training.

Second, due to the unsupervised nature of the task, the semantic loss Lsem only

guarantees a relative alignment effect: For instance, on the example shown in Figure

4.7, it could happen that the embeddings E1→2 for class 2 ( ) are mapped close to

the ones in E2 for class 1 ( ). As a result, samples of class 2 in domain X1 would be

translated to samples of class 1 in domain X2. Moreover, xbecause Ldann and Lgan are

defined at the population level, and not conditioned on the class, they would not help

in fighting this behavior. Nonetheless, we do not observe such behavior in practice.

In the rest of this section, we define and discuss each objective in more details.
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Reconstruction loss, Lrec. Lrec encourages the model to encode enough information

on each domain to perfectly reconstruct the inputs. More specifically Lrec = Lrec,1+Lrec,2

is the sum of reconstruction losses for each domain. In practice, we use the mean

squared distance for image comparison:

Lrec,1 = Ex∼P(X1) (∥x− d1(e1(x))∥2) , and likewise for Lrec, 2 (4.1)

Domain-adversarial loss, Ldann. Ldann is the domain-adversarial loss between X1

and X2, as introduced in [Ganin et al., 2016]. It encourages the embeddings learned

by e1 and e2 to lie in the same subspace, which, in turn, guarantees the soundness

of the cross-domain transformations g1→2 and g2→1. More formally, this is achieved by

introducing a binary classifier, cdann, on top of the embedding layer that aims to cate-

gorize encoded images from both domains as coming from either X1 or X2 (see Figure

4.6 (B1)). The embeddings are thus trained in an adversarial manner: cdann is trained

to distinguish between the two domains while the encoders e1 and e2 simultaneously

strive to minimize its classification accuracy, i.e. to confuse the domain classifier. De-

noting model parameters by θ and by bce the standard binary cross-entropy, we thus

have the following optimization problem:

min
θe1 ,θe2

max
θdann

Ldann, where (4.2)

Ldann = Ex∼P(X1) [bce(1, cdann(e1(x)))] + Ex∼P(X2) [bce(2, cdann(e2(x)))]

Semantic consistency loss, Lsem. Our key contribution is a semantic consistency

feedback loop that acts as self-supervision for the cross-domain translation modules

g1→2 and g2→1. Intuitively, we want the learned representation of input x ∈ X1 to be pre-

served when translated to the other domain, g1→2(x) ∈ X2, and similarly for the reverse

mapping. However this consistency property is hard to assess directly at the pixel-level

as we do not have paired data or explicit supervision on the content shared across

domains. Instead, we introduce a feature-level semantic consistency loss, which en-

courages the network to preserve the learned embedding during domain translation,

as highlighted in Figure 4.6 (B2). Formally, Lsem = Lsem,1→2 + Lsem,2→1, where:

Lsem,1→2 = Ex∼P(X1)∥e1(x)− e2(g1→2(x))∥, and likewise for Lsem,2→1, (4.3)

where ∥ · ∥ denotes a distance between vectors.
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GAN objective, Lgan. We find that generating realistic image transformations has an

incidental positive effect on the learned embeddings, as the produced samples are fed

back through the encoders when computing the semantic consistency loss according

to Equation 4.3. Therefore, making the distribution of translated images P(g2→1(X2))

as close as possible to the original domain P(X1) ensures that the encoder e1 does not

have to cope with an additional domain shift.

In order to improve the generated samples’ quality we thus add a pair of standard

generative adversarial objectives [Goodfellow et al., 2014], Lgan = Lgan,1→2 + Lgan,2→1,

in which the generator g1→2 is paired against a newly introduced discriminator D2, and

likewise for g2→1 and D1. In this scheme, the discriminator D2 strives to distinguish

generated samples, translated from domain X1 to X2, from real samples from X2. In

contrast, the generator g1→2 aims to produce samples that confuse the discriminator.

Formally, this is captured by the following min-max objective:

min
θg1→2

max
θD2

Lgan,1→2 (4.4)

Lgan,1→2 = Ex∼P(X2) (log(D2(x))) + Ex∼P(X1) (log(1−D2(g1→2(x)))),

and likewise for the reverse term Lgan,2→1.

Optional teacher loss, Lteach. We introduce an optional component to easily incor-

porate prior knowledge in the model when available, e.g. in a semi-supervised setting.

Lteach encourages the learned embeddings to lie in a region of the subspace defined

by the output representation of a pre-trained teacher network, T . This can be seen as

a form of regularization of the learned embedding, relative to the task T was trained

on. Moreover, Lteach is asymmetric by definition. It should not be used for both do-

mains simultaneously as each term would potentially push the learned embedding in

two different directions. Formally, we define Lteach as:

Lteach = Ex∼P(X1)∥T (x)− e1(x)∥ (4.5)

where ∥ · ∥ is a distance between vectors.
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(a) Encoder

Layer Size
Inputs 64x64x3
conv1 32x32x32
conv2 16x16x64
(//) conv3 8x8x128
(//) conv4 4x4x256
(//) FC1 1x1x1024
(//) FC2 1x1x1024

(b) Decoder

Layer Size
Inputs 1x1x1024

(//) deconv1 4x4x512
(//) deconv2 8x8x256

deconv3 16x16x128
deconv4 32x32x64
deconv5 64x64x3

(c) Discriminator

Layer Size
Inputs 64x64x3
conv1 32x32x16
conv2 16x16x32
conv3 8x8x32
conv4 4x4x32
FC1 1x1x1

Table 4.7: Overview of the XGAN architecture used in practice. The encoder and
decoder have the same architecture for both domains, and (//) indicates that the layer
is shared across domains.

4.2.3 Architecture and Training procedure

Architecture. We use a simple mirrored convolutional architecture as the base of our

architecture. Each domain autoencoder consists of an encoder e built with 5 convolu-

tional blocks, the two last ones being shared across domains, and a decoder d with

5 transposed convolutions blocks, with the two first ones shared. Explicitly sharing

parameters encourages the model to share representations at different levels of the

architecture rather than only in the intermediate layer. For the discriminator, we use

a similar architecture as the encoder, only without weight sharing. All convolutional

blocks consist of a standard convolution, with stride 2, and followed by batch normal-

ization and a leaky ReLU activation function. A more detailed description is given in

Table 4.7. Finally, for the optional teacher network, we use the highest convolutional

layer of FaceNet [Schroff et al., 2015], a state-of-the-art face recognition model trained

on natural images, on the domain of face images.

Training. We train our model with the ADAM optimizer [Kingma and Ba, 2015] and

an initial learning rate of 1e-4. However, the XGAN objective defined in Equation 4.1

contains two adversarial training schemes, Lgan and Ldann, that lead to min-max opti-

mization problems requiring careful optimization.

For the GAN objective, Lgan, we use a standard adversarial training scheme [Good-

fellow et al., 2014]. However, for simplicity we only use one discriminator in practice,

namely D2. First, because GANs are notoriously unstable and hard to train, and sec-
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ond, because in practice one translation direction is often more relevant than the other

for practical applications: In our case, this corresponds to the face-to-cartoon transfor-

mation, which is our target application. We first update the parameters of the genera-

tors g1→2 and g2→1 in one step. We then keep these fixed and update the parameters

for the discriminator D2. We iterate this alternating process throughout training.

The adversarial training scheme for Ldann can be implemented in practice by con-

necting the classifier cdann and the embedding layer via a gradient reversal layer [Ganin

et al., 2016]: The feed-forward pass is unaffected, however the gradient is backpropa-

gated to the encoders with a sign-inversion representing the min-max alternation. We

perform this update simultaneously with the update of the generator’s parameters.

4.2.4 The CartoonSet Dataset

Recent work on unsupervised image-to-image translation [Zhu et al., 2017; Liu et al.,

2017] have focused on textural transformations, such as photos to realistic paintings,

edges to textured image, horses to zebras etc. In contrast, in the vein of [Taigman et al.,

2017], we tackle the more complex face-to-carton transformation. Although previous

work on this task exist, none of them provide a publicly available dataset that fits our

purpose. Therefore, we introduce a new dataset of cartoon faces, CartoonSet1, which

we release publicly to further aid research on this topic.

Each cartoon face is defined by 16 components including 12 facial attributes (e.g.

facial hair, eye shape, etc) and 4 color attributes (such as skin or hair color) which are

chosen from a discrete set of RGB values. The number of options per attribute category

ranges from 3 to 111, for the largest category, hairstyle. Each of these components and

their variations were drawn by the same artist, resulting in approximately 250 cartoon

components artworks and 108 possible combinations. The artwork components are

divided into a fixed set of layers that define a Z-ordering for rendering. For instance,

face shape is defined on a layer below eyes and glasses, so that the artworks are

rendered in the correct order. Similarly, hair style needs to be defined on two layers,

one behind the face and one in front. There are 8 total layers: hair back, face, hair front,

eyes, eyebrows, mouth, facial hair, and glasses. The mapping from attribute to artwork

1CartoonSet, https://github.com/google/cartoonset
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Figure 4.8: Random training images from our target cartoon domain, based on the
CartoonSet dataset (left), and our source domain based on VGG-Face (right). VGG-
Face samples were also centered, aligned and pre-processed with automatic portrait
matting to avoid dealing with background noise.

is also defined by the artist such that any random selection of attributes produces

a visually appealing cartoon without any misaligned artwork. This sometimes involves

handling interaction between attributes. For example, the proper way to display a “short

beard” changes for different face shapes, which required the artist to create a “short

beard” artwork for each face shape.

Based on this rendering process, we create the CartoonSet dataset from arbitrary

cartoon faces by randomly sampling a value for each attribute. We then filter out un-

realistic attribute combinations (e.g. pink hair), which results in approximately 9,000

cartoons. We use this filtered set as our target image collection. Our source do-

main is composed of real-world frontal-face images from the VGG-Face dataset [Parkhi

et al., 2015]. In particular, we use an image collection consisting of 18,054 uncropped

celebrity frontal face pictures. As a pre-processing step, we align the faces based

on eyes and mouth location and remove the background. Finally, we randomly select

and take out 20% of the images from each dataset for testing purposes, and use the

remaining 80% for training. We also resize all images to 64x64 pixels.

As shown in Figure 4.8, the two domains vary significantly in appearance. In partic-

ular, cartoon faces are rather simplistic compared to real faces, and do not display as

much variety (e.g. noses or eyebrows only have a few shape options). Furthermore,

we observe a major content distribution shift between the two domains due to the way

we collected the data: For instance, certain hair color shades (e.g. bright red, gray) are

over-represented in the cartoon domain compared to real faces. Similarly, the cartoon

dataset contains many more samples with eyeglasses compared to the source dataset.
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Figure 4.9: Selected samples generated by XGAN on the VGG-Face to CartoonSet
task. The figure reads row-wise: For each face-to-cartoon pair, the target image (car-
toon) on the right was generated from the source image (face) on the left.

4.2.5 Experiments

We experimentally evaluate XGAN on the task of converting images of frontal faces

(source domain) to images of cartoon avatars (target domain), given unpaired col-

lections of samples from each domain. Overall, XGAN is able to produce sensible

cartoons both visually – the resulting cartoons look crisp and respect the specific Car-

toonSet style – and in terms of semantic similarity to the input samples from VGG-Face.

There are some failure cases such as hair or skin color mismatch, which emerge from

the weakly supervised nature of the task and the significant content shift between the

two domains (e.g. red hair is over-represented in the target cartoon dataset). We also

report selected XGAN samples that we think best illustrate its semantic consistency

abilities in Figure 4.9. These show that XGAN learns a meaningful shared feature rep-

resentation that preserves common face semantics. Finally, additional random sam-

ples for both cross-domain mappings are reported in Figure 4.14.

In the rest of the section, we qualitatively compare XGAN to two recent image-to-

image transformation baselines, and then report results of ablation experiments.

Comparison to the DTN baseline. Our first evaluation is a qualitative comparison

between the Domain Transfer Network (DTN) [Taigman et al., 2017] and XGAN on the

face-to-cartoon task. In particular, the DTN was also applied to the task of transferring

face pictures to cartoons (bitmojis) in the original paper2. Following our notations, the

DTN consists in a frozen, pre-trained, encoder, which is fully shared across the two

domains (e1 = e2), and two decoders, specific to each domain. The training objective is

2The original DTN code and dataset are not publicly available, hence we instead report results from
our implementation applied to the VGG-Face to CartoonSet setting.
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similar to ours, except that (i) there is no domain adversarial loss Ldann, in other words it

is assumed that the fully shared encoder is sufficient to guarantee that the embeddings

of X1 and X2 are well aligned, and (ii) the semantic consistency loss is only applied to

one of the transformations, Lsem,1→2 (here, face to cartoon), and not the reverse one.

We follow the original implementation described in [Taigman et al., 2017]. For the

frozen encoder, we use a pre-trained FaceNet, same as our pre-trained teacher net-

work, for fair comparison. Figure 4.10 shows the results of applying DTN and XGAN

to random VGG-Face test samples. Fair quantitative evaluation metrics for style trans-

fer are still an active research topic. Hence we choose optimal hyperparameters by

manually evaluating the quality of resulting samples, focusing on accurate transfer of

semantic attributes, similarity of the resulting samples to the target domain’s style, and

crispness of samples.

(a) Baseline: DTN

(b) Proposed: XGAN

Figure 4.10: Qualitative comparison between DTN and XGAN on random test samples.
The tables are organized row-wise where each face input is mapped to the cartoon face
immediately on its right.

It is clear from Figure 4.10 that DTN often fails to capture the face-to-cartoon trans-

formation. We believe the failure of DTN is primarily due to its assumption of a fixed
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joint encoder for both domains, which does not model private knowledge specific to

each domain. Although the decoder learns to reconstruct inputs from the target domain

almost perfectly, the decoder yields samples of poor quality for the domain transfer. In

fact, the encoder was originally trained on real faces inputs, hence there is no guaran-

tee it can produce a meaningful representation for CartoonSet samples. In contrast to

our dataset, the target bitmoji domain that is used in the original work [Taigman et al.,

2017] is visually closer to real face. This might explain the original work performance

even with a fixed encoder. Nevertheless, our experiments suggest that using a fixed

encoder is too restrictive and does not adapt well to our scenario. We also trained

a variant of the DTN, in which we jointly fine-tune the encoder while training the de-

coders. This yields samples of better quality than the original DTN, however, this setup

is very sensitive to training hyperparameters and prone to mode collapse.

Comparison to CycleGAN. As we have mentioned in the related work section, Cy-

cleGAN [Zhu et al., 2017], DiscoGAN [Kim et al., 2017] and DualGAN [Yi et al., 2017]

form another family of closely related work for image-to-image translation problems.

However, differently from DTN and the proposed XGAN, these models only consider

a pixel-level cycle consistency loss and do not use any shared representations. More

specifically, the model consists of two GANs, each taking care of a different domain

translation, and trained with a pixel-level consistency loss, which states that mapping

an image through each translation module should yield the same image.

We argue that the lack of a shared bottleneck representation hinders the Cycle-

GAN’s ability to capture high-level shared semantics between significantly different do-

mains. To verify this hypothesis, we train CycleGAN for the face-to-cartoon task, using

a pix2pix [Isola et al., 2017] generator as in the original paper, which is close to the gen-

erator we use in XGAN in terms of architecture choices and size (depth and width of

the network). As shown in Figure 4.11, this approach yields poor results, as the model

tends to preserve local statistics, such as edges. This is in part due to the pixel-level

consistency loss [Chu et al., 2017], and also aggravated by the backwards connections

between the encoder and the decoder in the pix2pix architecture, that further enhance

pixel-level similarity.
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Figure 4.11: CycleGAN is not suitable for transformation between domains with very
dissimilar appearances as it enforces strong pixel-level structural similarities

4.2.6 Ablation Experiments

We conduct a number of ablation experiments on XGAN to provide further insights

in the model. We first consider training only with the reconstruction loss, Lrec, and

domain-adversarial loss, Ldann. We show that these are a vital component of the

model, and have stable training dynamics in practice. Secondly we experiment with

the semantic consistency loss, Lsem, and teacher loss, Lteach. We show that both have

complementary and beneficial regularization effects on the embedding space.

Domain-adversarial training. We first experiment with only the reconstruction and

domain-adversarial losses active. These components prompt the model to (i) encode

enough information for each decoder to correctly reconstruct images from the corre-

sponding domain, and (ii) to ensure that the embedding lies in a common subspace for

both domains. In practice in this setting, the model is robust to hyperparameter choices

and does not require much tuning to converge to a good regime, i.e. low reconstruction

error and around 50% accuracy for the domain-adversarial classifier. As a result of

(ii), applying each decoder to the output of the other domain’s encoder yields reason-

able cross-domain translations, albeit of low quality (see Figure 4.12). Furthermore,

we observe that some simple semantics such as skin tone or gender are overall well

preserved by the learned embedding due to the shared autoencoder structure. For

comparison, failure modes occur in extreme cases, e.g. when the model capacity is

too small, in which case transferred samples are of poor quality, or when the weight of

the loss term Ldann is too low. In the latter case, the source and target embeddings are

easily distinguishable and the cross-domain translations do not look realistic.
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(a) source to target

(b) target to source

Figure 4.12: Test results for XGAN with the reconstruction and domain-adversarial
losses active only in the training objective LXGAN .

Semantic Consistency. Secondly, we investigate the benefits of adding semantic

consistency in XGAN via the following three components: Sharing high-level layers

in the autoencoder leads the model to capture common semantics earlier in the ar-

chitecture. We also performed a few experiments when sharing only the middle layer

in the dual autoencoder. As expected, the resulting embedding does not capture rel-

evant shared domain semantics. Second, we use the semantic consistency loss as

self-supervision for the learned embedding, ensuring that it is preserved through the

cross-domain transformations. It also reinforces the action of the domain-adversarial

loss as it constrains embeddings from the two input domains to lie close to each other.

Finally, the optional teacher loss leads the learned source embedding to lie near the

teacher output (in our case, FaceNet’s representation layer). It acts in conjunction with

the domain-adversarial loss and semantic consistency loss, which bring the source and

target embedding distributions closer to each other.

In Figure 4.13 we report random test samples for both domain translations when

ablating the teacher loss and semantic consistency loss respectively. While it is hard

to draw conclusions from visual inspections, it seems that the teacher network has a

positive regularization effect on the learned embedding by guiding it to a more realistic
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(i) source to target (ii) target to source
(a) Teacher loss inactive

(i) source to target (ii) target to source
(b) Semantic consistency loss inactive

Figure 4.13: Results of ablating the teacher loss (top) and semantic consistency loss
(bottom) in the XGAN objective LXGAN .

region: Training the model without the teacher loss (Figure 4.13 (a)) yields distorted

samples, especially when the input is an outlier, e.g. person wearing a hat, or cartoons

with unusual hairstyle. However, when the semantic consistency is inactive (Figure

4.13 (b)), the generated samples overall display less variety. In particular, rare at-

tributes (e.g. unusual hairstyle) are not as well preserved as when this loss is present.

4.2.7 Conclusions and discussions

We introduced XGAN, a model for unsupervised domain translation applied to the task

of semantically-consistent style transfer. In particular, we argue that, similar to the

domain adaptation task, learning image-to-image translation between two structurally

different domains requires learning a high-level joint semantic representation while dis-

carding local pixel-level dependencies. Additionally, we proposed a semantic consis-

tency loss acting on both domain translations as a form of self-supervision.

We reported promising experimental results on the task of face-to-cartoon, outper-

forming existing baselines. We first observe that using a simple setup where a partially

shared dual autoencoder is trained with reconstruction and domain-adversarial losses

already suffices to produce an embedding that captures basic semantics rather well
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(for instance, skin tone). However, the generated samples are of poor quality and fine-

grained attributes such as facial hair are not well captured. These two problems are

greatly diminished after adding the GAN loss and the proposed semantic consistency

loss, respectively.

We also showed that additional weak supervision, such as a pre-trained feature

representation, can easily be added to the model in the form of teacher knowledge. It

acts as a good regularizer for the learned embeddings and generated samples. This is

particularly useful for natural image datasets, for which off-the-shelf pre-trained models

are abundant. Failure cases still exist, especially on non-representative input samples

(e.g. a person wearing a hat) which are mapped to unrealistic cartoons. Adding the

teacher loss reduces this problem by regularizing the learned embedding, however it

requires additional supervision and makes the model dependent on the specific repre-

sentation provided by the teacher network.
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(a) Source to target mapping

(b) Target to source mapping

Figure 4.14: Additional random samples obtained by applying XGAN on faces and
cartoons from the testing set
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5
Conclusions and Future Work

While neural networks have demonstrated impressive performance on several com-

puter vision tasks in recent years, one of their main limitations is their inability to gen-

eralize well outside of their training regime. Fast and data-efficient generalization to

unknown scenarios is, however, a key component of “intelligence”, and thus a desir-

able property. We believe that constraining neural network to follow light structure

priors, that do not impede their ability to freely learn feature representations from the

training data itself, is a promising direction towards that goal. In that thesis, we consid-

ered two specific instances of this idea, specifically, (i) we studied compositionality for

the task of abstract visual reasoning, and in the context of modular networks, and (ii)

we investigated how knowledge transfer in neural networks interact with their natural

layered structure.

Compositionality. Compositionality is a key component that enables for interpretable

and modular models, and for generalizing to unseen concepts, without risking combi-

natorial explosion. However, neural networks crucially lack such a structure, and do

not easily learn it without adequate constraints.

In Chapter 3, we investigated scenarios in which we can manually enforce com-

positionality in the case of modular, recurrent, architectures: For the task of image

colorization, we leveraged recent progress on autoregressive models, which rephrase

the computation of the data likelihood as a chain of easier conditional probability distri-

butions. This chained structure allows for a tractable computation of the data likelihood.

As a result, we show that our model trained directly on the exact likelihood provides a

proper probabilistic framework, which is able to capture the diversity and vibrancy of

chrominance in color images in practice, and induces a natural quantitative evaluation

metric. For the task of object detection, we rephrase the problem of detecting small,

sparsely distributed, objects as the problem of iteratively detecting groups of objects,

until the resolution is high enough that individual objects can be detected accurately.

We show that the resulting model obtains a better trade-off between the final detection
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accuracy and its computational efficiency. This is due to the fact that (i) the proposed

method makes better use of available resources, as it is able to quickly assess if a

region of the image is empty or not, and ignores it in the latter case, and (ii) that the

group detection task is easier than directly detecting individual objects, which allows

us to use lightweight intermediate modules without affecting accuracy.

However, both of these examples suffer from the caveat that they require inter-

mediate supervision for the different modules: In the colorization case, we need color

information for the whole image, and in the object detection scenario, we need to define

the notion of group of objects. Unfortunately, even when a task can be decomposed

in smaller modules, this supervision is not always available. We tackled such a prob-

lem in Chapter 2, for the problem of abstract visual reasoning. Given observations of

specific (rule, property) compositions, the goal was to learn a model which is able to

generalize to unseen compositions of known concepts. In particular, we showed that

modern neural architectures, even ones which are aiming to solve similar reasoning

tasks, fail at generalizing to these scenarios. We showed and formalized that, rather

than a limitation of the architecture, the main bottleneck lies in the lack of structural

constraints in the latent representations’ space. We show that enforcing these criteria

without external supervision is a challenging task, which can be linked to the domain

adaptation literature. While we only provide a partial solution to this problem, we be-

lieve that this chapter constitutes an important first step towards understanding and

solving the failure mode of neural networks for abstract visual reasoning and, more

generally, compositional learning.

Transfer learning and layered architectures. Transfer learning is the task of trans-

ferring learned feature representations across different visual input domains. It is of

key interest for real-life computer vision problems, as it allows the user to capitalize on

knowledge contained in large annotated datasets, e.g. of natural images, and transfer

it to more specific, and perhaps more data-scarce, applications. Transfer learning tech-

niques rely on the idea that features extracted by neural networks on a specific dataset

are often also meaningful for other visual tasks. However the quality of the transfer

depends on (i) at which layer of the architecture the features lie, and (ii) how severe the

shift between the source and target visual domains is. Both of these criteria are un-

fortunately hard to quantify in practice, due to the black-box nature of neural networks,
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and the lack of proper tools to model the distribution of images from the source and

target collection.

In Chapter 4, we thus conducted an experimental analysis of how these criteria im-

pact transfer learning. First, we investigated a flexible weight tuning scheme, which,

contrary to the standard fine-tuning strategy, allows for tuning the weights of interme-

diate layers rather than only the last one. We conducted experiments over several

domain shifts and data scarcity settings, which showed that in several scenarios, it is

more beneficial to tune an intermediate layer. Motivated by this insight, we then pro-

posed two fast and lightweight selection criteria for picking the most adequate unit to

tune in generic architectures. Secondly, we investigated the problem of unsupervised

image-to-image translation, which consists in learning to “translate” source images to

a given target domain, without paired annotations. We proposed an hybrid model that

captures both information shared across domains, by using a weight sharing strategy

and drawing inspiration from domain adaptation techniques, as well as private infor-

mation, specific to each domain, which is modeled by dedicated domain layers in the

encoder and decoder architectures.

Based on these results, we believe that a better understanding of what information

each layer of neural networks captures, and how this relates across different visual

domains, is a promising direction for improving the state-of-the-art in transfer learning.
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